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Ohio. The chairman of the
Republican
State committee claims a Republican
plurality for Governor of 80,000 and both branches
of the legislature
by a decided majority.
Later: At 2 a. m., the returns seem to indicate a Republican
plurality of over 110,000.
Mississippi. Indications are that the entire Democratic State ticket is elected by
30,000 to 40,000. The Republican vote was
about 20 per cent, of the total.
Michigan. The city election in Detroit
passed off quietly. A light vote was polled.
H. S. Pingree, Republican nominee for mayor, carried the city by 8,000 majority. The
entire Republican city ticket is elected. A
majority of 16 aldermen are Republicans.
Ctah. At midnight Chairman Kurtz of
the Republican State committee, stated that
the whole Republican ticket was elected by
a plurality bordering close around 100,000
and the legislature will stand:
Senate, 27
Republicans, 10 Democrats. House. 76 Re36
Democrats.
pulicans,
Nebraska. An Omaha despatch says: Incomplete returns show that Norval, (Rep.),
carried the State by about 20.000 for supreme
court justice.
In Omaha the Republican
ticket backed by the A. P. A. has beateu
tin
combined
Democratic and citizens'
parties by 1.000 to 2,000 votes, Broatch,
(Rep.), being elected mayor. The County
has gone Republican by about 2,000.
It
looks like the election of every Republican
nominee, even the famous Judge Scott.
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The ship W.II.Conner must have had more
than a complement of “sea-lawyers” on her
voyage, judging from the litigation
wnick has followed her arrival at Portland.
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Maryland every county was carried
by the Republicans and even Baltimore capitulated.
Returns from Kentucky leave the State in
doubt at 2 a. m.' with both sides claiming it.
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In New Jersey where the Democrats have
won gubernatorial elections for years, John
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\V. Griggs, (Rep.,) is elected governor. Of
seven senators elected 6 are Republicans
and of the 60 assemblymen 40 belong to the
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15,000, Maryland by 10,000, and
claim to have captured Kentucky. They
increased their usual majorities in Massachusetts, Ohio, Iowa and all other States
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The Republicans
gained generally all over the State. In this
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crats have been returned year after year.
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SENATORS.
District Attorney Bradbury bad libelled
the ship William H. Conner, Capt. Frank 1.
u ii.it is known as au oil year pout| Pendleton,
lor a failure to display lights at
*> :t nevertheless elections occurred
j sea. It is alleged that between the loth day
srates Tuesday, as follows:
of December, 1894, aud the 15th day of Janioisri •>. for governor, State officers
uary, 1895, while the ship was at sea, on the
way from New York to Yokohama, and oil
'it.••
the return between May 14th and June 14th,
tu-State ofti*. ere and Legist a1895, while on the way from Kobe to Portwas also a
failure to display
:se. for governor and Legislature.
j land, there
and it is further alleged that there
treasurer and
iv«t.;:a. tor State
j lights,
was the same failure during certain nights
of September, 1895.
A line is imposed by
1 vacancy caus'-d bv death of
j law for each, day’s negligence and if imposed in tins case would amount to several
v
and State officers.
thousand dollars.
r
governor and Legislature.
The lib. 1 was returnable to the district
a.-i.
legislature.
i court Oct. BOth. Benjamin Thompson, Esq.,
g. vci'iier and Lt gislature.
i*
ic r and
appeared for Capt. Pendleton aud the owng'
^Legisiature.
ers of the ship.
i.-r
hief justice.
Charles N. Hasinnd testified that, lie was
i-•
t >j tiatice of supreme court and !
seaman on the voyage of t he ship William
1
11.
Conner from New York to Yokohama
I
o.r
and
'Mf.pi.
governor
..-gislature.
them e to Kobe amt them e back to Portia: d,
i'll State I■< institution ami
Maine.
He testified that after they left the
Cape of * iood Hope, from the 15th of DecemI’T; K
f! NS.
AU EH I i; ft
ber, '94. to the 15th ol January, '95, there was
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'* d to Congress in the tenth district
if
; majority. The returns up to 10 p lu.
That the Republicans have elected
ft
P'-: tors in New York city and the Demot.
Lx-Police Inspector Alexander S.
.' .tas,
Republican, running in the 12th
was snowed under.
All the Demo*
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York on
Hood
Hope, December lirst. After the
fifteenth ot January rbey carried lights until
they arrived at Japan. They got. into port
on the fourth of Mai.-li at Yokohama, and
they sailed from Kobe fur Portland, Maine
on the eighth of May.
About the fourteenth of May the ..gl.t.s were not visible
during a mouth ami then again during the
latter part of September, after the twentieth
of September, they were i:ot displayed for
the boxes were being repaired.
Peter L. Anderson, Peter .Johnson, Canute
(Meson and John Lewis corroborated the
testimony of the first witness.
To the material facts tin* witnesses were
in harmony in their testimony.
After the
testimony was taken the court inquired of
Attorney Thompson li any bond had been
tiled for costs and Mr. Thompson said it
probably would be tiled this afternoon. Mr.
Thompson was allowed time to prepare and
tile exceptions ami also to tile his general
answer.
He seemed, anxious to get certain
testimony in evidence which would show
that other vessels on this course were not
accustomed to display lights and also that
there was no accident on account of the
lights not being displayed on the William
H. Conner, but the court ruled that the
negligence of other vessels would not justify
negligence in this case and that the law required the lights to be displayed on the

starboard aud port sides when under way.
Mr. Thompson thought that perhaps if the
negligence was the cause of no hardship to
any one the secretary of the treasury might
remit the whole or some part of the penalty
on the presentation of the evidence before
him. Alter these preliminaries the court
allowed Attorney Thompson, representing
the owners of the vessel, until the 12th of
November to prepare and file his exceptions
and his answer, at which time he would be
expected to put in the evidence for the defence.
Transfers

iu

Heal

Estate.

Tiie following transfers iu real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Nov. ♦>, 1895: Henry Leman et als., Palermo, to Carroil Turner, do.;
land in Palermo.
Ellen D. Young et als.,
Boston, to Fred O. Young, San Francisco:
land and buildings in Lincolnville. Mary
A. Wadsworth, Lincolnville, to Inez Strong,
do.; land anil buildings in Lincolnville.
Mary J. Proctor, Gardiner, to Nelson W.
Tilden, Lincolnville: laud in Lincolnville.

Robinson, Belfast, to Benj. Robinson,
do.; land and buildings in Belfast. H. R.
Cooper, Frankfort, to Grace N. Cooper, do.;
land in Frankfort. Alfred W. Pullen, Palermo, to Mayo H. Nickerson, Freedom;
land in Palermo. Ada B. Knox, Winterport, to Lizzie A. Meservey, Ilermou: land
and buildings m
Winterport. Geo. I).
Spaulding et als., Lincolnville, to Annie
Clark, do.; land in Lincolnville. Walter B.
Heal, Lincolnville, to Nellie E. Long, do.;
land and buildings iu Lincolnville. Annie
M. Thompson et al., Frankfort, to Thomas F.
Murphy, do.; land and buildings in Frankfort. Alex. W. Boynton, Liberty, to Emmeline. W. Waterman, Appleton; land and
buildings in Liberty. Frank R. Barden,
Monroe, to Everett N. Bartlett, Winterport;
land in Winterport. Jennie E. Leavitt, Belfast, to Elsie Bowen, do.: land in Belfast.
Ciias. L. Sanborn, Waldo, to Lela M. Payson,
do.; land and buildings iu Waldo. Annie
Collins, Boston, to Alvali S. Redman, Belfast; land in Belfast.

Aim

Belmont. The King’s Daughters met at
the pleasant home of Mrs. James F. Church11, Oct. 30th, and spent a very pleasant evenThe meeting was opened as usual
ng.
ith singing, Scripture reading and prayer,
le Simmons brothers were present aud
gt*e some very instructive and interesting
“Faith, Hope and
reiarks on the

subject,

It was voted to meet Nov. 13th
at te home of the president, Mrs. J. H.
Coolv< All are invited.

ChGty„”

Dairying

and

QUESTIONS

Stock Feeding in Maine.

DISCUSSED
STITUTE IN

AT

FARMER’S

A

IN-

BELFAST.

iFernablgrapliically reported

for The

Journal.]
The third of the farmers’ institutes for
Waldo County, under the auspices of the
Maine Board of Agriculture, was held at
Equity Grange Hall, Belfast, Oct. 31st. The
others were held the two days previous at
West Winterport and North Searsport.
There

was a good attendance of farmers and
ladies, and a great deal of interest was manifested, nearly every point made by the
speakers calling forth numerous questions

from the audience.
The forenoon session was called to order
at 10 o'clock by Wm. H. gMoody, Esq., of
Liberty, member of the State Board of Agriculture for Waldo county.
After brief
opening remarks, in which lie referred to
the early farmers’ institutes and the increas-

ing

interest and

attendance,

Mr.

Moody

in-

troduced B. F. Briggs of Auburn, member
of the Board for Androscoggin
county, who
gave a very interesting talk on
THE

MANAGEMENT

OF THE

DAIRY.

The first requisite, lie said, for successful
dairying, must he a liking for the business;
and licxi, the closest attention to all tbe

details, from the inlying of the cows to marketiugoftlie butter. It would be well for the
young man who contemplates going iutothe
dairy business to attend one of the many
good dairy schools in the country.
As regards the breed best adapted to the
dairy, tbe experience of farmers and tests at
experiment stations prove that the Jersey is
the best dairy cow.
Not that ail Jerseys are
better than any Guernsey or Shorthorn, but
that, as a whole*, they have proved superior
for dairy uses,
ft is cheaper for the
average

farmer to accept these tests rather than to
for himself.
Having decided on
tbe breed and bought a stock of cows, cull
out the poorest and sell them as soon as this

experiment

be done, supplying their places by good
animals. It costs just, as much to keep a
poor animal as a good one. Next after a
good selection of cows comes a good sire,
liaise the heifer calves aud breed them to
this sire for one generation, to get tile strain
established; and after this out-crosses are
advisable. Heifers, by proper care, can he
made to produce milk at 20 to 22 months
old, hut the speaker did not advise having
them come in under two years old. A
Jersey
dairy cow should have a rugged constitution
and good spirit. A cow with dull eyes is
not a good one. The head should he
slim,
with good width between the eyes; the ears
large and well tilled with hair; the neck
iimg auu sum. me uaun long ana nips alia
chest deep. The udder should he
large,
hang squarely, he free from hair and extend
well up. The teats should be of medium
size, evenly shaped and set evenly at the
four corners of the udder. The milk veins
should be prominent and the crookeder the
better. He does not consider the escutcheon as of much importance, but, other
things
beiug equal, would prefer a cow with a good
can

one.

With all possible c are in the selection of
stock the butter can be spoiled by bad
feeding. Cows should have plenty of" good
food, regularly supplied. If irregularly fed
cows becomerestless and do not produce
the best results.
There should be good
of
rest
between feeds, and water
periods
should be supplied regularly. The chill
should be taken from the water, and the
source of supply should be
Suuuv
pure.
barus are essential. His method of feeding
and caring for stock is to give a ration of
grain and small foddering of hay at 5.30
o'clock. Clean out the stable, milk the
cows aud give another small
supply of hay.
Tiie\ are then turned out for water and
<
xt-wise, tied up at. 3.30, aud rest until uoou,
when they are again fed. At 4.30 they are
fed again, and milked, and later are
given
their corn fodder. The mangers should be
regularly and thoroughly cleaned. Cows
shouid be bandied gently.
They apprec iate
kindne ss, or resent injuries, as readily as
human beings.
They learn readily from
their keepers.
A quick tempered, eriiel man
will have unruly cows. Cjuiet cows
give
more milk and better milk.
Milking is a most important part of dairy
work. No one can make good butter from
poor milk, aud one of the surest means of
producing poor milk is improper milking.
The most scrupulous cleanliness should be
observed.
Each stall should he thoroughly
cleaned and tin- door sprinkled with a good,
'.‘lean absorbent. Sawdust is excellent for
tins purpose. The animals should be brushed off and aii loose dust carefully brushed
from the udder. The milker should sit close
to his cow, and milk quickly and
quietly.
There should be no talking, nor
anything to
disturb the quiet of the cow. The milk of
each cow should be poured ».-ff aud strained
and the pail rinsed out before
beginning anthe
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A. No. 1 let my cattle out for water,
which is warmed by a boiler. I think they
need exercise. Some do not think so, and
keep their stock tied up all winter.
Q. Can you make butter profitably at 20

pound?
One cannot get rich very fast.
Q. Will butter made from deep setting
well
?
keep
cts.
A.

a

A. Yes. I think it is a mistaken idea
that creamery blitter will not keep.
Q. Is “gilt edge” butter so-called made
from shallow setting?
A. No.
One farmer mentioned cases of New
Hampshire farmers who sell butter made
from shallow setting for 75 cts. t.o $1.00 per

pound to Boston customers.
Q. What is meant by “ripened” cream?
A. Slightly acid.
Q. Can cream l>e raised in cans hung in

well above the water.
A.
Yes, but the temperature cannot be
kept as even as in the water.
Will heat throw out cream as well as
Q.
cold ?
A. No.
It will also sour the cream.
Mr. Briggs was followed by B. Walker
McKeen, Secretary of the State Board of
Agriculture, who spoke briefly ou the various points touched by the former.
He explained that the average Jersey milk will
not vary much from 5 per cent, of cream,
and that 8 quarts of 5 per cent, milk will
make 1 pound of butter, which at 20 cents
per pound will yield 2 1-2 cents per quart
for milk. This is for wine measure, or 8 1-2
pounds of li Ik per gallon. The quality of
creamery blitter does not compare favorably
with dairy butter. It requires greater skill
to make good butter in the creamery than in
the dairy. Setting the can in the air above
the water is a mistake. It leaves a large
percentage of cream in the skim milk. Air
moves more readily than water and the temperature is less even. Open pans must give
place to deep cans, and these in time will be
superceded by the separator. At the State
Fair the first premium was given to a woman
who raised her c~eam in open pans. There
is a great difference in the management of
milk. One sample of skim milk tested in
Liberty yielded 1 per cent, of cream, while
iu a sample brought by W. H. Moody, from
shallow setting, there was barely a trace of
a

cream.

What is meant by “aroma ?”
It is the taste and smell peculiar to
butter.
This is stronger in butter from
good
ripened cream, and almost neutral in that
made from perfectly sweet cream. Butter
of to-day hasn’t the aroma of that of 20 years
ago. The market does not demand it. As
to animal odor, there is nothing in milk
from a healthy cow, properly cared for, that
should be removed.

Q.

A

STOCK FEEDING AND THE SILO.

The afternoon session was devoted to a
discussion of stock feeding and the silo,
with reference to dairy work. The speaker
was Prof. G. M. Gowell of the State College
at Orono.
He opened by telling of the work
of students in the College in this branch,
one hour daily for six months being devoted
to study of the growth and cultivation of
crops, agricultural chemistry, etc. He exhibited several charts representing the various phases of his subject. All bodies, animals and plants, are composed of two classes
of chemical substances, nitrogenous and
nou-nitrogenous. Nitrogenous matter is also
known as albuminoid or protein.
The
three terms mean the same thing. Nitrogenous portions ot the animal body are
made from similar elements in the plant.
Cattle feeding does not change anything. It
is a transfer of elements.
The following
tables were shown and comparisons made.
will
They
prove valuable lor future reference 1*3' all interested in stock feeding.
A.

Showing the chemical formation of plants
and animals:

interesting points w’ere brought out. Among
were the following.
Q. What kind of a worker do you prefer?
A. There are several good ones.
Any
kind of a lever worker that produces pressure without a grinding motion is
good.
Q. How much of a herd do you keep?
them

About 30 head on an average.
Don’t you make more money buying
and selling than by
dairying?
A.
Yes.
Q. 1 have a cow that loos whenever anyone comes into the barn (the
questioner here
imitated tile souud). She is well fed, salted
and watered the same as the others.
What
is the
A.

?
I cannot tell without knowing
conditions, and perhaps not then.
cause

informally decided later that

all the

(It

sous

are

fiddles).

Can you get as much cream from deep
setting with ice-water as w.th shallow pans ?
A.
I do not see how you can get any more
with the pans, as deep setting gets it all.
Does
it cost as much to keep a poor
Qcow as a good one ?
A.
Yes. The poor cow will eat as much,
and it will go to Mesh or bone rather than
into the milk pail.
One farmer stated that young stock must

Q

he “broken,” but Mr. Briggs preferred the
word “educated.”
Farmer. No. I have had them that must
be broken.
Mr. B. Didn’t you use a milking stool to
do it with?
Farmer. No. I used my hoot.
Q In making butter for the market is it

profitable to use a separator?
A. Not in the average small dairy.
Q Do you consider three feeds per day
necessary ?
A. I feed three times. Some have equally good results feeding twice. It is a matter
of habit, both with the farmer and his stock.
Q. How do you salt your cattle ?
A. Keep rock salt where they can get at

it all the time.
Q Do you believe in having running
ter before cows all the time?

wa-

Personal.

The fifth annual meeting of the Christian
Endeavor County Union was held at the
Baptist church in this city last Tuesday.
The working committees were equally divided between the Congl. and Baptist C. E.
Societies of Belfast. A basket picnic dinner
and supper w’ere partaken of in the vestry,
the local societies furnishing beans, brownbread, meats and coffee. The audience room
was decorated with pine
sprays, the stars
and stripes, and C. E. flags. The morning
session was opened at 10 o’clock with devotional exercises led by Rev. J. F. Tilton.
The address of welcome by Mr. R. L. Ilsley,

Charles F. Swift went to Boston Monday
business.

on

Mrs. E. J. Hills visited her mother in
Warren lately.
Theo. N. Winslow went to Boston Mona short visit.

day for

Miss May Hall of Somes’ Sound is visiting friends in Belfast.
Geo. A. Quimby went to Boston by boat
on business.

Monday,

J. E. Davis of Providence, R. I., is visitin this city.

ing relatives

George Fletcher of Unity called
Belfast friends Tuesday.

principal of the High School in this city and
read by Mr. Tilton, was one of the most
appropriate addresses ever listened to by the
Union. It was brief, to the point, and fulfilled its mission

iu

every

way.

The

Col. W. H. Fogler of Rockland
yesterday on busini ss.

was

from

cipal kinds of matter and the ratio of nitroor protein matter
carb-hyitrates ami fat.

genous
or

to

non-nitrogeuous,

Digestible Nutrients.-^

Protein.

Oxen, at rest_ 0.7
Oxen, hard work— 2.4

Cows in milk-— 2.5
Calves 2 to 3 mos.. ..4 0
Calves 6 to 11 mos... 2.5
Calves 18 to 24 mos.. 1.6

C-H.
8.0
13.2
12.5
13.8
13.5
12.0

Fat.
.15
.50
.40
2.00
.60
.30

Ratio.
1 to 12
1 to 6
1 to 5 4
1 to 4.7
1 to
6
1 to 8

O.

Showing the average percentage of nitrogenous and non-nitrogenous matter and tlieir
ratio in the various cattle-food plants.
By
comparing this table with B, the proper proportions of a balanced ration can be easily
determined,

r-Digestible Nutrients.-^

Protein.
Pasture grass. 2.50
3.67
Timothy hay
Clover hay. 7 82
1.44
Oat straw*
Corn silage. 1.20
Turnips. 1.25
Potatoes. 2.10
8.46
Oats
Pea meal. 18.22
8.36
Corn meal
Linseed meal.28.25
Cottonseed meal ...35 75
Gluten meal
23.30
Wheat meal.11.72
Wheat middlings... 11.60
....

C-H.
9.9
41.2
40.2
42.6
12 0
5.4
21.8
46.1
56.0
64.8
27.9
22.2
50 9
44.6
48.8

Fat.
.4
1.03
1 49
.66
.53
.23
.20
3.94
,71
4.74
2.80
11.65
3.85
2.58
2.68

Ratio.
1 to 4.4
1 to 12 7
1 to 5.6
1 to 30 6
1 to 11
1 to 4.6
1 to 10.6
1 to 6.5
l to 3.1
1 to
1 to

9.3

1.3
1 to 14
1 to 2.5
1 to 4.4
1 to 4.7

D.

Table B shows the ratio for a milch cow to
be 1 to 4.5, and Prof. Gowell showed two
tables giving a daily ration for a cow of 1,000
pounds, as follows:

Organic
Matter.

Timothy, 20 lbs. 17.37
Cottonseed meal,3lbs 2.£3
3 27
Wheat meal, 4 lbs..
Corn meal, 3 lbs.

2

63

Protein.
.73
1*7
.47
.25

C-H.
8.24
1.78
1.94

Fat.
.20
.34
.09
.14

2.52

12.62

.77

.48
.36
1.06
.24
.35

4 80
4.12
.84
1.89
1.34

.21
.10
.24

2.49

12.99

.77

.66

Total.25.80
Ratio, 1 to 5.7.

Silage

corn, 40 lbs

7.27

Timothy, 10 lbs. 8.48

Cottonseed meal. 3 lbs 2.53
Corn meal, 3 lbs. 2 63
Wheat bran, 3 lbs- 2.45
Total....23.36
Ratio, 1 to 6.

.15

07

E.

The following table gives the value of
plant food in nitrogen, phosphoric acid and
potash in one ton of the various cattle feeds,
at market prices:
Fodder corn.$ 2 001 Parley, grain.$ 6 78
Timothy hay. 6 37 Peas, grain. 13 14
< lover. 10
71|Linseed, grain_ 24 28

Clover Alsike.

Mangolds.
Potatoes.

Corn, grain.
Oats, giaiu..

11 52
1 18
112
8 72
9 1(

Cottonseed meal.. 28 91
Gluten meal. 18 69
W heat bran
15 69
Wheat middlings.. 11 33

F.

Following is the amount, in pounds, of digestible matter per acre :
Protein.

Timothy, 2 tons. 126
Clover, 2 tons
312
Corn fcilage, 12 tons... 288
Oat, hay, 40 bush, and
11-2 tons straw. 171
500 bush. 275

Turnips,

315
Potatoes, 250 bush..
Skim milk, from 1 cow
per day. 170

C-H.

Total.

2,880

Fat.
40
60
132

1,965
1,620
3,270

80
75
30

2,226
1,970
3,616

240

4

414

1,650
1,610

1,816
1,982

3,330

^

McDonald-Billings.
Horace
Eugene
McDonald and Miss Lillian Treat Billings of
this city were united in marriage Wednes-

a

week’s visit in Bangor.

Rev. G. L. Young and wife of Lynn, Mass.,
visited friends in Belfast last week
Frank A. Jones went to Portland Tuesday
on business, for a few days

morning

Freedom, Jackson, Liberty, Lincolnville,

Mrs. Hattie Archibald of Rockland is visB. P. Gardner.

South Montville, Morrill, Northport, Paler-

iting her friend, Mrs.

Searsport, Searsport Harbor, SandyMisses Fannie and Villa Sylvester went
point, Unity and West Winterport.
The following officers were elected: Presi- to Boston Monday to spend the winter.
Thomas W. Pitcher went to Boston Mondent, H. M. Prentiss, Belfast; vice president, W. G. Hatch, North Belfast; Sec. day for a business trip of a week or more.
and Treas., Miss Maude E. Mathews, BelE. J. Morison started Monday morning
fast; Lookout committee, Misses Mary A. for a ten days’ business trip to New Ycrk.
Brown, Liberty, Edith B. Pendleton, SearsMr. and Mrs. Samuel Adams went to
port, Lucy E. Ayer, Freedom, Lena Chase,
Bucksport yesterday for a two days’ visit.
Sarah
L.
Frankfort.
The
Brooks,
Pierce,
Mayor Hanson went to Petit Manan yessecretary’s report was a comprehensive hiswith a party of friends from abroad.
terday
tory of the Union. At the first meeting ten
Arthur Shea, formerly of Belfast, is buildsocieties reported, now there are 25 regulara fine residence on Beech street, Rockly reported societies, with a membership of ing
1,070—507 active and 471) associate members, land.
W. C. Crawford of Boston spent Sunday
of whom 380 are church members. From
July ’04 to ’05, 17 united with the churches in Belfast, returning by boat Monday aftermo,

members were transferred
the active list. There are nine tvwns in
the county without C. E. societies.
Mr. H. I. Holt of Morrill led the devotional exercises in the afternoon. The papers
by Mr. B. A. Lucas of Sandypoint, Miss
Blanche Moody of Liberty, Rev. J. F. Tilton of Belfast, and Miss Bertha A. Hatch of
Morrill were very highly spoken of and deand 2b associate

noon.

to

extended notice than we are
able to give in this issue. The convention
sermon by Rev. Geo. S. Mills, from the text
Isaiah 0: S, was a deep one and will remain
in the memory of those who were fortunate
enough to hear it. Upon motion of Rev. R.
G. Harbutt a resolution was passed endorsing the position of Dr. Clark, President of
the National C. E.; declaring that the C. E.
serve

a

more

Miss Mabel Paul
at

has finished her school
in Bel-

Sandy point and begun another

mont.

Mrs. David W. Dyer returned home Sata visit to relatives in Malden,
Mass.

urday from

J

Miss Annie May Seavey of North Searsport visited Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Dodge last
week.
Mrs. John Sturrett of Bangor visited her
sister, Mrs. A. K. Lewis, and returned home
Tuesday.
Mrs. C. S. Pearl of Bangor returned home
P.
a
visit to her father, B

Monday from
Field, Esq.

Rev. S. L. Hanseom will lecture in the

Society is a political influence rather than a
political organization, and deprecating at-

“People Course,” in Ellsworth, this,
day evening.

tacks wade upon the National President.
The evening session was opened with a
praise service led by the Baptist chorus.
The solo by Mrs. E. S. Pitcher—Not Ashamed of Jesus—delighted all, and the full
chorus rendered the anthem—The Hymn of
the Homeland—in a very pleasing manner.
After prayer by Rev. G. E. Tufts, Rev. G. T.
Raymond of Gloucester, Mass., was introduced and delivered the best address in the history of the I'nion. llis subject, “Mind your
Ps and
was handled in a pleasing and

Thurs-

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Murphy attended
Kiu>x County Pomona Grange at Appleton
last

Saturday.

Nellie A. Carr returned to Mediield,
Mass., Monday, after a visit to friends in
Belfast and vicinity.
Miss

Mrs. E. L. Whittier and soli of Melrose,
Mass., are visiting Mrs W.'s parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Whitten.

Mrs. John A. Mace, who has been visiting
daughter, Mrs A. J. Morrison, returned
home T<> Brunswick Monday.
her

masterly manner. Under Pile took the words
push, perseverance, power, purity, and for
Q, the words quality, quantity and quicksands. We should like to print the discourse in full, that it might reach not only
all the Endeavorers of Waldo County, but
Baker of North Vassalboro. Relatives and every church member, and shall endeavor
friends to the number of about fifteen were to do so. Mr. Raymond was in early life
I present. After a wedding breakfast, the pastor of the Blue Hill Baptist church for a
J short time. He has
always ha:l pleasant rehappy couple were sped on their way to the j
membrances of Maine people and was glad
train, followed by good wishes, old shoes, J
rice, &c—the usual accompaniments of such to accept the invitation to deliver this adl occasions.
We bespeak for them a long and dress to the Waldo County Endeavorers.

Feeding Standards per day for an animal
of 1,000 pounds live weight. Showing the
amount required at each of the three prin-

in

Mr. and Mrs. Orman A. Hopkins went to
Boston Monday for a week’s visit.

her report of the State convention
at Houlton.
She was detained in Boston.
Her paper was read by her mother, Mrs.
Edw. Sibley. Encouraging and interesting
reports were given from the four societies
in Belfast, and from Brooks, Frankfort,
deliver

A very pleasant event
place at the home of Mr. John Lawry
of North Vassalboro, Oct. 29th, at 8 a. m.,
when his eldest daughter, Nellie Ethel, was
united in marriage with Mr. Willard A.
Marriuer of Vassalboro, bv Rev. Win. C.

useful life together.

was

his

John A. Briggs of South Braintree. Mass.,
is visiting friends in Belfast.
Miss Zaidee B. Carter returned Monday

re-

given by Rev. R. G. Harbutt of
Searsport in a very pleasing manner. Much
to the disappointment of everyone interested Miss Charlotte T. Sibley was unable to

sponse

on

town

Make inkk Lawry.

was

as the quesviolinists the animal is
learning to sing and taking her key from the

tioner’s

Tbe Waldo County C. E. Union.

took

A.

Q'

|

Of the food taken into the animal onefifth is assimilated and four-fifths voided.
Of the part used the non-nitrogenous are
used to preserve the animal heat. A temperature of 102° must be maintained to keep
a cow healthy.
If there are not enough
carb-hydrates in the food to preserve this
temperature the lack is supplied from the
protein, which should go to the production
of milk. As nitrogenous substances are
much more expensive than non-nitrogenous
the latter should be used in sufficient quantity to do the work intended. A balanced
ration is not only necessary to keep up to
tbeir highest standard all the functions of
the animal, but it is the cheapest. The single
food which comes nearest to a balanced ration, as shown both by theory and practice,
is pasture grass, which has a nutritive ratio
of 1 to 4 4. while a cow requires 1 to 5.4.
The value of other foods is easily seen from
the tables. Prof. Gowell drew' many comparisons between the various foods, by use of
the tables, as the best feed for oxen, growring calves, young pigs, etc. The cost per
of feeding a young animal increases
pound,
with age. Wheat bran is always a safe food
and worth all it costs. It is cooling and carries a large amount of bone-forming material.
When calves chewed shingles people said
they needed bone-formers and led bone
meal. The weak digestive apparatus of a
young calf cannot take care of bone meal,
but wheat bran just meets the case. Wheat
bran is a food for a calf before birth, and remains good through life if it lives to be 25
years old. Prof. Gowell places a high value
on June grass and Kentucky blue
grass,
which are closely allied, and thinks more
should be raised. The reason why oat straw
shows no better results in practical use is because of the effort required to
digest the
hard, woody fibre. Corn does not contain
as much woody fibre as oat straw.
An animal will get as much food from dry corn
fodder as from silage, but uses it in the work
of digestion. The feeding of silage should
begin gradually, as any new food given
suddenly affects the taste of milk. As to
the best kind of corn for silage, tests have
shown the yellow' corn to produce better results in Maine than the larger Southern
corn.
The question for the farmer is, “what
food will you use?” Every farmer should
study the wants of his animals and govern ;
himself accordingly.
WHY GO W EST ?
The evening session was largely attended,
the
especially by
young people, for whom
the subject of the evening was chosen. The
meeting opened with singing by Equity
Grange choir, “Stay on the Farm.” Secretary McKeen was the speaker and his address was a logical and forcible showing of
the extravagant stories told of the riches of
the west, while he presented in plain terms
the resources and advantages of Maine, both
for the farmers and mechanic. He showed
how the star of empire made its way westward from the days of Columbus and the
fathers down to within a few years. How
the craze for gold sent thousands to California in ’49, and how a few years later the
glowing stories of wealth easily obtained
had sent our best blood from the farms of
New England to the prairies and mines of
of the great west.
Only the bright side of
the story of the successes of the few who
have been successful in the west has been
told, while the thousands of failures, of
blasted lives and shattered hopes, were never
heard from. Now a reaction is setting in,
and men are beginping to see that a c omfortable living, with “home” and all that
the word implies, are more surely to be
found in New England than in any other
part of the country. The resources of Maine,
of Aroostook’s virgin lands, of the proven
capabilities of the older counties, of our own
vast resources in wood, ire, granite, and
other products, were shown, and reference
made to the possibilities now being opened
up by the Aroostook, Washington County
and other railroads.
Mr. McKeen believes
that one of the greatest works in which the
Board of Agriculture or the people and press
of our State ran engage is showing to the
rising generation the resources which are at
our very doors, waiting only to be
developed,
The meeting closed with music by the
choir, and brief remaks from Mr. Moody, |
thanking the choir for the music, the ladies
"f Equity Grange for the excellent. dinner ;
provided, and the people for their close at- !
tent-ion, good order and interest.

Wedding Bells.

other.

The dairy room should be entirely disconnected from all other rooms. It should get
no odors either from the stable or kitchen.
It pays to make butter at home if a firstclass article is made.
It is not possible to
make as good butter from mixed milk from
different
many
farms, as from the milk from
one farm where all processes are under one
management.
in ins own dairy Mr. Briggs can s for his
herd as above described. The uiilk is strained through cloth and set in Cooley cans 24
hours at a temperature of 45°. The skimmed
milk is feil to hogs. The churning
temperature for the cream is 02° for summer and 08°
for winter.
The room sliouid be kept about
60°. He churns one hour with a Davis
swing churn. The butter has three washings. Up to this point all may be done according to fixed rules, but beyond this much
depends on the judgment of the maker.
The amount and kind of working, the
quantity of salt and the printing are matters
that must be governed by various conditions
and the skill and judgment of the operator.
All the water should be worked out without
injury to the grain. If all the various operations are carefully, neatly and
skilfully performed the butter will always iind a ready
sale. The market is never overstocked with
first-class produce of any kind.
In Mr.
Briggs opinion dairying is the best business
an average farmer can
engage in.
At the close of Mr. Briggs’ address
permission was given to ask questions, and some
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Mrs. Flora Belle McMahan returned MonMrs. I.

day night from a visit toiler sister,
M. Cottrell of Laconia, N. II.

Mason 1. Stevens and family have moved
from Nortbport to Belfast for the winter and
are to live at No. 4 Peach'street.

Charles Hatch of Winnecook arrived in
Boston yesterday morning and
spent the day with friends here.
Belfast from

James M. Webster and family of Malden,
Mass., who have been spending a few weeks
at Crosby Tr.n, returned home Monday.

He was a classmate of Rev. G. E. Tufts at
Newton Centre Theological school. This
annual meeting will go into history as the
best convention yet held.

L. Clay of Belfast has charge of the crew
setting poles at Waldoboro for the New England Telegraph and Telephone Company.

Mrs. Arthur C. Landers of Boston, who
day morning, Nov. Gtli, at the bridegroom’s
City Government.
has been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
No. 14 Church street, by Rev. J.
I residence,
Oscar L. Staples, returned home Monday.
The regular meeting of the City Council
M. Leighton. The marriage was strictly I
Miss Amy Knowlton left on Thursday's
private, only the contracting parties, clergy- j was held Monday evening, Nov. 4th, with a
|
full Board of Aldermen and two absentees boat for Boston, where she will spend a few
man
ami two friends as witnesses being
present-. The happy couple started by the j from the Council. Petition of R. K. Patter- weeks before returning to her home in Chi7 20 train for a two weeks’ wedding trip to son for abatement of taxes granted. Peti- cago.
tion of O. C. Evans, Superintendent of
New York and Boston.
Miss Rhe. Howe of Lincolnville, who has
j
Schools, for appropriation for clothing for been visiting her aunt, Miss Sarah R. GardIvittredge-Durgin.
Tuesday evening, poor children, granted. On petitions of C.
ner, the past few weeks, returned home yesOct. 29th, a quiet but pretty home wedding
P. Carter & Co. and D. W. Dyer for abate*•
took place at the home of Mrs. H. M. Kitterday.
tredge, Free street, in the presence of rela- ment of costs in their cases against the city,
A. A. Howes & Co. have secured the sertives and a few intimate friends. The conpetitioners were given leave to withdraw. vices of a
first-class druggist, Mr. George H.
tracting parties were Miss Genieva E. Durof W. S. Braunagan for perpetual
gin of Islesboro, and George E. Kittredge. Petition
Kent of Madison, aud he will enter upon his
Kev. L. D. Evans performed the ceremony care of lot in Grove Cemetery, under named
duties next Monday.
in au impressive and pleasing manner. The
Petitions for street
conditions, granted.
bride, bridesmaid, Miss Edith Hatch of
Charles F. Parks of Waltham, Mass., was
at the corner of Franklin and Court
Islesboro, ami maid of honor, Miss Nina lights
in town a few days last week on business.
Roberts, were prettily dressed in light streets and of Maine street and Waldo aveMonday morning he went to Pittsfield acgowns and were very attractive. George
nue, which were tabled in the Common
Couant officiated as best man. After the
Council at the October meeting, were taken companied by Capt. Charles Baker.
ceremony a delicious lunch was served at the
Mrs. Arthur I. Brown went to Augusta
residence of the groom’s sister, Mrs. a R.
up, and after a committee of conference, it
Leadbetter, Mechanic street, where con- was voted in the Common Council that the last Saturday to visit her son, Arthur F.
gratulations were showered upon the young prayer of the petitioners be not {.ranted. Browu, and will visit friends m Portland
couple. Mrs. Kittredge has made her homo
Report of the City solicitor on bill of Maine and vicinity before returning home.
in town the past few years ami is a very
pleasing young lady, while the groom has Industrial School, accepted. The Solicitor
A. I. Brown has been working in the Midmade au unusual number of friends during
decides that the city is liable for an amount dle States in the interest of the Maine Conhis connection with G. H. Cleveland, where
not exceeding £1 per week, but that the
dense Milk Co. and will attend the Atlanta
he is employed. [Camden Herald.
city may recover from the child’s parents or Exposition this week and exhibit liis goods.
Britton-Lee.
Isaac Britton and Mrs. guardian.
Report of Finance Committee,
Mrs. L. T. Tribou of Hampden visited her
Mary Lee, both of Bucksport, weie married
giving progress in the refunding matter,
in Bangor, Oct. 31st, by Rev. George W.
father, Capt. John C. Condon, last week.
Field, D. I). The couple left on the 1.40 p. read and accepted. Petit 1 on of F. 1. Wilson Mr. and Mrs. Tribou
lately returned from
m. train for a trip to Washington, Delaware
for use of Common Council room, read and
West Virginia, where they have lived four
City and other places, and upon their return
of
H.
F. Mason, Collector
granted. Report
will reside in Buck street, Buckspcrt.
Mr.
years.
of Taxes, read and accepted, as follows:
Britton is superintendent of Blodgett’s tanA. B. Cornforth is visiting his old home in
neries in Bucksport, and is one of the best
Amount collected on taxes of 1804, £45,010.known ami most respected citizens of "lie
Thorndike. He is night yard-master >1 the
on taxes of 1805, £81,722 51.
H.
Jacob
10;
town, while his bride is known to a large
in the city of
circle of friends as a charming and estimable Havener was licensed as an auctioneer. Al- Mexican Central railroad
furwoman.
[Bangor News.
dermen Stinson, White and Conaut were Mexico and is at home for a ‘.X) days’
lough. His brother is a train dispacther at
made a committee to make the assessment
Shook the Kurth.
the same station.
on the sewers.
The School Committee was
TERRIFIC EXPLOSION AT A ROCKLAND QUARRY.
instructed to open a school at Citypoiut, for
Representative Littlefield of Belfast is one
Rockland, Me., Nov. 4. The giant blast the coming winter term, and employ a suit- of the delegates appointed by Gov. Cleaves
at Long C> ve was successfully fired this
able teacher for the same. The sum oi £20 to attend the Commercial Men’s Congress in
afternoon at 2.
A lateral tunnel four feet iu
was appropriated for West Belfast cemediameter was drilled 60 feet into the solid
Atlanta, Ga., Nov. 13th. The object <>f the
rock at the base of the quarry. At the end tery.
The City Clerk was instructed to congress is to discuss matters pertaining to
of this was a cross tunnel. Into this was
open a suitable record-book for the new is- the commerce of the United States, as well
carried six tons of powder and some dynasue of 10-30 bonds.
as the best means of extending the trade of
Adjourned.
mite. The tunnel was sealed up with rock
and cement and when exploded the shock
this country with foreign countries.
lifted up bodily a piece of solid ledge 200 by
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Field have sent
300 feet and 75 feet deep, estimated to weigh out cards for the marriage
Miss Grace E. Mayo, daughter of Mr. aud
reception of their
300,000 tons. It was the first work of the daughter, Miss Edith Alma Field and Mr. Mrs. E. P.
Mayo, entertained a large numkind ever tried in a New England granite
Horace Bertram Pearson, on Thursday evenhome in Fairfield
quarry. It accomplished exactly what it ing, Nov. 14th, from 8 until 10 at the Ven- ber of her friends at her
was hoped it would.
The whole ledge was
dome. For the ceremony immediately pre- Thursday evening at a Hallowe’en party.
cracked in rifts so that practically no more ceding the
reception only the families of the Miss Mayo is a student at the Coburn Clasblasting will be required in that part of the bride and groom and the more intimate
her
No damage was caused. friends are asked. The young people will sical Institute and a large number of
quarry for years.
Thousands watched the explosion. Cautious be at home W
fellow-students were her guests, returning
s in January and
ednesday
citizens took their families and drove out of
February at Exeter Chambers on Exeter on a special electric car. All the games intown in the morning for
safety. Many fam- street. [Boston Sunday Herald.
cident to Hallowe’en were played, refreshilies for miles around had their
crockery
packed in straw and between feather beds
Hon. F. S. Walls and wife left for Belfast ments were served, aud a most pleasant
to prevent breaking, but all these
precutions and Searsmont, Wednesday, where they will evening was spent by all present. [Waterproved unnecessary.
ville Mail.
visit friends. [Vinalhaven Review.

j

Ashore at Crow Cove.
CAPT.

OF

BFIMTIN’OS OF W.
Residence of AY. II. *1. Moulton, Unity.
Turf. Farm and

[From
Probably

Home.]
productive

tin* finest and most

farm to be found in Waldo county is

now-

occupied and lias been for a number of
years by Mr. W. 11. d. Moulton, w ho succeeds his father, < ol. Peter Moulton, one
surveyors in his

of the best known land

time ill Maine. The farm is located on the
banks of the Sandy st lea njn Unity and is
nearly all made up of intervale land. This
farm was one of the tiist that was settled
in this part of tin* Slate, ami there are
various stories told in regard to the early
There was a man named
occupants of it.
Carter, who. 1 clend savs. fell in hoe with
the w idow Philbrook. whose husband was
the squatter who took possession of this
Philbrook died
land in very (.airly days.
and Wt the 1»•..; .■ 11> to Ids widow, md
Cartel, win* w a> quite wa rldly wise, looked with envv upon both the widow and
her possessions; bin she. as tin* si cy goes,
did not propose to marry a man unless he
could biing something to the <-..pim*>n
fund, and sht asked him what lie had that
lie could contribute as his pan <d their
worldly hoard. Ilis reply was to ask her
to go and behold l>i> possessions.
Taking
her to the bank of the river near where
the house in this picture shown above now
stands, and closing his eyes he pointed tv»
the wide expanse of beautiful intervale
land and exclaimed with all the ardor of
a
modern lover. “All that 1 behold is
mine.”
But this was not the way that Mr.
Moulton got possession of this property.
While lie may have been, and possibly is
now. a fairly ardent lover, he is more matter of fact than Carter was, who, after
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places

of interest I have visited since here. Well,
thinking them over, they are few indeed.
We went to New York the other

day

and

into Trinity church, and just to get
inside the door makes a devotional feeling

went

over one

It

is

that

cannot resist, if he
“Old” Trinity, and reminds
one

of tlie pictures of cathedrals in Europe, with its massive arches and great
one

stained
pours a
cast in

glass window's, through which
soft, dusky light. The doors are
bronze

chapters

and

and

verses

illustrate different

in the Bible.

We have been to New
times,
walk

York several

but this time decided

would

we

the suspension bridge which
connects Brooklyn with New' York, and
across

it is the most wonderful

thing

I

ever saw.

It lias two immense towers, set in the
river at equal distances fro m either shore,
and through the tops of these towers pass
immense cables, and then the minor ropes
are twisted in and out, under and above
each

other, until you wonder how man
could have thought of anything so complicated.
Booking from the bridge into the
East

I

met

passing

tliousa

saw

under me.

small ants.
boats which

nos

looking

Then, too,

of steamers

like

there

so

many

were

ferry

every ten or fifteen minutes from Brooklyn to Xew York, and

they

are

run

about

not. bom and

large

as

house in Belfast.

I

am so

brought

up

as

an

ordinary

glad that I was
in Brooklyn, or

Xew

Yoik, for then 1 should take all

these

things

as a

matter

of

course

and not

half their grandeur.
\Y( wouttoXew Jersey last

see

for the sail home.

Friday, just
very cold, but

It was

we braved the wind and sat outside on
the upper deck.
It was dusky, and as
the sunset gun sent its message to the inhabitants of the two great cities, the An-

boat started from her

in Jersey
City for Brooklyn. There, in her stateliness, stood the Goddess of "Liberty with

nex

pier

her touch in hand.

Then

our

attracted

large

black

was

to

a

attention

vessel,

up in the distance, which I was
told was one of the great ocean steamers,
just starting on her voyage to Europe. We

looming

passed

Governor’s

Island,

and saw a

large

fort, hut olid not know its name. Then,
the lights of Xew Y’ork were twinkling in
the

distance, looking like so many fireflies; a bump, a pitch forward, and there
we were back in Brooklyn, and we came
to the sad realization that the inner man
have nourishment, so we hastened
Cambridge Place to gratify that want.

must

to

seen

some

;
I

|

j
i

Then the time soon came to retire, and
after dreaming of the twenty-storied

buildiDgs which we had seen, we awoke
in the morning thinking, “Well, it seems
as we look at these things that we are
but one of so many grains of sand.”
We walk into one of tbe large stores—I
cannot say dry goods’ stores because they
sell everything from angel cake to boots,
Perhaps you think there isn’t much difference between angel cake and boots? Well,

am

pusnea

and then,

aim

feeling

a

UNITY.

wastebasket
to

bring

real look of horror to her face

advance towards the center of the

a
as

lealistic

Mephistophles

very
she

look around and find my friend had finished her shopping while I was gazing.
We

thought we would like to see the furniture
department and upon being informed that
it was upstairs, 1 made one break for the
stairs, but t lie crowd was so dense that 1
bad to wait my turn, so 1 looked around

retires

than

a

mouse';*

to

Tuolumne county. In 1 So4 he settled on
Upper Dry Creek, some ten miles in a southeasterly direction from Knight’s Ferry,
where lie eventually acquired title to 2,(100
acres of land.
He was engaged in sheepraising for many years, and when he disof
his
flocks, he gave attention to
posed
raising cattle and horses and to grain. He
had in the earlier years of his life in California close business relations with T. P. Carey
and Squire Fitch. Mr. Fitch passed on some
years since, Mr. Means being administrator
of bis estate. The Fitch ranch is now owned
by Al. Gatzmau. Mr. Carey is a resident of
Oakland. He came up to the Ferry to attend the funeral of his old friend.
Mr.
Means never married. The nearest relative
he has in California is a nephew, \V. A.
Means, bookkeeper with the Stanislaus
Power and Milling Company at Knight’s
Ferry. So far as is known A. J. Means left
no will, and his property will be distributed
according to law. It is likely VV. A. Means
will be appointed administrator and that J.
G. JNeedhain will act as attorney.
It was
remarked by T. B. Dorsey that A. J. Means
voted for Fremont for President and that he
had been a straight Republican ever since
up to the time of his death. As a citizen he
leaves an unsullied name. His old neighbors all speak well of him. He had not been
well for two or three years, but it is only
within the last two mouths that his disease
—kidney trouble—assumed alarming form.
He remained in town during that time and
kept as quiet as possible. Last Tuesday aud
Wednesday lie was unconscious, aud at G
o’clock Wednesday evening he passed away.
Mrs. Barnes of the Washington Hotel at
Knight’s Ferry, did what she could to
smooth the pathway of the old pioneer
when he came to her home to endure the
closing struggle of mortality. Unlike some
of us, Mr. Means has revisited his birthplace
once in the lorty years of his sojourn in
California—in 18G5.

with all the airs and graces of any other

prima donna. The climax is highly tragic!
Marglierita sings away her soul to the
a
we
heavenly regions and her body falls upon
into
little
friend
and
stepped
my
cage-like place called an elevator. I felt the straw of the prison. Here, I am sorry
rather a funny sensation at going up, hut to say, Kidlums forsakes the legitimate
j
when the fifth floor was reached I was in- j and copies Mrs. I.angtry; that is, she
1
quiring if there was not another depart- carefully looks about and selects a soft
ment higher up, so 1 might keep the seat
spot to fall upon! Example of New EngI had and still have that delightful sensa- land thrift, that.
tion of yo'mj up.
To my disappointment
Dressingroom—and then our old friend
we must get off there or go down to the
“Shylock,” with the Irviugesque stride
basement where they sell tin and granite and the convulsive movement of the
ware and angel cake, and thinking that
hands that one longs to see oil' the stage
perhaps 1 had cash enough to buy a piece in order to appreciate them on. “Is it so
of angel cake, and not enough to buy a nomernated in ther bond?”
“A Danyiel,
rocking chair, we floated downward to yes, a Danyiel, come ter judgment.”
that quarter.
And here’s “Romeo,” the lover, tender
We went from the basement out into and passionate.
He dies in the approved
the street, and after waiting three-quar- style, falling all over the trunk which
ters of an hour for an electric car, gave it serves as “Juliet’s” hier, and is last seen
with blue worsted slippers sticking up
up aud stai ted to walk.
The next day we went to the theatre, from behind the trunk.
And here’s the
and after climbing a long flight of stairs gentle
“Juliet,” leaning over the balcony,
found ourselves in the first balcony of the and murmering “Oh, Robeo, Robeo!” in
New- Jlontauk Theatre.
It is prettily car- as catarrhal a manner as Julia Marlowe
peted and each row of chairs is elevated herself.
above the row in front.
The ceiling lias
By this time the audience is reduced to
beautiful pictures painted upon it, but a helpless heap of giggle, and the curtain
the thing which most impressed me was is rung down for the night after a “Highthe stage curtain.
It is a picture of a land Fling,” anything hut Scotch, mixed
chariot race, and as 1 settled comfortably up with the Turkish effect of slippers and
back in my plush chair and gazed at it, I dressing gown, and a few thrilling scenes
from “Ur. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde;” scenes
soon felt that I could see the riders urging on their horses, which were puffing exceeding in horror anything Mr. Stevenand blowing: then I saw a horse make son could have imagined.
Then, lights
one mis-step and fall, and then horse and
out, and dreamland until another day.
rider were trampled under foot by those Early that other day comes a sleepy
w ho were anxious to reach the goal first.
voice, “Well, we can own a variety show
In the distance, beyond the dust, which I if we aren’t wealthy, can’t we?”
A sugreally could smell, I could see a beautiful gestion worthy to be included in “New
city with its white marble palaces gleam- Every Morning” or any other collection
F. L. D.
of “Helps to Contentment.”
ing in the sun.
Soon the curtain rises and the play comMaine Bibliography.
mences.
I laugh, cry, and feel idiotic,
and then it is over.
We pick our way judge Williamson's exhaustive work is
ALL READY FOR THE PRINTER.
down the winding stairs aud out into the
Hon. Joseph Williamson of Belfast has
free air of heaven, and even this makes
for the
the
some, and soon 1 saw
at a door and snout

black face appear
“Up.” I followed

a

1

publiarrangements
completed
its impression on me, for I feel that if cation of his "Bibliography of Maine.” This
there is anything in Brooklyn that I can exhaustive work, which will make two large
volumes of nearly TOO octavo pages each,
B.
get free, I want to enjoy it.
has been in preparation for several years
and the data collected at great expense after
long and patient research.
With a few classified exceptions the work
NOTES OFF THE STAGE.
aims
to include the full title of every book,
Speaking of grand opera? Oh, yes! You pamphlet, and magazine article ever
written
should see Kidlums in a gray and blue or published in, or concerning Maine, or of
About
bath robe pinned up to resemble bloom- which her citizens were the authors.
10,000 titles are thus given, and the names
ers, a fanciful toboggan cap on her head, of over 2,500 authors, with brief notes. It
her beautiful hair flying loose, and blue will contain numerous notes and cross references; the whole constituting a complete
w orsted slippers on her feet, doing “Siekey to the biography, history and literature
the State.
of
A
in
“Faust.”
in
scene
bel”
the garden
Judge Williamson is an ardent student of
stray ribbon bow does duty as “Gentle the history of the Pine Tree State, and it is
flowers in the dew,” and imagination eminently fitting that so valuable a collection of the work of Maine authors and pubdoes duty for the garden, but the song, lishers should be
compiled by him. [Keuand the tender expressions of the lovesick nebec Journal.

[From the Camden Herald.J
On September 23rd 1 sailed from Belfast
bound for Camden. Night coming on, and
not wishing to enter that port in the darkness, as I intended to sail up to the wharf,
and the high tide coming about 3 o’clock a.
m., I concluded to drop anchor off Crow
Cove, Islesboro; wind southwest. At 2 a.
m., the wind changed to northwest, which
brought the craft rather close to what is
know n as the burying point. At daybreak
I began getting under weigh and filled on
the starboard tack to tlie west-south-west.
Now, tl e water being deep where the anchor
broke,10 fathoms, aud shoaling as we stretched down the coast, it was all my light crew’
could do to keep the anchor clear of bottom.
At the same time the w ind westerned a couple of points aud made it necessary to tack
ship or go ashore. By making use of tactics
know’n only to skilled seamen, such as hauling down a jib, backing the foresail and Hatting aft the spanker sheet, we got her on the
port tack,i but at tin*, same time with a
little stern-hoard on. The sails filled aud
all seemed well, but her keel touched. She
fell off aud gently laid herself broadside on
the shore. Fortunately’ it was nearly low’
water, and gave the natives just time to
learn that “George Alden” w’as ashore, before the tide began to How. And right here
I wish to express my thanks to those eighteen men who saw the necessity of acting
promptly and did so, most of w hom left their
own labors to help me.
They were asked
to present their bills, told that a two
cent postage stamp would find me, and
they shouted “don’t mention it.” A bill lias
not been presented from oue of that number
and never will be.
I am proud to have a
home among men who will lay their own adto
seek
their
vantage by
neighbors’ good.
And now 1 come to the singular part of
the occurrence. Last winter I had some
talk with Capt. Emery Williams about a
boat lie had to sell, i sail! that Capt. Bunker was coming down t.o Camden to make repairs and that 1 thought, we would buy it.
Circumstances over which I had no control
put the schooner ashore within a quarter of
a mile of Capt. Williams' house and
that,
too, without a boat lit to run out an anchor
in. We went to ins boat house and took
that boat while he (Capt. Williams) was
The schooner has now a ti si class
away.
boat, and it was christened at a very opportune time. Mad the wind blown on heavily
from he west-north west the good old schooner would have gone to pieces as
rapidly as if
on the west side of Tristan da Cunha; as it
was she received no damage whatever.
The other singular happening was this:
Capt. Otis I lodge was tin* tirst, man I met
after landing, and he helped pull the schooner alloat, and live days later,
together with
l>r. Williams, I was tirst to help save his
house from burning when the barn burned,
I happening that way to pay for that boat.
Now I wish to ask where is the next place
that the people will leave their carpenter
benches or the gathering of their harvests or
whatever occupation they may have, to help
one wlio needs their help,
and that, too,
without a thought of remuneration. Many
good and gen. ions men have left Islesboro
to make their homes in other parts, but today Islesboro is the home of as kind and
true men as ever New England produced.
Geokok A. Warren.
And

Still
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Everybody who is weak, delicate or sickly
get well. Dr. Greene, of 34 Temple
Place, B oston, Mass., makes a specialty of
treating patients through letter correspondence. The wisest thing all suffering people
can do is to write the Doctor, st .tn g just
how they feel, mentioning every symptom
of which they complain, and he will answer
the letter, explaining each symptom aud describing the case so thoroughly that patients
understand their complaint as well as though
they had talked with the Doctor. He makes
his explanations so clear that they cannot
help but understand just what ails them,
and he tells exactly what to do to get well.
It saves a journey to the city and doctor’s
fees, and costs nothing. Dr. Greene is the
most successful specialist in curing nervous
aud chronic diseases. He is the discoverer
that wonderful medicine, Dr. Greene’s
Nervura blood and nerve remedy. Thousands are being cured through his perfect
system of letter correspondence. It has been
proved successful.
of

L

Rumford

Falls

Souvenir.

The Rumford Falls Times has issued a
handsome souvenir album of that growing
town. It contains a rna*. of Portland & Rumford Falls railway and connections, views
along the line, views of Rumford Falls, ineluding many of the stores, mills and private
residences, and scenery in the vicinity. Orders by mail will be filled at 30cents each.
Retribution. Wife. “If I bad known before we were married that you swore so, I
The Husnever would have married you.”
band (sadly.) “That’s what comes of being

|

a

hypocrite.”
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The Largest Piece
of Good tobacco
EVER SOLD FOR

10 CENTS
DR.

Another.

PENNYROYAL PILLS, i—KL

Another assessment insurance company
By and-hy the in nr people will
learn that m insurance as m everything
else, somebody has to “pay the freight,”—
for you can't get something for nothing unless you're running a shell game.
[Bath
Ti mes.

“gene up.”

take r.c
Aek for DS. MOTT’S PENUYBOYAI. PIUS and
I' .ac^ ,.,r
jut l„»x, o
'{%ST Send for circular. 1-ris e
Cleveland,
UK. MOTT S CHEMICAL CO,
FOR SALK BY R. H. MOODY, BELFAST, Al AI >

How |s youR jyjjji
BUY

-TO

YOUR-

*Fall (Si Winter Clothinf
We have got our FALI. AND WINTER ST(
We will give you our best attention. Out

Blood Poison
THE BANE OF HUMAN

LIFE,

Fresh from the Market

Driven Out of the System by
the Use of

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
"For five years, 1 was a great
sufferer from a most persistent
blood disease, none of the various
medicines I took being of any

help

whatever.

Hoping

t

oj

that o:

if in need of a

perfectly

blood-purifier.’'

Better times

satisfy

are

coming and

you at the present.

we

:::

1

will try and
:::

:::

White Store, 81 Main
CHARLES

os

Josk oj
A. Escobar, proprietor Hotel ®j
Victoria, Key West, Fla.; resi- JH
deuce, 352 AV. 16th St., New York, oj
reliable

;,ny cl0,hiev10
meet our prices.

WE
CHALLENGE
SUtiiSSSSsi

change of climate would benefit ®:
me. 1 went to Cuba, to Florida, 0;
and then to Saratoga Springs, o:
where l remained some time oj
drinking the waters. Hut all was ®:
At last, being advisid 0j
no use.
by several friends to try Ayer’s oj
■Sarsaparilla, I began taking it, ®j
and very soon favorable results JJ;
were manifest.
To-day 1 con- oi
aider myself a perfectly healthy oj
matt, with a good appetite and ®;
not the least trace of nty former
complaint. To all my friends, o:
and especially young men like ®j
myself, I recommend Ayer’s Sar- gs

saparilla,

*•
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THESE ARE MOVING TIMES

Ayer’SoX Sarsaparil la §
Admitted lor Exhibition
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Our Furniture is

Sterlingsiiver Goods

Moving;
j

Because it is offered at prices that temp'
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

buyer-.

IX GREAT VARIETY.

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.
Lounges from S3.50 upwards.

Splendid Chance.

wants to

The

^

P
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Andrew Jackson Means died at his hotel
at Knight’s Ferry, near Oakdale, Calif., Oct.
lhth, and was buried with Masonic honors
by Summit Lodge of that place. There was
a large attendance of members of the order
and citizens.
Music was furnished by a
male quartette, and a profusion of flowers
was laid upon the mound. He was a brother

dressingroom—a
screen—and in a moment Marglierita
oi Mrs.
li o mi us Dimeburner of
this City.
walks in. pale, pensive, devout; her gray
The Oakdale Graphic says of him:
robes hanging sadly down, hands folded,
Andrew Jackson Means was born March
patient resignation, and, yes, trust in the 4th, 1S21I—the day Andrew Jackson was inaugurated President of the United States.
forgiveness of sins in her face. Then, the Hence the name lie bore. His birth]) ace
Blue Hill, Hancock couutv, Maine.
heaven-reaching strains of “Holy angels, was
He came to California m 1&>.*>, spending a
in heaven-blest, my weary heart," etc. short time in the mines about
Columbia,
Siebel”

josucu uy rue crown,
jerk on the coat sleeve

AN INTERESTING STORY
OF 8CH. FLORA ROGERS.

TELLS

THE GROUNDING

Obituary.

as

sings, “Avaunt, father of lies!’’ for there
happens to he a live mouse in that basket,
and what woman could conjure up a more

my attention is attracted to the roof
of the building which is of glass, tinted

I

OF

Mr. Moulton raises very large crops, ! where lie finds a constant, market.
The
yellow corn is one of his standard j mill in fact goes well with the harm as he
He thinks that there is nothing has to keep a large crew of men on his
crops.
that a farmer can raise to feed to his farm in the summer, and in the winter
stock that will pay him better.
List year he can put. them into his mill getting out
he raised To bushels, and about To tons of spool stock.
hay were cut. He keeps four oxen all
Personally, Mr. Moulton is probably
the time, and about six horses, and just the most popular man in Waldo county,
lie is referee in more cases, probably,
now has one or two good colts which arc
worthy of more than a passing notice. than any other 10 men in the county.
The bay pacer Dandy Put as seen in pic- The man who wont agree to leave a disture above was sired by Young Gideon, is
puted line, or in fact any other kind of a
a most promising young horse,
and one dispute, where good business judgment
that will pay to k ep watch of.
lie also and equality are called for to “Bill”
has a tliree-year-old sired by Broadway Moulton for settlement, is considered a
that is a good one and is liable To become
His skill as
very questionable character.
fuse.
Mr. Moulton is a great lover of a a surveyor is known far and wide, and
good ox. and he considers that there is he is in constant demand, or rather would
nothing that is raised on the farm that he if his caves would allow him to answer
will pay any better.
lie works them in one-half of the calls t hat, come to him for
lifs lumbering operations winters and then this kind of work.
Mr. Moulton has been
fattens and kills them, keeping from two selectman of his town for many years,
t<> three yokes at a time.
llis dairy stock and when lie is on the board he is a very
is a mixture of Ikrehuds and .Jerseys and important factor in the alfairs of the
From what we have said of him it
lie lias recently bought a line Hereford town.
bull and thinks well of the cross oj Here- goes without further remark that Mr.
l’ords and Durhains for general purpose Moulton is a very popular man and one
cows.
He says that lu* has raised some whose judgment is accepted on matters of
extra good stec.s from this cross.
business by all who are willing to accept
But Mr. Moulton does not coniine his a fair and just settlement of business
operations to his farm ahuie. One would affairs. 11 is family consists of wife, two
think that a man with boo acres of land sons and two daughters.
The sons and
ought to keep himself out of idleness cue daughter are at home, and take a
without going into other ventures.
interest
in
He lively
home alfairs, while the
owns the Hall mill on 2“> mile stream, a
older daughter is the wife of Mr. Frank
short distance from his farm.
Nine years Mussey, a well known citizen of Unity.
The above picture is a good representaHe rebuilt it
ago this mill was burned.
and now has a rotary saw and shingle tion of Mr. Moulton’s stand in Unity.
mill and spool mill.
Getting out the The buildings are not costly, but they are
spool stock is quite a business with him. modern, large and convenient, and there
lie cuts from #00 to TOO cords every year, is a sort of welcome expressed by them
buying the stumpage and hauling the even to the passer-by, that is in perfect
stock with his own team to his mill and harmony with the character of the man
there saws it and ships it to Pawtucket, who owns them.

boy are all there. The
“Mephistophles’’ suffices

pretty leathery angel

but this isn't that kind.
we

MOULTON

ed.
and

I).

will he interested to know the few

would.

J.

just enough to make a soft light fall on
But I cannot gaze long for
Oct. 24, 1805. Perhaps you all the goods.

IT ON FHO.M

steal

1 have

FI IS WILL

WELCOME C'ONTKI-

A

his days upon it, the deed never passed
from her and he died as poor as lie marMi
Moulton was horn in Thornried.
dike ill lc*40, where he lived with his
lather until he attained his majority,
when he was seized with the Aroostook
lever, and turned to (dlenwood about lShg.
The war of the rebellion was then at its
height, and Mr. Moulton was tilled with a
desire to become one of the defenders of
his country, and accordingly enlisted in
the libth Maine regiment, wheic lie did
valiant service m the cause of his count ry,
lose of
lie returned to his home at the
tin* war. where he remained until 1ST-,
when in company with Ids father he purchased the Carter place, which although
ir newi belongi d to Carter was for years
afterward called by his name, probably to
reward him for the cunning way he
adopted to gain possess!, n of ir.
Mr. Moulton had followed in the-footsteps of his lathe} and become a noted
surveyor, so that it was not by any matter of chance that the father and soil hit
upon this splendid plot of ground, for he
and his father had both of them had t.lieir
eye on it tor ijuite a long period of time.
The farm consists of dOO acres of the most
fertile intervale land.
When they took
it. however, there was only about one
third suitable to use a mowing machine
Such has been the improvement,
upon.
however, that they can now run a mow ing
machine over every foot of it.
The buildings, as shown in the picture, have been
all built or remodeled since they purchased tlie place :J0 years ago.
The handsome two story house was built new nine
years ago, and the stables aud barn which
adjoin it were remodeled, and enlarg-

cake,

A
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THAT ALL ITS
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Brooklyn,

H.

getting possession of the widow's hand in
this deceitfu1. way failed to captuie the
iai.b; for, while she allowed him to spend

WARREN

Wedding Presents

Extension Tables from S3.50
Chamber Sets from $10.50

IX ALL LINES.

upwads.
upwirds.

Fancy Chairs

at almost yourawn price.
Extra Soft Top Mattresse? from $1 50 upv>
Hair Top and Wool low;r than ever before

■gjjTJAjgMU

Sofas and Parlor Sts lower than
Since we have b«n in business

Mill MUXS MR. WILLIS,
AT LOWER PRICES
THAN EVER BEFORE.

H. J. LOCKE,
National

Bank

Buii.dnio Belfast.

J. .C

A nrnoia s brooio-iieieiy.
B

Splendid curative agent, for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Bruin Exhaustion, Sleeplessness,

C

151 S. Western Avenue,
gold by all dealers.

tlrst-clas* workman, is conned—
this estabJshment. Repairing
NITURE, 1PHOLS TERING and \
1NG doie in a thorough mar'
with depatch.

CHICAGO,

I

?
v'

Thoir^son & Son.

Get our prices before you buy. W invite comparison. It makes trade l1' us-

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.

1

any

a

Stoves for Sale-

Hone Blankets and Robes.

special or general Neuralgia; also for Rheumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Anaemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and other excesses. Price, 10, 25and50cents.
Effervescent.

s

j

J. H. A J. W. JONHS.
Successors to F. A. Carle, 60 Min St I

Two

lar^e second-liaml stowoffice, for sale cheap.

store or
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Islands.

i'|,e Azores

jn

From

of a volcano.
T0 XJIE top
l.N A SAW-HORSE SADn TRANSIT
n,nv IT FEELS TO SFL' ON THE
,,F A SMOKE STACK AND SLEEP

T"

1

of The Journal.

correspondence

,|

]

30th.

Island, Sept.

Faval

,,,

supper, which, let us hope, is awaiting
your arrival, you are glad enough to roll

How Dr. Miles’ Nervine Restored
One of Kentucky’s Business
Men to Health.

THF. CLOUDS.
,,

LaGrippe.

l’ieo you should liy all
ithI the volcano which has given

igiiiiig
,-

the island.

to

allowed for

Lj,*

Two

days are
journey, and

the

and

“foot

it

..

long quiescent. History tells of several destructive eruptions, but all
long
so

Iu the year 1572, it broke out in a
new spot on the north
side, near the
village of Praiuha, and sent down a stream
of lava six miles wide, which devasted

ago.

base to summit.

i:om

in 1718 and

eruptions,

t

DISEASE has

No peculiarities

clha, commonly oalby foreigners, a village on

-pc of

sieepioss,

cp-imially
avrangc-l .for
-mecs
in Xlorta.

in hav-

:ta_cs

»

of the

one

now

placed at our disbespoken of Jose

was

services

well known mountaineer, who
-i> and couriei and
bargained
folks lor essentials.
out lout one
person ever lived
preset ve his dignity on donkey-

t

1

id

many people bound for the summit pass
tin’ first night, sleeping in a herder's liu,t
among tlie lambs and calves; but since the
weather was so favorable and our start

on
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He could have done it in the
t
only are the island don..lamutiye that a rider of average

sufficiently early,

;<l size finds his feet almost touch-:)»ind on either side when
id feels that lie might much
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absurdity

here

clumsy pack-saddle.
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Not far above this

donkeys must

be abandoned and

tlie remainder of the ascent
undertake
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sense

to

Above

ordinary walking-shoes, with more
less thinness of sole and exaggeration
of heel, and sometimes even the abominable tooth-pick pointed toes.
The conwear
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saw-horse,

woman, sits between the
ends of the audillias on the •seipience is that very few of them ever
the animal, without ev»*n get to the top.
Aftei climbing a while in
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they are forced to sit tlown disconsolate and wait for file others to go on
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to

no re-

and

afterwards

pick-

may trot he able to frisk about gracelike an opera bouife 'shepherdess,
hut at least, she can accomplish what she

pans

sways the
rocked cradle,

j fully

wliieh

spend days

01

ing cinders out »i their lacerated feet. A
lad} shod in spiked-soled, cow-hide bro-

ambling

violently
keep up a
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torture

business,

uscies to the

n

nature,

a

she has
the

succession of i

for and sing a song of triumph ou
d'vws, like those >f :lll ,.v-er- i the mountain top. There are 8,000 feet
tonette.
The donkey is ahvavs ot hard scrambling, over loose locks that
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barefooted boy slip away beneath tin- ieel at ever}' step,
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glorious September
a fresh breeze
scattering
veile<l the upper heights.
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it is like
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tlm wide Ati inti. ’nereases to a gale that
threatens to whirl you oft into space. The
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the management of donkeys
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all

side where
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Booking

gazing upon
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faucet for all the
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wa-

what if you had to walk

drop required? Laare busy with their
noes id the yam patches.
!c:, ami blackbirds
sing in
evcry

alield,

1

rabbits scamper across
ii,d quails and partridges
ti rst sound of approach.
■

-'id, undulating slabs of

round,

1
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if the whole

iced with asphalt, interuuy hits of pasturage like
Von notice that all
1
iii and red; the goats are

bing horns,
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Scores of smoke
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archipelago
cone

its

name),

The truncated
toward which

teap

the
below—nothing visible in influite
but
the
cinders immediately underspace
foot.
By the time breakfast has been
eaten among the calves and
donkeys, the
clouds have begun to disperse, and if you
are a tolerably good rider,
you may reach
Magdalena by noon—and even your own
comfortable apartments
in the Horta
hotel across the channel; there to nurse
your bruises and backaches for many
days to come, but firm in the conviction
that the trip to Pico top was well worth
so small a penalty.
Fannie B. Ward.
world

The

Memory

“1

possible?

Personal comfort and a consideration
for the feelings of others are two of
the incentives to an effort to secure
health.
If the illness is in any way connected
with the purely feminine organism (and
the chances are ten to one that it is)
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription will
cure it.
Dr. Pierce has used the Prescription ’*
in his practice for thirty years with unbroken success.
A large book (1000
pages and ^oo illustrations') written by
him entitle.1 “The People’s Medical
Adviser” will be sent absolutely free
on receipt of 21 cents in one-cent stamps
to pay postage and wrapping only.
Address World’s Dispensary Medical
Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

With

Seizure.

can be experi- I
Li:iviston’, Oct. 29. A committee repthe tops of mountains that
resenting a local temperance organization,
rise entirely isolated between sea and sky, I sailed this afternoon at the office of the
and demanded of Editor
and, likel’ico, terminate in a mjnute point, j Maine Populist,
Bateman an immediate and unqualified
Thousands of feet below white clouds lie
retraction of some criticism regarding
scattered like a fleet of ships becalmed; their course in enforcing tlie prohibitory
Mr. Bateman refused, and the comthe white walls of Horta glisten almost at law.
mittee got excited, proceeded to put the
And
feet.
tlie
tender
of
your
green
Fay- sase too vigorously, and were ordered out
al’s softly undulating hills seem so near }f the office.
that you may hear the charcoal-burners

at

whenever

factory

To tlie north and east,
Saint George and Graciosa look

Here Jose Maria’s savory and

much

Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

needed j

A

or

by taking
if digeation

impeded by
change of diet,
overeating or

United States.

Sk
ll
II

igestion

Vi
V

/ break

11 changeable
weather.
They

[I

reatore
healthy action of
the liver and bowela. At home or abroad
Hood’s Pills are a safeguard and a friend.

cave

in
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We have
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remainder of

just received

an

Elegant

not

advertise

to

Dyspepsia to-day.

But as {roods can be sold on
smaller margin tor.

Liver

Remedy.

Remember the

L. F.’s”.

Patent

SATURDAY
simple and effectual.

are

as

much

good

work

"PTER^

PROMPT

store.

LIFE

CAREFUL

33, 33 At
TELEPHONE 4-2.

Bargains
CALL EARLY.

in

1

to

age.
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DO YOU KNOW

TO

I

DR. FELIX LE BRUN S

Steel! Pennyroyal Pills

R* H.

:

The

dc.

Mears & Pitcher,
Belfast, Me.

AN II
of Shorthand and Typewriting.
Pend for free Illustrated Catalogue.

School

L. A. Cray <k

Son, Portland, Me.

I

Talcott, Friable & Co.,
Hole Agents tor the U. H.

°

j

iv

JODOlDff.
UUUUlllgi

PYe have the best assortment in this

county.

J. H. A J. W. JONES,
Successor* to F. A. Carle, 60 Main St.

4w44

Horst Mig sSS
_and....

3mo35

Write the Company for
pectuses, etc.
PETIT MAXAN LAND AND

TO TAX PAYERS!
I

Belfast, Sept. 1,1895_29tf

MARLIN REPEATERS.

sspi rut

40 & 46 Calibre.

at

Write

Model 1805.
for

catalogue to

Ask the trade to

ace

The Marlin Fire Arms Co.,
New Haven, Conn.

OF AUGUSTA.

Col. HENRY li. STAPLES, President.
Capt. 0. E. RASH, Vice President.
E. S. TURNER, Secretary.
0, W. JONES, Treasurer.
BOARD OF

DIRECTORS

HENRY G. STAPLES,

CHARLES E.

ALGERNON

FRANK L.

BANGS,

JAMES E. FILLER,

NASH,

WEBBER,

CHARLES H. BLA1SDELL,

CHARLES W. JONES.
This compary is popular because it is meritorianti lias had a marvelous growth. It is the
only Maine company doing business on the dividend plan. It is conducted upon the lines of two

ous

shall be at my office in Memorial buildinE Saturdays from lfl a. m. to 12 mand 2 to 4 p. m.,
until January 1, 18%.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of two
per centon their taxes must
pay by January 1 1896.
H.
F.
Collector.
MASON,
D

former customers
that he is now
ready for business
in first-class horse-

bottom prices.
With thanks to all
for past favors, I hope for a continuance of the
same, and can give you as good a job as I evej
did. Come and see for yourselves.
4w43
JONES 8. DAVIS, Washington St.

surveyor’s plans, Pros-

INDUSTRIAL COMPANY,
64 High Street, Belfast, Maine,
Or 401 John Hancock Building, Boston, Mass.

NERVO-LEPTIN E.

NEBYO-LKPTISE CO.,
Box 386, Hartford Cobb.

GRAY’S BUSINESS COLLEGE

j

The Petit Mamin Land and Industrial
Company
offer at par, §10.00 per share, fifty thousand dollars or" the Treasury Stock of the Corporation.
The Company invite the closest scrutiny of its affairs and prospects, and will he pleased to answer all inquiries.
A sufficient acreage of real estate is reserved
as
a perpetual and absolute guarantee to stockholders.
Present condition of the business warrants
the management in stating that a special dividend
in addition to the 2 per cent, quarterly dividend
will he declared in 18%.
All st< ek'hohlers of
record 1 )ct. 28,1895 will receive the Dec. quarterly
J
dividend.

The new discovery for the cure of EPILEPHY and
the treatment of NERYOl'8 DISEASES. No Opium,
no Morphine, no Bromides, no Sedativesn or Anodynes used. Five weeks treatment for §5. You
will find a decided and satisfactory improvement
before the first box is consumed.

MOODY, BELFA8T.

31tf

Absolute Security Guaranteed by
Maine Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
Real Estate.

:

KENT.

75 Main St.,

original and only
r FRENCH, safe and rel ab!e cure
^T<»n t io market. Price. si.OO: Kent
*
by ma;i. Genuine sold only by
are

:

Organs,
Banjos,

S

pinna 11 plain parkl>y mail, $1.00.
ing TT
XT"
w AkfiSSold only by
21»
R. H. MOODY. BELFAST.

days,

LADIES

:

IlelliiNt.

The farmers of Maine whose property is unincumbered by mortgage are giving encouragement
to a Maine entetprize by insuring in rbe

DEC., MARCH. JUNE and SEPT

Pianos,

Geiiito-I'rinary

Organs, requires no
change of diet. Cure

guaranteed

Front Street,

FOR FARMERS.

IF YOU WANT ONE,

URDIIM’C

DELIVERY.

INVESTMENT.

R. n. MOODY, BELFAST.

of the

37

»<.-.iiraifiiTii

FOR either sex.
DRUI1 O This remedy being in.-jeeted directly to the
seat of those diseases

5.30

5.30

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

....A FEW.

treatment!

5.50

FREE.

WE NOW HAVE

E. C. WEST’S NEEVE AND BEAIN TBEATM8NT
is Bold under positive written guarantee,
by
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Power: Lost Manhood;
Qui knees: Night Losses; Evil Dreams: Lack of
Confidence: Nervousness; Lassitude: all Drains;
Loss of Power of the Generative Organs in either
sex. caused by over-exertion. Youthful Errors, or
Excessi/n Use of Tobacco. Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery, Consumption. Insanity
and Death. By mail, fl a box; six for $5; with
written guarantee to cure or refund money.
Sample package, containing five days’
with full instructions. 25 cents.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.

$5.50

$5.35
5.35
5.15
5.15

WEIGHT,

guaranteed.

P2

Delivered
and put in.

Du 11111 Cart.

DELIVERY,
CORRECT

Satisfaction
All orders of
i§5 00 and over delivered by
stage or Lancaster's express

Delivered in

$5.10
5.10
4.90
4.90

Egg Coal,
Furnace Coal,

ANYTHING* in fact,
usually kept in a first class

country

WWMLa

t

Chestnut Coal,
Stove Coal,

Shoes,
Groceries,

“L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters.
35c. a bottle.

A I

\ ^

Prices at
Wharf.

Boots,

as

NEW

buy yeur Winter’s Coal.

GEORGE’S CREEK CUMBERLAND.

Medicine,

SUNDAY
days.

COAL

VEIN,
SUGAR-LOAF LEHIGH,

than any other basis.
A
word to the wise is sufficient.”
Send us a sample order for

FRIDAY

,

fine line of

PLYMOUTH

SPOT CASH

THURSDAY

Jf

a

COAL.

First Quality
Thoroughly Prepared

a

A dose of *‘L. F.’s” for Acid Stomach.

—"

we have five cent money
order with evtrv ONE DOLLAR CASH PURCHASE.

sell

GOODS AT GOST,

WEDNESDAY

BEFORE.

•#>

us.

MEN'S PANTS, Z™
BOYS’ SHORT PANTS.

Now is the time to
We do

are a sure

**

That

We shall carry

COAL.

TUESDAY

1

Line of

expressly for

f

Take “L. F.’s” after dinner.

L. F.’s do
on other

.....

STAPLES 4 COTTRELL, 12 Main Street

MONDAY

L. F.’s”

our

DON’T FORGET

Weekly Calender.

cure

days

(jloves, arms, iiaderwear,
HATS anil WIATER CAPS,
All manufactured

impurities,

L. F.’s”

50c. and $1.

contains

never

F.’s.”

Druggists.

MHINfiMteilaCisi

*

his

B. L. Tobacco

L.

cheap substitute.

in

*

npaeold,
prevent a fever,
and

audience

an

That’s why

The

a

A positive Cure effected in from 6 to !8

“For the humor of the oyster
Is juicier and moister.
And he’s wiser than the senate is to-day;
For he doesn't howl and cut up,
And he knows enough to shut up,
When lie really hasn't anything to say.”
[I. II. Bromley in New York Tribune.

is

chills and oon1b

Diseases,

“The higher class mammalia
Seem to me an utter failure,
From the time they left the protoplasmio
cell:
Iu the senate house and cloister,
They’ve done nothing that the oyster
Couldn't do in decent silence just as well.

Perfect Digestion
Hood’s Pills after
tIt secured
dinner,

Kidney

“In fact, I think the senate.
In those dread sessions when it
Sees an orator like Peffer take the floor,
Otters proof and demonstration
That the whole scheme of creation
lias ended in an everlasting bore.

ou

their work.

there’s

“There are Wolcott, Jones and Teller,
Who can stand all (lay and ‘beller’
That fifty cents iu silver’s worth a dollar.
Then there’s Voorhees and there’s Vest,
Call and Cockrell, and the rest.
And the cuckoos wearing Grover Cleveland collar.

in the

not

EOR SALE BV A. A. HOWES ti CO.

reach,
a pair of them in
motion,
Pouring out a perfect, ocean
Of muddled and befuddled parts of speech.
“Look at Stewart of Nevada,
Who can churn the language harder
Than Niagara churns the waters at its
base,
Or that soporific zephyr,
Tiie interminable Peffer,

and cleanest

ternational comity.

Lobster

and

good enough for eating,
every public meeting,

There’s

Lyall

ah

Is the only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout,
Lumbago, Sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhoea, Psoriasis, Scrofula. Liver

are

in

And

;

have the best

measured.
It will be only after the
rancoi
and the political animosities of
the generation in which he lived shall
have passed away that, patriotic men of
all parties will pay their united tribute of
respect arid admiration to the memory of
James G. Blaine.
Like many another
supereniinent genius, as soon as 1 is greatness
began to overshadow the ambitions
of other men, his calumniators commenced their cowardly warfare of slander and
vituperation, lie was a shining mark
for the shafts of malice and detraction.
Blaine was himself incapable of cherishlie was almost like a
ing animosity,
woman in the warmth and the
tenacity of
liis affections.
He was a Republican, blit he was first a :
statesman and an American. Partisanship
ceased at the door of the Department of
So long as Secretary Blaine reState.
mained at the head of the department, its
foreign policy was broad in scope, high
in motive, positive, progressive, imposing. Tenacious of our rights, respectful
of the rights of others, animated by a
profound conviction of the splended
destiny of the republic, be strengthened
everywhere the respect of other nations
for our tlag.
The limits of Blaine's
America were bounded by the two oceans,
the Arctic zone and the straits of Magellan.
No grander view ever opened to the eye
of faith than that which dawned upon his

Short

a

“They
But

it and

want

Rheumatic

I

meditative spasm,
As he gave himself a moment's thoughtful pause,
“I am sometimes led to wonder
If we haven’t made a blunder
In developing such loosely swinging jaws.

I* Buchanan
and

get Scott's Emulsion when you

you

Bowne, New York,

struck

“Then there’s Allen of Nebraska,
Who was never known to ask a
Moment’s rest because his mouth was getting tired,
And there’s Alabama Morgan,
With a powerful vocal organ,
Much too active to be constantly admired.

accurately

He gathered at Washington representatives of the sister republics in a ran-American Congress. He
devised that grand and beneficent policy
of reciprocity, which gave a new and a
remarkable stimulus to our commerce,
until it was abandoned and swept away
by the jealous and vindictive Administration of Cleveland and Gresham, which
policy of reckless folly alone prevented
Blaine’s prophetic dream from becoming
an abiding and splendid reality.

Scott &

yet,” said Protoplasm,

“And

which greeted the leading participants in the Republican State Conven-

or

am

When he opens up the wind
face.

swelled as the flood of memory of affection and of loyalty surged over the audience, was the everliving name of James
G. Blaine. Nor was that meeting an exceptional one. Wherever American freemen gather the memory of Blaine is recalled with every instinct of patriotism,
and revived with every aspiration for the
future of the land lie loved so well. There
is no living American, probably no American living or dead, whose
splendid personality, while living, so irresistably captivated the feelings and stirred the admiration
and enthusiasm of his fellow men, or the
echo of whose magical name, when gone,
has so thrilled the senses of those who
survived and mourned him.
Blaine’s true place in American statesmanship has not yet been definitely assigned. it is not at the mountain’s foot,
but only at a distance that its towering
height and magnificent proportions can be

sure

tried.

applause

appreciated

Ee

with admiration
At the wonders of creation,
And I look upon my progeny with pride;
But for my first contribution
To the scheme of evolution.
The experiment might never have been

In a recent editorial the New York Mail
and Express pays an appreciative and
eloquent tribute to the memory of a stateman our country lias sadly missed
during
the last few years.
After referring to the

adequately

People who have no life
resisting disease—thin people, nerveless, delicate !
The food for all such men, women, or children is Scott’s
Emulsion. 1 he hypophosphites combined with the oil
will tone up the system, give the blood new life,
improve
the appetite and help digestion. The
sign of new life will
be a fattening and
reddening, which brings with it strength,
comfort and good-nature.
ior

shape

Blaine.

of

scribable sensation which

Terciera,
wreathed with light, like emeralds, surrounded by a surf-rim
ai,b bs summit
glows like a of pearls, set in the amethystine floor of
In ’be
rising sun, while the the ocean. The blended line of sea and
lUe m'nintain
>s yet in mist
sky is indistinguishable—intense blue
above and below, streaked with lavender,
you come to the point Nile-green and palest tints of rose.
'lttem|it at cultivation ceases
Happily, the descent to the herder’s
becomes nothing but a cabin is rapidly made, or darkness would
#laK a»d loose cinders, seam- overtake you on the mountain top. After
ev'ery direction.

as

Lobster Wardens Gribben and Barbour
a thin,
hot
seized seven hundred short lobsters on
This is tlie very chimney j
vapor issues.
the steamer Phantom at Portland Oct.
from which rise the clouds of steam and ! 29th.
There were only two legal lobsters
tongues of flame visible so far out at sea. in the whole lot. They came from Little
They were all in boxes simiThe stones all around are so hot that you ! Chebeague.
lar to those in which dinners and smelts
cannot long bear your hand upon them, I are
usually shipped and were well caland perched upon the edge of the lofty- culated to deceive the officers.
The lobspinnacle you feel as if seated at the top» \ ters were all live and were thrown into
the dock.
They were consigned to New
of a smoke stack, as if you had only to
j York parties. One of the large lobsters
leau outward and drop down tlie sheer I weighed six pounds, a
very unusual
descent 8,000 feet into the ocean imnredi- I weight for a lobster now-a-days. No one
knows who the shipper of these lobsters
ately below. Giddiness seizes you, and a is. If
caught the fine would be a dollar
certain awesome solemnity, as if you were for each.
tlie last living creature standing alone !
Bearded Bateman in Bis Sanctum.
upon tlie very apex of creation, an inde-

ju"'"’1’

U„ m
S

bust; presence in such

distant
;Ule
.'•ihug '#

|i(

y

1

"

'">Kly ovei head.

,#n

t

solitary places, denote
"It! limners; and
myriads

far

crater,
feet in diameter, out of which

;kable long, white wool. euced only
iik.- every hit of rock in
1"'•11 y coated with lichens

even as

In the morning you
awakeniug above the

clouds, which completely shut off

pressed

"••h i.

sometimes blown

causes

Thau the first developed mammal,
Or the burden-hearing camel,
Or even tl an the authropoidal ape,

If the system is constantly subjected
to a debilitating drain, where is the
energy to come from to make enjoyment

that one day’s work
six days’ sickness!

so

“When I see the long procession
That in infinite progression
Struggles upward through the geologic
ages;
From the end of the azoic
To the recent and heroic,
Including all the tertiary stages;
“When I think, too, how much bigger
Is the present human figure,
And how much more ornamental is its

slight fatigue?

fragments of shattered towers. Descending easily enough through the breach
in tlie wall, you stand upon an almost
level floor, in tlie midst of which, on
a platform of lava which is
again supported by long buttresses, rugged and
| twisted, like the writhing limbs of tre! meudous dragons suddenly .stiffened into
He looked forward to the day when
j stone, rises the cone, 800 feet high. The
| heat in the amphitheatre is intense, and republics only should occupy the Western
i being overpowered with thirst, you search continent, republics consecrated alike to
freedom, and living upon terms of closest
at once for “Vulcan's well,” which
pre- intimacy in commercial relations and in-

;1'al cascades are also conspicuj vious visitors have described. It is a
4 i; absence, for scarcity of water bowl-shaped
hollow, hidden deep within
isliced characteristic of the is- a cleft in the wall, tilled with
ice-cold
as, the I'nst village en route,
water, notwithstanding the atmosphere of
111081
the others, has no water at
hades, being enclosed like tlie bulb of air
ciu met
troops of chattering in a spirit-level. Scrambling to the top of
h with a huge water cask on
a spire-like cone, among
constantly loostrudging to Magdalena, two ening stones that roll downward, threat1
whence all the liouseliold
ening tlie heads of those who follow, after
"s 'i •>
be obtained by making two
many bruises and back-sli dings you final[ C 1:111 ineys every day. Think of it, j ly reach tlie top, and find a slightly de1"'ii.se-wives at home, who
second
not more than 25

anis

were

A good, healthy wholesotneness will
Blake even a homely face attractive.
There are many reasons why women
should take care to be healthy. One
very strong reason is that beauty and
illness are very seldom found together.
Illness—and especially the kind peculiar
to women—makes the complexion bad,
the eyes dull and sunken, the manner
listless and tile intellect dull.
No woman m this condition can be attractive to her friends.
Personal appearance counts for much, but comfort
amounts to even more.
What’s the good
of living if one cannot enjoy anything?
If headaches and backaches and dragging weariness and pain accompany even

performed on tion the Mail and Express says:
alpen.sticks. All who
The name of all names which evoked
this journey should have the
applause,spontaneous, prolonged, repeatto bring along stout boots that ed, irresistable; cheering, which rose and

reach nearly to tlie knee.
But about nine
out of ten do not.
Most of the women

wooden frame

a

tlie

ashes

St. George’s island.
enjoy the novelty of

How many pale folk
there arc !
People who
have the will, but no power
to bring out their
vitality;
people who swing like
a pendulum between
strength and weakness—

From

foot witii the aid of

personified.

akey is covered from bead
h

preferred to press on
spend the second night
we

tiie top and
on tin
return.

to

aiTvihg the poor little beast
u’mg it to carry him, but the
it

LaGrippe.

| l>r. Mills’ Nervine Restores Health.

entry into Jerusalem is
Palm Sunday; and I

‘-ito.se

as

less,

.-

As before
many of Fayal'.s wealthy
ivc
their summer residences

Island, and

debilitated, useless,

■■

comfort

our

so

Mr. 1 >. W. Hilton, state airem
trie- Mat
ual Life Insuran ce Go., of Kentucky, says:
’'"•'t
“In
and '•0 I s.;ui two severe attacks
of L.i<
;me, he last (>ne at t ae u me icy nerui wii n such
vous s>
severity that my life
w;i- o--.- ia; red of,
1. hnd not siept for more
it1...rj two nmuns except by t ne use of narcotics licit sc u petted me, hut uiive me no
re-;. 1
>i, v'
n-ri. >us of intense n.enta’i
weaka_ron;.T.;nc uodiiy pain and tne
fact that T was m.»uny irrov. imr weaker.
W in n in T hi.- eondit ion. i c< imine need usimr
Dr. M it s' iL-nuaarive N< rv:ne. Intno
; s
I heir an to imteove and in one mouth's 1 ime
I was cured, much to the surnrise of all who
knew of my condition. i nave neon in excellent in a 1th since and nave recommended
your remedies to many of my friend.-,."
D. W. Hilton.
Louis\ ;be, Jan. 22, IS'JG.

til

f- rtunatc

nerv

presented so many
LaGrippe. No disease

ever

as

its victims

leaves

mountain, about
Magdalena,) and starting
next illuming bctorc ilav-

ct

side, and in 1870 the tall
suddenly converted itself into an
active smokestack, sending forth flames
and lava almost uninterruptedly for six
months, during which time stones aud

cone

A

imcao

Again

1710 there were destructive
both from new openings in

the mountain

If time

trip maybe accomplished iu
by passing tlie night at Old

i-

iu its course to the sea.

everything

boundless sea of
that swathe the

a

clouds

t:-!e

:•

“When I see how things develop
the ugly oyster shell up
To the fascinating young Cephalopod ;
How the decapoda followed,
To be subsequently swallowed
By the lobster pot or hungry Thomas Cod ;
“How the diligent crustacean,
Spurning other recreation,
Confined himself to evolutin’ up,
Till he stood in the regalia
Of the higher class mammalia,
And was fondled as a barkiug brindlepup;

that the earth may more than
tremble beneath you.
But there is
really no danger, as the volcano has been

a

the fc: 3 for all such.

aud the strange sense of isolation from all
your kind, as if transported to another
planet. Possibly visions of earthquakes
flit through your slumbers, and it is not

unlikely

■

Failure.

a

blanket, and lie down to pleasant
dreams, undisturbed alike by the proximity of the lambs and calves, the trampling of donkeys and snoring of guides,

once

(our-legged animals are as scarce
liable lodging-places, it will be
.avoid delay b\ making arrangeAnd
ai alliance as far as possible.
depends upon the weather, that
.iitain of things Azorean, for
clear day it is love’s labor lost
i'- the peak, since you will get not
_.ii:p>c of “scenery” beyond the ein-

Evolution

“When I contemplate the chasm,”
Said the quivering Protoplasm,
“That .yawns ’twixt me and Protozoa,
When I view the bonds that link us
To the gay Ornithorhyncbus,
Or the Stegauopodes upon the shore;

up in a

it.

of the oldest and

most

successful insurance

com-

panies in the United States, viz: the Holyoke and
Quincy of Massachusetts, who have been
doing business since 1843 and 1851 respectively,
the

and have

never

failed

to

pay

a

dividend.

All

buildings insured in this company must be surveyed by an agent of the campany, and a plan
made. This is done at the company’s expense.
Every person insured is a member of the company during the life of his policy, and is entitled
to its benefits. Dilapidated,unoccupied or neglected buildings, and those in bad repair, w ill not be
taken by this company at any rate. We give insurance for protertloi.
Those wishing to insure
for revene oily will have to seek it elsewhere.

J. O. JOHNSON,

Liberty,

Agent for Waldo County and Vicinity.
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PILSBURY,

Democrats

J

have

carried Missis-

!

sippi

Augusta had

day morning,

an

earthquake

but it

The President has issued

designating Thursday,
Thanksgiving Day, and
turkey are numbered.

last Thurs-

great shakes.

was no

Girls*

Home,

Belfast.

AND SUCCESSFULLY OPENED TUESLARGELY ATTENDED RECEPTION.

DAY BY A

GENEROUS DONATIONS RECEIVED.

The day to which the Children's Aid Society of Maine has long been looking, and
for which they have been laboring most
faithfully, has arrived, and the Girls’ Home
in this city is one of the established charitable
institutions of the State.
It was formally
opened Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 5th, by a
reception which, by the large attendance
und interest, showed how near this \vork is
the hearts of our citizens. It was announced that the opening would be in the
nature of a “pound party," and judging
from the ample supplies, we should say that

to

proclamation
Nov.
2Stb, as every person who attended brought at least a
the days of the pound of something. There were two barrels
of flour, and groceries, provisions.vegetables,
a

spices, and everything needed

for

beginning

glad to know that the reports housekeeping. There w'as also an ample
concerning diphtheria at Kockland were supply of nicely cooked food ready for the
exaggerated and that all danger from the first meal, and to supply the wants of the
We

are

disease is

now

The churches were

over.

reopened Sunday and Monday the sessions
of the public schools were resumed.
slip

of the pen we last week spoke
of Hallowell as a tow’n. We make amends

By

a

by printing the following from the HalRegister:
‘•Pity of Hallowell,” please, Brother
Filsbury. We are fast assuming the work

lowell

and functions of the modern city, and
have had the right to the title since 1850.
Senator Hoar

was

unable to take the

stump in Massachusetts during the campaign just closed, because of illness, and
G. Fred Williams, the Democratic candidate for

Governor, made the Senator
special object of attack in his public

the

adThat is about what one would
expect from a dude who parts his hair
and name in the middle.
ds esses.

The

Lewiston Sun

is

rising. It
lately bought a perfecting press and
pealed in an enlarged form. The

has
apSun

claims a circulation of more than 4,000
ami its advertising columns show how it
is appreciated by the business people,

fPortland Advertiser.
It has always seemed

to us that there
line field in Lewiston for a paper
liberal in tone, courteous and fair to its
opp< units, and incapable of petty meanwas

a

\\

ness.

e

do not

the Lewiston Sun,
judge it is about that kind of
If so, it may rest assured it
see

but should

a
; a per.
will Lave the

good

will of its contemporaall over the State, regardless of poli-

u«s

tics.
Last week we
Helen

X.

published

Packard’s

one

of Mrs.

patriotic poems—

“Yorktown”—a riff this week

we give a
author, with selections
from her writings, taken from the October
number of The Magazine of Poetry and
I.itenuy Review, published at Buffalo,

sketch of

X. Y

the

A

portrait accompanies the sketch.
The same number of the Magazine contains sketches and portraits of Mrs. Harriet Gould Rowe of

Bangor,

Arthur John Lockhart.

and

Rev.

The latter is

a

native of Nova

home until the house can be put to rights
and Housekeeping begun in regular order.
From 3 o’clock until shades of evening there
was a constant stream of visitors to and
from the Home, each bringing an addition to
the material supplies for the larder, some
pleasant word for the little inmates, four of
whom were present, encouragement for the
matron, and congratulations for the officers
and committees of the Society, through
whose efforts the Home has been bought,
furnished and established. Now that this
noble work is thoroughly established it behooves all good citizens of our State to see
that the necessary funds and supplies to
keep it in operation are provided.

The appointments of the Home are all
are required for the purpose, and as
now
arranged will accommodate fifteen
girls. There is, however, plenty of room,
with furniture, bedding, etc., to double the
number, if necessary, but the additional accommodations will only be arranged as
needed. At the left as one enters the Home
is the reception room, called the Skowbegan
room, as the money for its furnishing was
supplied by people of that town. The bandsome hanging lamp, however, was a
gift of
Rev. L. M. Burrington. The opposite room
was furnished by Criehaveu
ladies, except
the stove, which was given by Mrs. C. F.
Morison. The matron’s room is handsomely
furnished with a walnut chamber set presented by Mrs. Geo. B. Ferguson. The dining room furniture was given by Mrs. Noah
M. Mathews, Mrs. A. C. Sibley and Mrs.
Julia A. Warren
Across the dining room
from the matron’s room is one fitted up for
small children, with a bed and crib. For
the use of the girls there are rooms furnished by the North Berwick Non-Partisans.
Searsport Non-Partisans, Mrs. D. W. Taft
of Uxbridge, Mass., Mrs. F. A. and Mrs.
Charles Griliin, the people of Foxeroft, the
Pittsfield King's Daughters, assisted by Mvs.
Annie Osborn of that place and Mr. Plummer of Tbomaston.
There are two beds in
a number of the rooms.
The lavatory is in
t he corridor of the L.
The house throughout is supplied with an
abundance of furniture, dishes and other
needful appliances for housekeeping, with
the exception of a few small articles for the
kitchen and laundry.
Nearly everything
has been contributed or bought with money
that

Scotia, but for many years
given for some special use. The china and
has been an acceptable preacher in the
glass closets contain a good supply for genMethodist Episcopal Church of Maine. In eral use in
addition to two full dining sets,

the realms of poetry as in other fields of
literature the Pine Tree State bids fair to
maintain her well earned prestige.

presented by Mrs. S. L. Milliken in beher mother, the other by Parker
Spofford, Esq., of Bucksport. There are GO
pillows and a large supply of comfortables,
space and time will not permit of ex- quilts, blankets and other bedding. In the
tunhd editorial comment on Tuesday's cellar are 1C barrels of first-class apples,
elections; and, fortunately, the returns which were raised on the place.
Aside from the contributions brought to
speak for themselves. There is nothing
the pound party at the opening the following
to explain; nothing to regret.
The magcontributions-are acknowledged: 1 1-2 dozen
nitude of the Republican victories everysilver spoons from Mrs. Philo Chase: 1 pair
where exceeds expectations. The Solid
woolen blankets from Mrs. J. C. Nickels,
South is broken.
Bossism is rebuked,
Searsport; 817 from Searsport Non-Partisan
lie nest money is endorsed.
Tammany W. C. T. U.; quilts from Mrs. John Carr
alone survives the total wreck of Derao- and Mrs. Mary A. Patterson, East
Belfast;
oiary.
Kentucky is the only doubtful quilt and two towels from Mrs. J. G. Lamstate, ami with the election machinery in
bert, Stockton Springs; quilt and six towels
Perm viatic hands will probably be count- from Mrs. F. E. McIntosh, Milo, Me.; work
cloth and chair from Mrs. Thomas Mced on that side.
The moral victory, table,
Kinley, Belfast ; spring bed from Mrs. W. P.
however, will remain with the RepubThompson; 1 1-2 dozen spoons from the
licans, and the State will yet he transChautauqua Circle. Belfast; kitchen table
ferred to the Republican column.
The and chairs from Miss Mary Johnson ;
sewing
writer
is
specially interested in the machine from Miss Mary P. Beaman; pair
Republican victory in Maryland, having mittens from Mrs. A. N. Noyes; comfortable
from a frieml in Winterport; $2 from Dana
oven iiersoiKun cognizant oi
earlier, anil
futile, revolts against bossism in that B. Carter Relief Corps, Freedom.
State.

The Baltimore Sun is entitled to
much credit for its vigorous war against

Gorman, and no doubt contributed
largely to bring about a result which will
cause all fiiends of good
government to
rejoice.
,
Boss

The Washington Bureau of the New
York Tribune lias made a comparison of
some of the results of the tariff
legislation
of 1 sf*4 with those of the law it superseded, the review covering a period of two

years—the last

twelve months of the tariff

of 1S1KJ and the first twelve months of the

existing

law.

In

general

way it is
known that the present tariff has failed to
yield sufficient revenue for the support of
the Government, rendering bond issues
a

necessary and creating a large deficiency,
while paralyzing business and ruining
home industries.
351

Editorially the

Tribune

vs:

We lilmly believe
telligent man who

that every honest, inshall carefully study
the results of the last year under the tariff
of 1M>0 and the first year under the new
t;n iff and compare them will be irresistibly forced to the conclusion that the legislation of 1N4 has been as disastrous in
its effects upon the country as it was
crude, ignorant, inconsistent and dishonest in its framing and enactment.
In the
light of a year’s experience the act of
August
1M4, which President Cleveland failed formally to approve, but which
lie lacked the courage to veto, appears
worse—much worse—in every respect
than it did when he denounced it as an act
of party perfidy and party dishonor.”

Suddenly Skipped.
MAN

CROOK
DETECTED.

CHARGED WITH BEING NOTORIOUS
LEAVES TOWN ON BEING

Augusta, Nov. 3. Last July a man calling
liimself Dr. Wm. Hammond located in
Hallowell, where he soon built up a large
and lucrative business. Last Friday Officer
Bassett of Franklin, N. H., appeared and
after positively indentifying Hammond as
the man wanted at Franklin for marrying an
estimable lady and robbing her of a large
amount uf money and property and deserting
her, endeavored to effect a settlement of the
debt claim against the doctor. Hammond refused to recognize the officer and denied all
knowledge of the charges. Not having the
necessary papers to arrest him the officer
was unable to take Hammond, who jumped
town Saturday. His indentification by officer Bassett, and his every appearance and
habits, agree with the description of one
“Kev.” or “Dr.” William Hammond known
in many parts of the world as a noted crook
and w’anted in many places for crimes and
is also said to he known as No. 1777 in the
"rogues’ gallery.”

one

half of

j

Northport Newt.
Let us all remember that the first snow of
the season came Saturday night, Nov. 2d.
Mr. Frank

Herrick

has

returned from

Lynn, Mass., as times there are dull and
prospect for steady winter work.
Mrs.

Frank Orcutt arrived home

no

from

Lynn, Mass., last week, and will remain un| til work in the shoe shop is more lively than
j at present.
Mrs. Emery Brown and Mrs. Martha Orcutt have returned from their four days’
visit in Thomastou and are feeling greatly
refreshed by the change and the good time

enjoyed.
We are very glad indeed to know that Mr.
A. E. Drink water has a new horse, and we
are very confident that we assert the truth
in saying that Mrs. D. is very glad, too, for
now she can ride up Campmeeting hill, or
any other, without feeling compelled to get
out of the carriage and walk up.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Tufts of Malden, Mass.,
making a Short visit to Mrs. T.’s mother,
Mrs. Flora Brohan. Until very recently
Mrs. Tufts was Miss Alta Brohan and for
some time had been employed as book-keeper
in Malden.
It was not generally known
that she was married until her arrival last
Saturday, and it was quite a surprise to her
friends. Mrs. Tufts is the only daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Brolian. She is a very
pretty aud accomplished young lady and is
highly esteemed not only here but in Malden. All are glad to know that her matriare

monial choice lias fallen in pleasant places.
Mr. Tufts is a well known letter carrier of
Maldeu and highly respected as an exemplary young man. Their many friends wish
them all the happiness possible and hope
their wedding visit here will be so enjoyable
that it will become an animal one in tbe
years to come. May tlieir auspicious beginning of a new life always attend them, is the
sincere wish of their numerous friends of
Saturday Cove.
One day last week we received a very
kind invitation from Mr. F. A. Dickey to
visit the high school with him.
We gladly
accepted the invitation and were greatly
pleased with what we heard and saw. The
school is taught by Miss Grace C. Coggins
of South Hancock, a lady widely known as
a teacher of great
executive ability aud
well-skilled in the art of teaching. Pleasant but firm in her discipline, every scholar
is aware that what she says is law in school
hours, but so kindly and tenderly are her
wishes expressed that the whole school at
once catches the goodness of her intentions
and blend tlieir exertions with hers so effectually that discord and inliarmony are
exceedingly rare elements in her school. So
completely has sue won tne respect ami
love of her pupils that the every" <lay attendance becomes a delight and a pleasure to
the scholar, and we could not help noticing
how closely united the sense of thought, expressed and unexpressed, seemed to be
between teacher and pupil. The different
exercises we listened to, and the various
question asked by Mr. Dickey, showed that
the scholars were ready and quick with
their

Taken somewhat by surprise by the appearance of visitors, their
embarrassment soon were off and the exercises progressed very satisfactorily to all
concerned. It was an afternoon well spent
ami we enjoyed every moment of the time,
and would like to say right here, that we
hope sat isfactory arrangements can be made
that will enable Miss Coggins to return to
answers.

h the winter term, because the scholars
have become thoroughly acquainted with
her ami she with them, that each scholar

teat

could go right ahead, and not be obliged to
begin all over new, as they probably would
be obliged to do under a new teacher, much to
the detriment of the school. Of course this

high school, as everybody knows, is furnished free of expense to the town, through the
liberality of Mrs. Henrietta White of Cambridge, Mass., and everyone takes an honest
pride in keeping up its high standard, and
that
is done by
employing first class
teachers in every respect; and it gives a
great ileal of pleasure to the people to
know that when
Mrs.
White selected
Mr. F. A. Dickey to look after the wellfare of the school-, she selected the right
man for the right place, because he is a gen-

Yachts

Obituary.
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Jones died at her home,
No. 41 High street, Sunday evening, Nov.
2d, after a long illness, at the age of 76 years.
She was the daughter of the late John Edwards of Belfast, and spent her girlhood
here. She was the widow of Hiram Jones
of this city, who died four years ago. For
j several years
they kept a hoarding house,
and her table was always liberally supplied
and as a consequence was popular and well
patronized. She was very generous and
kind-hearted, and the needy were never
sent empty handed from her door. Always
pleasant and agreeable in manner, she won

and

Boats.

The Edna was hauled out last week, and
Gilman has given the Jennette her
wiuter covering. The engine of the Guinevere has been shipped to Boston for an overhauling and rebuilding in part, and the yacht
will have a new and larger wheel.

Capt.

The yacht building at S. B. Holt’s shop,
all with whom she came in contact and her
formerly refered to in these columns as the
friends were many. She was a member of
Young Defender, has been christened the 1
the Universalist parish and was an active
Katharine. Her measurements are—length
worker in its charities. She leaves one son^v over
all, 23 ft.; beam, outside, 7 ft. 3 in.
William H. Knights of Belfast, and one The frame and
top streaks of the planking
daughter, Mrs. Lydia Biatlier of Sears port. and sheathing are in place, and show' the
Her husband was in the U. S. navy during model to have
been suggested by that of the
the Mexican war and she received a pension Defender. The details of
construction of
on that account.
A loving daughter minis- the craft will be
thoroughly up to date; and
tered faithfully to her lamented mother’s it is
expected that her cabin, with its crownneeds during her illness. Her children’s ed house will
accommodate a cruising party
hearts are comforted by the knowledge and
of four. A set of flags and cushions have
remembrance that nothing was spared that
already been begun for her in Boston. The
tended to soothe and make pleasant her
Katherine is the first attempt at the modern
path to the last resting place. Still they 181*5
style of boat to e made by our local
sadly miss her, and weary grows the chaiu builders and Mr. Holt should be
congratuwhen link after link is broken and buried
lated on her apparent promise of speed and
out of sight. May they be enabled to discern
seaworthiness.
her by faith, clad in robes of light and
The missing numbers of The Rudderbeauty; conscious of a blessed reunion in
and September—came to hand last
that home where separation caunot come; August
and it is not surprising that those
and where none are missed eternally, at w'eek,
originally sent turned up missing. Either
home in heaven.
number is alone worth a year’s subscription.
The pictures of the Defender and Valkyrie
A.
of
Files
(lied
in
Betsey
Thorndike, Me.,
are the best we have seeu
any where, and the
Providence, R. 1., where she had gone for illustrated article in the
September number
surgical treatment. She was the daughter on “The Evolution of the Yacht”
should be
of Rev. Stephen J. and Esther Chase, late
seen by every yachtsman aud
yacht builder.
of Unity, and her early life was passed
The November number, received this week,
among dear ones and amid a Christian incontains a fine picture of the half-raters
fluence. At the age of twenty-seven years
Etlielwynn and Spruce IV, with an illusshe united in marriage with Jonathan Files
trated article discussing the races in which
who survives her. A little later she gave these
boats competed for an international
her heart to God and was baptized by Rev.
cup. The designing department contains
H. Small. For reasons of her own she did
plans for a racing Hattie, a light-draft sloop
not unite with any church, but lived an
and a canoe yawl. $2 a year. Address The
humble Christian life, doing what she could Rudder
Publishing Co., 155 Broadwav New'
for the cause of Christ. Always cheerful York.
and hopeful she made home pleasant to her
News of the Granges.
family, of whom she was the centre. Her
cheerful life made many friends, and a large j
Tnion Harvest Grange, Centre Moutville,
circle mourn her death. Her life seemed
conferred the lirst degree on three new'
devoted to good deeds and her greatest
members at their last meeting. The meetanxiety was that her sons might both be
ings are well attended. The program, unChristians. She was very grateful to her
der the leadership of their young lady
capbrothers ami others for trying so hard iu j
tains, Miss Nora Waterhouse and Miss Iva
find help for her amid her sufferings. BraveJackson, are every entertaining.
ly she fought death to the last, and although
beanide Grange seems to be
it came very suddenly she was prepared to
starting on a
While we can but mourn our loss we season of prosperity in advance, of what it
go.
are sure she lias gained a crown.
She was has been enjoying in the past, which has
The new hall is
br» uglit by loving hands to the home she so 1 been very satisfactory.
closed in and work on the interior will now
lately left and many friends took leave of
alL that was mortal of her they loved. After j be forwarded as rapidly as possible. The
singing and pl ayer a few brief remarks were Grange initiated one candidate last Saturmade by the writer, and then her form was day evening and has three applicants ready.
laid in the bosom of mother earth; there to \
Honesty Grange, Morrill, is receiving new
rest until the Lord comes to claim his own. ! members and bolding interesting meetings.
The bereaved husband and sons have the \ Last Wednesday evening the question, “Are
heartfelt sympathy of the entire community ; farmers making
more
money than fifty
in their affliction.
years ago?” produced a lively discussion,
[D. Brackett.
and a vivid comparison of domestic life now
Mrs. Georgia E. Waterman of Belfast died and a half century ago; while the question,
Oct. 29th at the. home of her father, Marion “What will he the state and standing of
Forbes of Brooks, after a long illness from
consumption. She was born iu Brooks and
died the day she was 23 years old. She attended the public schools in Brooks and
later came to Belfast and married James B.
Waterman. Her husband and two little
daughters survive her, also her father, three
brothers and three sisters. The latter are
Mrs. Nellie Richards of Reading, Mass.,
Glenville S. Forbes of Boston, Chester,
Clarence, Lulu and Geneva, who live in
Brooks. Her mother died in April, 1894.
The funeral was held Thursday at Brooks,
Rev. David Brackett officiating.
There was
very handsome flowers, sent
profusion
in by relatives and friends as the last tribute
to one whom all had learned to love, as all
a

of

who knew her must, for her many endearing
Brooks choir furnished
The
music tor the services. A number of her
young lady friends from Belfast went to
Brooks by carriage to attend the funeral.

qualities.

farmers 25 years hence?” brought out
hopeful prophecies of the future.

NICE WARM

if it is a
we have it, and

Hon. Edwin Wiggin, master of the Maine
State Grange and clerk to the State superintendent o! schools, has, been appointed
chairman of the committee on education of
the National Grange, an honor for the State
as well as for Mr. Wiggin himself.
He was
also appointed a member of the committee
on agriculture, one of the most
important of
all the committees.
Mr. Wiggin’s prominence in grange and educational work merits
these appointments and it is expected that
he will exert an influence in those committees gratifying to all concerned.
[Piscata-

quis Standard.

Hillside Grange, East Thorndike, held a
children’s entertainment on the evening of
Oct. 30th. The grange was opened informally. A large number were present, including several members from Harvest Moon

we

ability to phase

our

stock of Shawls at

TELL US
OUR

ARE UNSURPASSED fOR STRENGTH AND FLAVOR, WHILE OUR
<j,vk »'Erfect satisfaction.
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INVESTIGATE FUR VOl
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WE CALL SPECIAL ATTENTION TO OUR

FORMOSA OOLONG TEA
BOSTON TEA CO. 9

MONEY ATTIC.

62 High Street, Bell;

Here it Is
FALL STYLE.

attic or
a place where is stored articles that are not in use,
and every family has odd

Every

house has

an

pieces of
FURNITURE,
DISHES,
PICTURES,
VASES,
LAMPS, SEWING MACHINES, ORGANS,
PIANOS, ETC., ETC....
that they would like to sell
for cash We can sell them
have

—we

Young

got customers

for you, that is
ness.
We sell

You

at

Parties leaving town who
wish to dispose of their
goods will find our auction
store just the place to send
can

as we

ten

OF THE BEST

tc sell
can

LIN!

.OF.

to

Cigars

.shown

in Belfast,
tured in Tampa, floral'
Havana
leaf and
pure
workmen.

ever

Store keepers w.ll find our
auction store a profitable

place

Call for the Wilcox's Bostor "•
and yon get the proper v.

WE HAVE GOT HOU

days.

stick—we

Tens;

and no where else.

get you

the cash in from three

\

find them

can

Masonic

PRIVATE SALE
AND AUCTION.

them,

n
»•<

PALMER’S

busi-

goods

g >11 in

Wilcox Ha!

goods

our

in m

DERB”

dressed unless gou

every article that you
want to sell.
We can get

the money of these

BOSTON

THE

for

Those future patrons seemed to greatly enjoy the supper and entertainment that followed. The children took a prominent part
in the literary entertainment, several “little
tots” acting well their parts. The program
consisted of music, declamations, recitations,

odd lots that
sell them for

Prices, 8, 10

and 15 Cat

_TRY THEM.
Poor & Son, DiMi-rci*

good money.
Our

begins

sale

private

Belfast,

TO-DAY,NOV. 7.
Bring in your articles, our
customers

waiting

are

SURPLUS ffi
Open

High St., Belfast,

fron. 9 to 12 A. M
I to 4 P. M

HAVNER’S ^=tion_Store
66

Maine

CAPITAL, $150,000.

to

buy them. Seed all orders
and address all inquries to

Me.

DEPOSITS

SOLlCI!K!>

GOOD WORKMEN
-XEKL)-

GOOD TOOLS

!2 Far

What

At an

Capes

Extremely

Low Price.
A Fur
A
A

Cape

...FOR...

GOOD WOOur store is full «>f

p*

If we can’t warrent
will tell you so.
v

J. H. & J W
Successors to F. A.Osri

...

30 inches in

-$8.50
length'
in
inches
30
Fur Cape
9.50
length, better quality,
Fur Cape 30 inches in
length, fur edged, j- 12.50

Misses & (MM

CAPS
in all the latest

st\ i.'

ceived from New

SELLING CHEAP
Ladies’ Astrachan Coats,
-25.00
with sleeves,
B.F.WET.l
lie 1 fast, Oct. 1. 1st*.".

Any judge of fur will say that this
last mentioned garment is less than
ONE-HALF what it would cost to

Ladies’ Fur Boas from
l’lease

give

trouble

us a

to

call.

show

j

‘Jin4

BEST YET.

make.

Does

4 ounce*

qq

No

Vaseline

jar with metallic
only 10 cents.

goods.

ALL MEDICINES A!

B. F. WELLS.
Belfast, Oct. 1,

Hay Pressers

buy their HAY WIRES of us, all
sizes used in this section constantly on

to

You send your orders here you will
be sure to get the goods.

hand.

J

LOWEST

1895.-3iiifo

Bags WANTED/100
kind¥v.

at 50c. per lb

Premiums GIVEN AWAY to purchasers of Ten, Coffee or
Spice*.
Special inducements offered to oluh orders. Send for circulars.

Thorndike. A bountiful supper
served and the children, to the number
of about thirty, were seated at the first table.

Boston

Temple.

r.iKTnMFPs

was

Sarsaparilla

a

Masonic

Grange,

Hood’s

SHAWL,

chance to prove
you. A large and superior
want

MANSFIELD’S,

some

Mr. Walter F. Bingham died at Philadelphia, Oct. 29, 1895. He was born at Dorchester, Mass., May 20, 1840, and was a son
may rest assured that in his hands the. wel- of the late Albert and Harriet Lane Bingham,
fare and prosperity of the school are safe and who were formerly residents of this city.
etc.
sound, and everything appertaining thereto Mr. Bingham has resided in Philadelphia
The following resolutions were passed by
for about twenty years and was engaged in
will be a No. 1 in every respect. To-morrow,
business
there
to the time of his disabili- Rising Sun Grange, East Knox, Nov. 2d:
up
afternoon
the
exercises
of
An order was left at A. A. Howes & Co’s Friday,
closing
Whereas, Our sister, Nellie M. Cammett,
He had been an invalid for several
Tuesday for a barrel of Hour and a barrel of the school will take place at the school- ty.
having passed on to higher life Oct. 27th, it
kerosene to be sent to the Home, from a house. The scholars have been hard at work years and had made occasional visits to Bel- has become our sad duty to pay due tribute
Friend.
preparing for the occasion, and in all prob- fast where he made many friends. He was to her memory.
a nephew of Daniel Lane,
and of the late
Resolved, That Rising Sun Grange has
The Non-Partisan W. C. T. U, of Foxcroft ability it will be a tine display of the adlost a worthy member, one who was ever
vancement th< y have made during the term. Hiram O. Aldeu of this city. He leaves a
are gathering supplies of money and material
ready to help in the work for the good of the
a widow and one son in Philadelphia.
order and while we deeply deplore our loss
to be sent to the Home; and friends in Stock- At the close of the regular exercises there
let us ever look to the Heavenly Father for
will be dialogues and recitations, and it is
ton Springs wish to furnish a room.
and consolation in the hour of
Mrs. Florence E. Dyer died at her home strength
A meeting of the Ways and Means Com- hoped that all who are interested in the
trouble.
at
Poor's
Mills
Oct.
after
an illness of
will
and
the
scholars
be
and
school
28th,
present
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
mittee was held after the reception and it
to the bereaved parents and sisjudge for themselves whether or not the two years. She was boru in Washington, sympathies
was the
sense of the meeting that each
ter, also that our charter be draped iu
member should endeavor to inHuence indi- pupils of the high school have improved Me., and came to Belfast about 30 years ago. mourning thirty days.
viduals and societies to make yearly sub- every shining hour alloted to them. In the She was the second wife of Mr. Rufus Dyer,
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be a social time at El- to whom she was married in J807. She was be sent to the Belfast papers for publication
scriptions, the donor to name the amount evening there will
that
a copy be sent to the family of deceased
and time of payment. Adjourned to meet well’s hall, complimentary to the teacher, an exemplary Christian, and was for many and also
placed upon our records
a member of the Congregationalist
years
no
will
want
doubt. Of course everybody
with Mrs. M. J. Gammans, No. 6 Church
Com
Mrs. J. D. McGkay,
church. Her husband has the sympathy of
Mrs. Stella Kenney, < on
street, Thursday, Dec. 5th, at 2 o’clock p. in. to be there, and the surest w ay to get there a host of friends in his bereavement.
Mr. H. P. Kenney,
( Res.
The Children’s Aid Society will meet at Dr. is to come early, thereby avoiding the rush.
The Stockton Springs correspondent of
Brooks’ otlice to-morrow, Friday, at 4 o’clock No doubt it will be a very pleasant occasion, the
Commercial says: “Great symBangor
and every young man should take particular
p. m.
pathy is extended from the church and community to our pastor, Rev. L. M. BarringThe ladies of Belmont and vicinity will pains to have his best girl there with him.
ton, who has recently been bereft of an only
hold a sociable at Mystic Grange Hall, Monchild, a young man of great promise and You want of a medicine is that It, shall do
day evening, Nov. 18th, for the benefit of j Close of a Successful School iu Winter- usefulne s. At the early age of 27 years he
you good —purify and enrich your blood,
was the head surgeon at the hospital in
port.
the Home. Admission 10 cents; dancing 10
throw off that tired feeling, and give you
Ct. He had always enjoyed perHartford,
cents.
The closing day exercises of school in dis- I feet health until stricken with an attack of
health, strength, courage and ambition.
trict No. 9, town of Winterport, occurred Fri- I hemorrhage of the lungs, caused by a strain,
Monkoe. Dr. Whitcomb’s father and
from which he never rallied, ending in
day afternoon, Oct. 25th, and the following quick consumption. His labors on earth
mother will live with him this winter.As they
of
was
rendered
to
the
are
program
enjoyment
closed, hut that usefulness and bright
j
are both quite feeble he did not think it prua number of parents and friends:
| career which seemed in store for him will Sarsaparilla is the only true blood purifier
dent for them to live alone at their home in
not he lost, but has gone forward to be reprominently in the public eye today, and
doubled in brilliancy, and reflected with
Dixmout_Mr. Fred Grant is gaining fast. Exercise, “Welcome,”
and three girls untold power. The remains were laid to
it meets these requirements perfectly.
Eight
boys
....The village sociable met at Mrs. Edwin
School rest by the side of a loved mother, who passSong, “Welcome,”
This is proved by the testimony of thouAbout 50 gentlemen Recitation,
Lizzie Patterson ed away in his youth. “To live in hearts we
Lufkin’s last week.
sands of people. Hood’s
Sidney Fisher leave behind is not to die.”
and ladies took tea, which the hostess serv- Rec., “Raise the Flag,”
Reading, “Four-leaf Clover, Lottie Brackett
ed in abundance-A. D. Harlow has his
Oliver Lowe
Recitation,
Dr. W. A. Albee, chairman of the RockIt is Rec., “Climbing up the Hill,”
new jewelry shop ready to move in.
land board of health, and one of the most
George Brasbridge prominent Masons in the State, died of diphthe building formerly used for a doctor’s ofSchool theria, contracted while treating a patient.
Builds up the nerves by feeding them on
fice... Ed. Billings’ family will move into Song, “Merry Children,”
Rec., “Somebody’s Mother,” Arthur Clark Dr. Albee was one of the leading physicians pure blood, creates an appetite by toning
house
this
H.
week.
The
C.
McKenney’s
Rec., “A Fanner’s Decision," Eliza Clement in the State. He was the first vice presi- the
digesti ve organs, overcomes That Tired
dent of the Maine Medical Association and
family who lived there the past year have Dialogue, “Little Aspirants,”
Five
little
Feeling
by giving vitality to the blood,
of
a
board
boys
member
of
the
medical
examinreturned to their home-Mr. and Mrs. F.
You
Rec., “Rover in Church,” Freeda Patterson ers. He was a member of Union Lodge, F.
•nd gives sweet refreshing sleep.
L. Palmer have returned from their tour Recitation,
Clark
Harry
aud A. M., King Solomon Chapter, Past
realize that Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Leslie Clark Eminent Commander of Claremont Com- may
through Aroostook and had a very pleasant Recitation,
mandery, and belonged to Kiug Hiram
journey_Mr. and Mrs. Charles Colson are Song, “Daises,”
Lizzie Patterson, Alice Brackett Council, Rockland, and the order of the
about to return to Winterport.
Gracie Clark Eastern Star. He had served the Grand
Rec., “If I Knew,”
Bertha Clark Commandery as grand junior warden, and
A drowning man would have little use for Rec., “Enteriug In,”
Seven pupils was senior warden at the time of his death.
this by giving it a fair trial. Insist upon
Flag exercise,
a method of rescue which would require
School He was also an Odd Fellow. He was a
“October’s
Party,”
Song,
Hood’s and only Hood’s.
fl; six forfE.
days. A dyspeptic doesn’t want to bother Rec., “Bell of the Angels,”
Bertha Fisher prominent Republican and chairman of the
to
weeks
to
that
is
take
with a remedy
going
recent Knox county convention.
Dialogue, “The Rehearsal.”
show its beneficial effects.
.11,. Dillc act harmoniously with
|_1
School.
1*11*011 3 *1119 Hood’s Sarsaparilla. 26c.
The Mount Lebanon Shakers are offering Closing exercise, “Industry,”
school
Good by song,
David Tolman died at Pulpit Harbor, Oct.
a product under the name of Shaker DiMiss Mary Fisher acted as organist. This 27th. of paralysis of the heart. He had been
gestive Cordial which yields immediate relief. The very first dose proves beneficial in school was taught by Miss Jennie Ford of in failing health for some time. He was a
unis
to
their
soldier in the late war and had for some
most cases; and it
owing
and the rendering of the difficult time received a
bounded confidence in it, that they have put Monroe,
pension for injuries receivMr. Tolman was a native
10 cent sample bottles on the market. These parts of the program reflected great credit ed in the service.
WAY DOWX IX PRICE,
and
it
will
can be had through any druggist;
upon the teacher, showing her careful train- of Rockville, but made his home at Pulpit
sum
invest
the
most
of
the
time since his marriage.
afflicted
to
Harbor
the
trifling
repay
and also upon the pupils, wrho did
ing;
He leaves a widow and eight children—Mrs. OS, 07, 75 and 87 Cents.
necessary to make a trial.
The school- Flora Cooper of Pulpit Harbor, Mrs. Kate
The Shaker Digestive Cordial relieves by their parts remarkably well.
....ALSO....
the
stomach
and
Coombs of Vinalhaveu, Mrs. Emma Libby
the
digestion
decorated
with
aiding
room was
resting
very prettily
of Islesboro, aud Ada, William, Percy, Alof food.
evergreens and artificial flowers, showing fred and Fred Tolman of
Pulpit Harbor. Valises and Trunks
Laxol is the best medicine for children. that great pains had been taken to make His family were all present at the funeral
2m40
which occurred Oct. 30th.
H. F. WELLS’.
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil. the day a pleasant one for all.
tleman who has had long experience in
school matters, and the citizens of this town

EVERYBODY DOES.

The Gwendoline and Sianara of the Portland Yacht Club have gone to Boothbay to
be improved. The Sianara has been sold to
Messrs. Perkins and Merrill of Portland.
The Press says: “There is talk that three
new yachts will be added to the fleet next
season.”

H. <€•./. W. JOXES, Hardware,
(Successors to F. A. Carle.
60 Main Street, Belfast.

PRICES.

<•

sen

P<>^
S0||

| Pi I

E. H. DURGIS,

1|

Fitting of Glasses anil 0i$ j
Ihe Eye ard Ear a Spe^i
SEARSPORT,

|

SEWS OF BELFAST.

|

notice

<re*l slip

The Chautauqua Literary and
Scientific
Circle will meet with Mrs. James
McKeen
Nov. 11th, at two p. m.

subscribers.

to

on

your paper denotes the

Washington Hose Co. has

'T \vhich you paid for your paper.If If
it
^ .'a-rect. uotify us immediately.
|0t
a
remittance will
arrearage
.in
M-':'";y 'v meet the exigency. Every patron
o

committee to

Dr. F. E. Freeman, V. S., has
moved his
office to his residence, No. 140 Main
st., and
connected the same with
telephone.

L

Pensious have been granted

small removed two fatty tumors
neck of Mrs. J. E. Cottrell Oct.

Y

J.

to-morrow, Friday, evening.

doughnuts

Thirty has elected the foliowf.ir the ensuing year: President,

i ;>f
>.

primary grade teachers
Superintendent’s office Fri-

the

I

The Belfast King’s Daughters gave a supper to the East Belmont King’s Daughters at
the home of Mrs. L. F. Howard last evening.
There was a good attendance, of members of
both circles.

Coffee and

served free

The will of the late George Holt has been
tiled for probate. After small cash bequests
to relatives he gives all his property to his
son, W. H. McIntosh.

Mrs. Sarah Pascal
ofRockport, State President, will inspect T. H. Marshall Relief
Corps to-morrow, Friday, at 2 p. m. A full
attendance is requested.

Williamson; treasurer and coli. W. Parker; clerk, Geo. W. Burgess.
:mg

follows:

The ladies of T. H. Marshall Relief
Corps
will hold a dime sociable at
Memorial hall

received the October number of
Miss Charlotte B.
y Hill Breezes.
<>{ Belfast is the editor.

Vi

as

past.
There will be a public banquet at Odd
Fellows Hall this, Thursday, evening, at *>
p. in., under the direction of Aurora Rebekah Ledge, No. 10. Tickets, 25 cents.

Original, widows, etc., Eleanor J. Gardner,
Rock port; Deborah
Houston, Bucksport.

she is doing nicely.

v

The Unity Club has been reorganized for
the winter and is preparing for a series of
entertainments similar to those given in the

a

prepare for the annual turkey
supper to be given Dec. 3d.

understand that the little yellow
,>.p js a weekly “statement of ac-

rdf;

appointed

The Waldo W. C. T. U. will meet with
Mrs. 8arah E. Reynolds Tuesday evening,
Nov. 12th.

Additions have been made to the tele-

The Journal published last week the
champion deer story of the season, written
•;m uss the nature of studies as taken
by its Northport correspondent, and a numthat grade, with a view to uniform ber of our
State-exchanges have reprinted
tlie

^

work in the different schools.

mtu

f

it

about winter lingering in tin
ring is getting reversed this year,
-stnat

r
;

j,.

rs were
frequently reported late
ud -lames W. Kimwlton picked a
fail blown strawberry blossoms

c

:

I'nioii, Beifast, ou Sunday, Nov. 10th, at 2
o’clock and 7 p. m. All are cordially invited.
A collection will be taken.
D. C. Greenlaw shipped to Bangor Tuesday a handsome pair of Hereford oxen.
They were raised by Daniel Meservey of
Morrill, and have probably taken more
blue ribbons at fairs than any other pair in
Waldo County.

Swift & Paul's rat trap caught
:s, but eadi got away by gnawing
a.ii
aving it behind. They have
ag

■

ing

a

week

>T

of

one

as

on

pension

the

the animals caused
another

hobbling into

stop by

to

ai

rats

two

List of letters remaining in the Belfast P.
Q. for the week euding Nov. 2, ’05: Mr.
Fred Bates, Mr. Smith Buuker, Mr. Henry
Conant, Mr. James Murray, Mr. Newell

remaining.
tit Mauan Land Co. has
opened an
Hayford block, Chur; h street. They
Jc. the big safe of the Leon Sarsa-

Paul.

and fitted up the office in fiue
Fred P. Fogg, Esq., is to occupy
vd transact the business of the

Shaw,

Mr.

Trueman A.

Otis B. Smith.

conductors Nov. 1st*
are made toehildreu carried ou the Maine Central: Over 12 years,
full fare ; from 5 to 12, half fare; under 5, if

and John F. Smalley have
business and leased the store at
; Church and
Franklin streets

M ice
r

Mr.

By orders issued
the following rates

ranch.
!

Henry Ryder, Esq.,
to

accompanied by parent

or

gliardian, free:

children do not get these reductions from

cupied. by Willis L. Hamilton. excursion rates.
d utoves and tinware, and do a
A. C. Mosman of this city has bought the
ninhl-ig business for hot and cold
grocery and confectionary business of L. C.
-am, etc.
Joues of Brooks, and has taken possession.
Cowell of the Maine State Mr. Mosman has for eight years past been
«s ;n town last week attending the
with A. A. Howes & Co. of this city and is an
statute 11«* bought «>f James H. energetic young business man. The Jourin a thoroughbred
Jersey heifer nal wishes and predicts for him success in
raised by Percy S. Edgcoinb. Prof, his new venture.
-•

the animal is one of the best,
points and breeding, which lie
is fail.

s

1

The body of William W. Martin, who committed suicide in Boston Saturday night in
the presence of his wife, anti whose death
'be ••••artess
a the Turf, Faria
took place on Sunday, ns reported in Maine
|
of \\atrrv
a weekly paper
I news, arrived at Bar Harbor Monday morni i> the I:■ i<: ml mated by its triple iug and was taken on the steamer Frank
|
arc enabled
present on the sec- i Jones to Custine, his home. Mrs. Martin
.J t.,:s issue
view of the but id mgs j accompanied the remains,
ounty ianii, with a sketch of Us j
At a meeting of the Belfast Band Monday
If J. Mo lit* i' of I.Uiity. This is i
evening, Nov lt!i. the following resolutions
the many due farms in Waldo
were passed :
■

I >avulsou arrived last
< d
with liVo
and haddoek, live
nned and dry risk. It was the
.1 d fresh lish at this
port, for some
weather liaving been so rough for
two or three weeks that it was imtisli. Wlntlii -.er way the wind

Y fed to extend a vote of thanks to Mrs.
J. Y. McClint.ock for donation to Band.
Voted to extend a vote of thanks to the
pubiu or their generous support at our concert ami supper; also to those who gave
their time and food to make it a success.

•"•k W. ii.

-■

a gale.
The Davidson's fare
'.gilt of; i>uck Islands.

’dew

a

NotF"

vmer

f

The storms of Thurs-

Saturday mghts disarranged

and

somewhat. The
Rockland Thursday

Best.ui steamers

tin

Bangor ia:d

>i

tlie

n

id and iiad

a .•-iig1.! passage no the next
then lab', m Boston until 3.'JO

She

ay

1-: S

•••

v.

n

Tie

a

1

nigh?

hah

a

10.id, and

v

o

n

Jt

M. .V M.

;

karsda.'
.Minstrels

r*n

as

usual

up from
meet Bex »V

pi ay

were r.

m

dam

i d not.
pan
steamer returned to

the

here ami

time Sat-

came

night to
a

'•’••aiay night, nut the
■e

,.

me*l their trips

r-s?

Steaii

:

11

-j'e.bseoi arrived from. Boston
;

ii id

urn-.

morning and arrived here at

a’,

The friends of Mr. and Mrs. John Doll off
them a ‘•surprise party" house warming Tuesday evening at their new residence
on Congress street-.
The guests brought a
treat of ice cream and cake, and a present
of a supply of table linen.
It was a genuine
| surprise, as John was down town on busij ness and they had to send for him to do thtj
I honors of the occasion.
i
I
A
Ftnf.lv Bred Horse. Capt. R. H.
j Coomb* lias bought of G. L. Burgess of
gave

com

j

light.

;!

'"r

j
jii

W
f

Pkav

oar's

W'odo the

K

At

a

recent meet-

(.’hr.span Temperance I
following resolutions |

uo.'pted;

j

That, the Woman's Christian i
l.'rnon of Wrahb e\'j»ress its 1
■•arty sympathy uith the National
d

ranee

:

I

Department

ekport
bay mare Petronei, one of the
best bred horses m Maine. 1'et.ronel is
standard bred under Ruled; was foaled in
H*b and bred bv H. B. Hoitnn of Powhattan,
Md
She was sired by orange Blossom, No.
2b*, lie by Middletown,
J52.
Her dam
was Queen Bes-. dam of Gamson, whose
rec-u d is 2.2«" 1-2.
Queen Bess by Idol No.
h
J lie grand-dam of Petronei was Lady
D r. is b\ Black Hawk. 1’et.ronel was sold
by Mr. Holton to C. M. Lannahau of Baltimere, then to F. J.. Granin of Baltimore,
from whom sin was bought by Mr. Burgess
in February Ik'.D
She makes a valuable addirion to Belfast horse property.
Capt.
Coombs sola, m exchange for her, his bay
mar*- Elva
b years <ud D\ Membrino
L
Wilkes, Jr., out of I. C.
the

<•? Peace.
heii. '.e that our children
teas,
auig peopl-‘ should be trained in
las of peart rather than those of war
Chat. Frank E. Wiley’s faithful old carismor the body rather than debase it,
riage horse “Joe” closed his earthly career
ved. That we will, in all suitable
last Saturday, at the age of 23 years.strive r
secure in our schools, such ;
Mears & Pitcher have bought the musical
exercises and sports as will foster a
■jc rather than a military
spirit.
I merchandise from the stock of Mr. Calvin
d. That we diseomiteneuee the use
i Hervey... .Libby Bros, of Burnham shipped
•rms and militarism in school drills
ncstly protest against the debasing from Belfast Saturday lb head of cattle and
that so often attends the game of *>
hogs-Capt E. F. Bramliall has at his
;
as now played
i fish market a handsome picture of the “Flv-

’.

dr

*'

j

W’e

y

|

■

I

Weather.

The record of the
L. H. Murch shows
average temperature at Belfast was
■'• liich is IP
colder than the average
Ars past, and 3° colder than October,

•KKK

kept by

ing Defender.”-Smelts were in the market Saturday,
retailing at 15 cents per
pound. A few have been taken from time

Mr.

al! the season, but this is the lirst of
any amount to be brought in.George
O. Walker of Auburndale, Mass., was in
Belfast last week buying evergreens for
to time

highest temperature was 07 on
day; the lowest 20 on the 31st.
rmonieter reacli’ed the freezing point Christmas.. .1. V. Miller
bought 6,000 skunk
ys, on 2 of which it went below, skins last year and
expects to buy more this

Te

v

observations are taken at <>.30 a. in.,
>0 and 5.30 p. in., standard time.
tticns taken earlier in tlie
morning

Winterport Free Library put out 144 books
lower record. Bain fell on 10 last Saturday and there is a grading increase
depth of 1 32 inches. During the from week to week. The library recently
tlie 31st tlutre was a heavy rain, had a
gift of 16 volumes_L. L. Gentner is
tsm ed 2.17
inches, but tlm greater making repairs and improvements to the
i«*l after midnight, and hence will
Phcenix House, inside and out.

•-•how

f

t
1

■

i

In this connection an article on the
year.
7th page will be found interesting_The

a

November’s rainfall.

in

Accidents. W. A. Arey arrived home
last week, having left the sell. Fannie Whitmore at Lands End in consequence of injuries received.
He left here in the schooner,

Items.

1

Sch. Morning Star ar-dst with oats from Boston for L.
A‘• t• ii... .Sch.
Maria Webster sailed
st 1 »r Mt. Desert with
hay from F. G.
•s<d). Jonathan Cone sailed Oct.
bending a new jib, from Lord’s,
ng some repairs to her rigging.
»d from Bangor for New Rochelle
Si-ii. Sarah L. Davis sailed
Oct. 3,1st with hay from F. G.
I; C. Bendleton of Islesboro has
*•
barkentine Carrie L. Tyler of
1
She registers 537.78 tons net,
built in North port, N. Y., in 18i»4.
s
**‘»slier of Fort Fairfield has loaded
“-masteil schooner, Electa Bailey, at
,r
York with 10,000 bushels of
II *k
potatoes....Considerable
■

-i

anxiety

•’.•vssed in regard to the schooner Hat'd. Barbour, which
is owned in Bangor
She left Rockland on Sept.

Pj

A!,b

of ice

a

fur St. Thomas and
cargo
been heard from since. The run to
lll"mas is from 18 to 20
days. The

P*;
P

il"r

is

commanded by Capt. Geo. Ersand was loaded by Carle*
b two,xl &
Oo. of Rockport.Sch.
jl
‘•■stUuiiouiah arrived
Tuesday from Boston
fJ,

:•1

k>;>.ji'1

second mute and engineer, to load stone
Hurricane for Philadelphia. Before sailing for the latter port the captain concluded
to remain at home a trip and placed the

|

of his

office.

Hervey is

Mr.

determined to close out his entire stock and
the sale will continue every afternoon and
evening until the goods are all sold_See
card of John W. Waterman, 70 Church

street, Belfast, American
repairer.
Maine’s

violin

maker and

First Snow.

Houlton, Nov. 1. Six inches of snow, the
first of the season, fell early this morning.
It is raining this forenoon.
Foxcroft, Nov. 1. The first snow storm
fell this morning in this p.irt of the country.
It came five inches deep and unusually early.

his hands-Harold Tibbetts, aged 9 years, son of Cyrus E.Tibbetts,
was very badly injured in a collision Saturday forenoon. He was taking the team
home after bringing his father to the

before he

can use

Mathews Bros, factory, and when near the
wool-skin tannery met a farmer coming to
town with a load. The boy turned to the
right as far as possible,but the other ran into
him and threw him out across the sidewalk.
The boy was taken up unconscious, and was
found to have a bad cut on the upper lip
and nose, a severe strain to his back, and
arm
one
badly wrenched-Jordan W.

J. H. Vose of Knox Oct. 31st. The

About two

inches of

snow

con-

fell here last Sat-

urday night-The rain last week
small streams in rapid motion.

set

the

Camden.

The selectmen have granted
permission to the Rockland, Thomaston and
Camden Railway company to extend the
terminus of the line in the village of Camden. The terminus is now opposite Rose
Bros.’ store and the line is to be extended to
the bridge, a distauce of about 40 yards.
Work began Monday and will be rapidly
pushed to completion. With favorable
weather it is thought that the extension can
be finished in about a week.
How’s This!
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s

case

Catarrb Cure.

We,

F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
the undersigned, have known F.J. Cheney

rarB°—Sch. Emma S. Briggs, Coombs was quite badly injured Saturday for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
fsl'(|rne, is discharging coal at Rock- by being thrown by a horse he was holding honorable in all business transactions and finanjar‘t,"
front of the Ocean House,
cially able to carry out any obligation made by
',• Seb. Charlotte T. Sibley towed for a friend in
f.
West & Tra ux,
their firm.
"
f
to go on the marine East Nortliport....Henry Higgins of Knox
uesday
raii.v P'b'
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
wib be opened and re- was thrown from his team while returning
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
*Dc1, l'f-f'Hirs made, including home from this city Saturday night and was
'"•■
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
ailii
H!i
be found necessary- quite badly bruised-Mrs. Genevia Mudg"ia-v
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
S'di (v~
*' ^rtrris
her
home
on Union
at
stairs
the
fell
on
ett
arrived Tuesday from
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
b.viOi
'IUi' is
0 sP1"11'
leading paving for W. street last Frirday afternoon and was se- the system. Price 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
for Newark.
were
bones
broken.
4w42
Druggists. Testimonials free.
verely bruised, but no

(P;

■','',"!ral

ciaw.P

P'
'm

ing.

The annual meeting of the North Church
Christian Endeavor Society was held last
Sunday evening and the following officers
were elected:
President, Miss Mabel R.
Mathews; vice president, Chas. M. Craig;
recording secretary, Warren W. Knowlton;
corresponding secretary, Miss Edith Stoddard; treasurer, Harold Sibley.

supper prepared by
was given in Belfast
Opera House, followed by a concert by the
band and a dance. The affair was gotten up
by a committee of ladies as a benefit to the
Belfast Band and was a complete success in
all its details. Not only was every article
on the tables of the very best and nicest
quality, but the arrangement was most artistic. There was an abundance of good

Liver Fill Made.”

AND

P“Best
arsons’

Rossini

Lenz
Gypsy Serenade,
The Jolly Blacksmith, (Descriptive
Vocal Polka),
Suckley
Church Chimes, 4 o’clock.
Day Break, Bird Calls.
Blacksmith commences work.

The

Singing, Anvils, &c.
Selections from Carmen,
Sambo's Wedding, Medley Jig,
Dancing.

Pills

I have used your Johnson’s Anodyne Linifor more than fifty years in my family.
Have used it for colds, coughs, sore throat,
stings, cramps, sore stomach, rheumatism,
lameness, colic, toothache, neuralgia, etc.,
and found it always good in every way.
Thomas Clelanp. South Rohbiuston, Maine.

ment

Our Book “Treatment for Diseases” Mailed Free.
All Druggists. I. S. Johnson A Co., Boston, Man,

from the blood. Delicate women find relief from
using them. Price 26c; five £1. Sold everywhere.

-+S Anal Lip IMl^
SATUBDAY,

FOR

SKIN

FBIDAY ft

NOV. 8 ft 9.

''’ever before in the history of lamp making has it been
possible to manufaclamp goods at such a low cost as now. Xever before h ive we been so
well prepared to delight the trade with sit Herb antnln nt *nrh
mil prees.
ture

Banquet
Lamps,

Hall

In

a

SOAP, and a single application
of CUTICURA (ointment), the
great skin cure ,wken all else fails
Hold throughout the world.
(’hem. Corp., Hole Props.,

and

“All about

Store

bath of CUTICURA

warm

Baby’s Skin,

Potter I)ruo
Boston, U. S. A.
Scalp and Hair,” free.

Lamps,
Piano Lamps,
Library Lamps,

Lamps,
And HAND LAMPS
of every description..

in and see our new China and

come

Lamp opening continues
Xov. 8 and it.

CARLE

mctibn
Watches,

two

<tags, Friday

open evenings.

&

JONES,

It is

to see how many LADIES OVERGAITERS wn have sold during the
The people seem to appreciate our efforts to give them a good
looking and nice wearing overgaiter for little money, and as we have just received another large invoice of them we shall still sell them at the following LOW PltiCES :

surprising

“

“Leader," Seven Button Overgaiters at
Extra Fine

“

“

tailor made,

Quality,

High Cut ten buttons,

Ladies, Misses & Children's
Of the finest

quality,

;thlsis

My entire stock

.Extra Good
at

15c.

a

quality.

a
a
a

pair
pair
pair
pair

(ON

at

at the

“

following prices:

SI.23

a

1.10
.98

“

pair.
“
“

Quality Lamb’s Wool Soles.

pair,
pairs tor

m*

JLi

THE

Belfast, Maine.

CORNER)

«•CARLE & JONES’,

provided.

We

are so

put down

Phoenix Row.

selling

(iREAT. (iRAHD, |^ARK QOWN §ALE

attend the afternoon saies.

Hervey,

we are

B. C. DINSMORE,

every evening at 7.00
until further notice.

busy, cleaning up, that we haven’t time to write, but will just
few figures to make you guess how we got the goods.

a

ner

DinSets, 112 pcs., will

not

crack,

15

English Imported

200 Glass Salts,
200 Glass Peppers,
S6.98 85 White Nappies,

5c
5c

big

....

14c

...

|2c

ones,
500 Decorated Ind. But1 1-2c 75 White Nappies, big
ters at
5c
200 Whisk Brooms,
ones,
5c 2 Bushel Dec. Pitchers,
2 Quart Tin Dippers,
worth 20c.,
5c
1 Quart Tin Dippers,
8c 3 Bbls. 4 Pc. Glass Sets,
1 Quart Coffee Pot,
worth 50c.,
8c
1 Quart Tea Pot,

10c
31c

Don't forget there dinner sets.
These prices are good for one week from this date.

Your Pork
and Hams
world,

srealbarsilln,

“

or two

Sales will continue every
afternoon at 2,30 and

«rTo avoid rush in the evening Ladies are requested to

which

“

Children's

MUST BE SOLD,

be

a

a

HIGH JERSEY LEGGIHGS

Jersey Leggings

Ladies'
Misses'

Should

19c.
48c.
50c.
75c.

WE ARE ALSO GIVING A GREAT BARGAIN IN

SilverWare.

C.

Main St., Belfast.

past two weeks.

better

Seats

Lamp Parlor.
Saturday.

and

"V OVERGAITERS
Our

Jewelry_

Lamps,

Nickel Plated

Vase

if”Please

Lamps,

Mammoth

i

A variety never before attempted by any one retailer
in Eastern Maine.

in

lowing
program:
Overture, Semiramide,

|

Positively cure Biliousneis and Sick Headache, liver
and bowel complaints. They expel all impurities

REST

1795

a

It Wfl9 originated in 1810, by the late Dr. A. Johnson, an old fashioned, noble hearted Fatfifly
such as
Physician, to cure all ailments that are the result of irritation and inflammation;
asthma, abscesses, bites, burns, bruises, bronchitis, colds, coughs, croup, catarrh, chaps,
of
sore throat, earache,
all
forms
and
cholera-morbus,
chilblains, colic, cramps,
diphtheria
fractures, gout, headache, influenza, la grippe, lame back, side, neck, mumps, muscular
soreness, nervous headache, pimples, pain anywhere, rheumatism, stings, sprains, stiff joints,
toothache, tonsilitis, wind colic and whooping cough. The great vital and muscle nervine.

SLEEP

Advent Christian Hall:
Preaching at 2.30 p. m. Sunday School at 1 p.
m. Young Peoples Society of Loyal Christian
Workers prayer meeting at t> p. m., followed

Last Friday evening
the ladies of this city

Mfe
Cures Every Form of Inflammation.

Services at the

substantial foods and delicathings, both
cies, and the service by the young ladies
was perfect.
The band concert w'as highly
appreciated, the Semiramide overture holding the close attention of all, and calling
Halldale. Rev. J. Washburn went from
forth hearty applause from those who could
this place to Morrill to preach last Sunday,
beat appreciate that, style of music. The
lie will return and preach at the Vose
Jolly Blacksmith and Sambo’s Wedding
school house next Sunday forenoon-There
took the public ear and were encored. Fol.
was a quiet wedding at the home of Mr. and
is the
Mrs.

command, promoting Arey to the
Mr. Arey having occasion to
go forward,looked into the engine room and
noticing something peculiar about the lire
began to investigate when an explosion of
gas took place, burning his hands and arms
severely. The doctor’s say it will be a month

It is probable that the date of the meeting
of Waldo District Lodge at Brooks will be
changed from Nov. 30th to the 23d, on account of other engagements of the people of
Brooks.

|

tracting parties were Mr. E. H. Vose and
Miss Ida B. Sawyer of Montville. Rev. J.
Washburn performed the ceremony-

in

Services at the Universalis t church Nov.
10: 10.45 a. m., Sermon.
Sunday school,
12 m. Saul Chosen King, 1 Samuel 10: 17-27.
Y. P. C. U., 6 p. m.
Zeal, when? About
what? Gal. 4: 18.

-*

large numbers afternoons.

Templar*.

The installation of officers in Belfast Lodge
was postponed one week from
Monday even-

the first Methodist society was
The Grand Army Post of Belfast and the
formed in Portland and from it has grown
Sons of Veterans of Lincolnville will be
the present Chestnut street church. This
guests of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of Veter- ! week the church will celebrate the event
ans, next Monday evening. The rirst and ; with suitable services.
Many former pastors
third degrees will be worked and rations ! will be
present including: Rev. Matt S.
served.
Hughes, of Minneapolis, Rev. D. Y. T.
A “Jack o’ lantern” sociable was given at1 Whitaker, of Lynn, Rev. S. R.
Bailey, of
the Unitarian parish parlors last evening,
Brooklyn, Rev. Dr. W. R. Clark of Newton
!
a
followed by
literary entertainment by the Centre, Rev. D. William McDonald of
children. The tables were lighted by canj Somerville, Mass., and Rev. S. R. Hnsted of
dies in Jack o’lanterns made according to
Watertown, Mass., aged 91.
the schoolboy pattern from pumpkius. The |
The Methodist society of Castine have
effect was novel and pleasing. It was a very
made extensive repairs on their church. An
occasion.
pleasant
entrance has been built on the front, a new
Tlic Belfast Light & Power Co. has made
steeple built, the roof re-sliingled and two
needed repairs to the ice houses and
coats of paint put on the outside. New
strengthened the dam in readiuess for win- stained glass windows have been put iu.
ter. The ice pond has a capacity of 15,000
They are to have a new steel ceiling, also
tons, and if not leased very soon will be steel walls, new
carpets and other improveoperated by the company. The gas and ments. While the repairs of this church
electric lighting departments are in charge have been
going on the Methodists of North
of Mr. G. H. Maxfield, with the office at the I Castine on the shore road have
built a chapel
works
on
gas
Washington street.
through the liberality and exertions of BuwCitypoint. The private school at City- den brothers, helped by neighbors and
point is proving an unusually successful friends.
term. The average attendance is 15, the highAt the Baptist church next Sunday mornest number registered being 18 and the lowest
ing Rev. J. F. Tilton will preach on “The
Miss Paul fully sustains her reputation
l-’.
Recognized Need of Greatness,” Matt. 3:14.
as a teacher of uncommon ability in imIn the evening the subject will be, “God’s
and
parting knowledge
stimulating the iu- Impartial Goodness Manifested in the Fruitterst of her pupils.The people of the ful
Seasons,” Acts 14:17. The decorations
little community are iji a high state of ela- will consist of fruits, corn,
wheat, etc. Folturn over the school which nas been granted
lowing is the musical program:
them by the City, and full of gratitude to
MOKMXG.
■tli** kind and able friends who have stood so Chant, “One Sweetly Solemn
Thought,”
Palmer
nobly by them-Rev. J. F. Tilton will
“Welcome
Sweet
Anthem,
Grace,”
Macy
preach at City point School house Sunday,
EVENING.
Nov. 9tli,at 2 30 p. m., standard time.
Selection, “Dear Lord, Accept this Heart
“Songs illustrated” is the title of an enof Mine,”
Emerson
Alto Solo and Chorus.
tertainment to be given in Belfast Opera
Duet,
Selected.
House Friday evening, Nov. loth. It is an
Miss Millikeuaud Mr. Pitcher.
entertainment that cannot but find favor
Hallowe’en was observed at the First Bapwith local managers, committees and with
tist Church on Commonwealth Avenue, Bos| the general public. It is a happy combinatlie members and guests of the Bos! tion of what is most enjoyable in the eon- ton, by
ton Union of Christian Endeavorers, who ascert
and
lecture.
The
thrown
pictures
upon
j
sembled there to hold a social committee
the screen are gems in the line of photoconference and “vegetable” social. The latgraphic art and have been made expressly
ter part of the program could be utilized
for this entertainment. As the scenes are
elsewhere and on other occasions, and we
brought into view the memories of the old
what the Boston Journal said of it:
familiar stories are awakened, and when quote
When the practical affairs of the evening
I the voices of the quartette, blending in perhad been disposed of, the most entertaining
j feet harmony, are added, the effect on the part of the program was enacted, that of the :
| hearer is quite beyond description. The “vegetable” social. All invited to the social j
were
on entering, to submit a vegereading of the “Soldier's Farewell,” by Miss table obliged,
of some sort, these contributions to
Nichols, with scenes described, brought into be used for practical benevolent
purposes.
view before the listener, and the introdue- Some of these vegetables will be given to
Mr.
the
aldrou,
for use
City
Missionary,
I tion of appropriate songs combine to make in his
Thanksgiving dinner to the poor, and
an entertainment that is the acme of perothers will be immediately applied to relief
fection.
purposes by the Missionary Committee of
the Boston Union.
New Advertisements. Carle & Jones,
A sub-committee of the Lincoln Baptist !
| Main street, Belfast, have extra space this
executive
held a two days rally
! week in which to announce their 3d annual with the committee
WedBaptist church at
! lamp opening for Friday and Saturday, Oct. nesday and Thursday. Revs.lslesboro,
IT. E. Thayer.
W. C. Wescott, F. Purvis and J. H. Parsh8th ami 9th; and also a grand mark-down
the association. The Wedsale, the prices for which are good only for ley represented
nesday forenoon session was devoted to a
one week from date.
See the advt. for par- conference with the church workers on the !
ticulars.... H. A. Starrett, Main street, Bel- condition and needs of the church, and an
fast has a mark-down sale of cloaks, under excellent sermon by Pastor Wescott. The
afternoon was occupied with a practical adwear and all-wool hose. Cloaks at $1.98. All
dress on “Sunday School Work,” “Bible
sizes now in stock-Shawls this week at
Work in Families,” “The Hol> Spirit in the
Mansfield’s, Masonic Temple. A seasonable Church.” Addresses were accompanied by
very suggestive and helpful discussion. In
article and a superior stock to select from... the
evening the young people’s work was
See
the
of Havener’s new
advertisement
Pastor Purvis discussed “Evanpresented.
I
S An-tion Store, <)(i Higii street, where second gelistic work for Young People,” and Pastor
Parshley presented “Christian education as
| hand articles and goods of all kiuds, odd provided by the Christian Culture Course of
lots that stick, are readily disposed of ami the B. Y. P. U.” The
morning of Thursday
cash obtained in from three to ten days. was filled up with a meeting of the young
for introduction to Christian Culture
poeple
Call on them.
.B. C. Dinsmore is making a
Course in the Christian Endeavor Society:
specialty of ladies’ overgaiters and the low a sermon of great value by H. E. Thayer and
prices at which they are offered make large a consecration service led by Rev." W. C.
Wescott. Thursday evening Rev. F. Purvis
sales. He is also giving a great bargain in
preached, and Friday
Rev. W. C.
ladies, misses and children’s high Jersey W escott took charge ofevening
the Christian En- 1
leggings. Lamb’s wool soles at 15 cents a deavor prayer-meeting. This is the first of
pair or two pairs for 25 cents-The auction the “Day’s Rallies” to be held in all parts of
Lincoln Association. It was a grand sucat Hervey’s jewelry store seems to be a live
cess.
[Rockland Tribune.
business, the store is not large enough for
the crowd evenings and the ladies attend in Band Benefit Supper and
Concert.

at

mate

Good

Services at the Unitarian church Sunday,
Nov. 10th, sermon by pastor, subject, The
Art of Kindness.

Iu

as

mate’s berth.

Churches.

phone exchange the past week as follows: by au evangelistic service at 7 p. m. Bible
Dr. A. C. Ellingwood’s residence 21-2; Petit study
Wednesday evening at 7 o’clock.
Manan Land Co. office, 24-2. Dr. Freeman’s Church
prayer meeting on Friday evening
number does not change with the removal at 7 o’clock. All are welcome.

without credit.

Mrs. M. J. Wentworth of Knox will speak
in the rooms of the Spiritual and Liberal

The

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Me.
the

finest

in

the

and will he if you Salt

them with

Bizet
Gaston

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L

A

FRANK R. WIGGIN, Cashier.

KNOWLTON, President.

Waltz.

Schottische.

Two

Step.

Waltz.
The net proceeds for the band amounted
to $110.
Isle

au

Haut

Items.

^=SALT
Farmers who

it say
Pork before.

are

using

they

never

good
From a private letter we take the following items of interest concerning matters and
The Ferris Hams and Bacon famous for
things at Isle au Haut: Mrs. Sturtevant, their fine
quality, are Salted exclusively
an
one of our cottagers, is having quite
made sucli

elaborate windmill tower built over the artesian well she recently had bored. It will
be very ornamental to her place-Sell.
Superb has gone to Bangor after lumber to
make repairs on the Club House at Point
Lookout_The lobster fishermen are doing
fairly well, but we have been having very
blowy weather-Our roads are progressing
finely, and horses are coming in to occupy
them. Two arrived Oct. ‘Jfifch—pretty good
style, too—and we are not to be called
a one-horse town at.
present. Buckboard
rides will be in order next season. C. 1>.
Turner received a fine litt e buckboard from
Camden last week.

Solicited.

Deposits

Promenade.
Musical Scenes from Scotland,
Langey
Scotch
Songs, Bagpipes, &c.
Introducing

with Worcester Salt.

WATERMAN,

....THE...

American Violin Nicker & Repairer,
Is still at his old stand on Church Street, corner
Bridge and Church Streets. Italian style of repairing carefully attended to. Violin bows repaired for 50c, American Violins for sale below
wholesale, and to be used at the dedication of
3m45
Belfast’s new bridge.
JOHN

W. WATERMAN,

70 Church Bfc., Belfast, Me.

IKDIVIDVAL
DEPOSITS:

Feb. 2*

ISM.

*:itt,SJ3.«!t

#4I,HS#.54

5, 1S»5.
#*3,07*.53

#110,325.50

March

These

figures

are

Oct. 2, l*M,
Dec. ID, ISM.
July 21. ISM.
#Z»,4S0.5#
#5»,l *0.211
#14,532.52
July II, 1*115.
Sepl, 2S, 1S»5.
#123,0*5.5*
#140,147.4*

May I, ISM.
May 7, 1*1*3.

taken

from

Of the Currency, Washington,

our sworn
on

statements to the

Comptroller

the above dates.

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable on demand, draw interest payable Januthree days of every month draw interest from the/tri*
ary 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the flr-l
of that month. This department offers much greater security to depositors than Savings Hanks, inasmuch as every deposit is a loan to the Itank, and all deposits in our Hank are guaranteed by twice the
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Hank being the latest established Hank in Waldo County, our vault has all the latest improvements in Fire and llurglar-Proof work, thereby offeriug greater security to depositors than any other
bank in this county.
We still have a few $5.00 HWK 0KP0HIT HOIKS. All our boxes are now equipped with extra
lyd
locks, so they may he taken to and from the Hank if desired.

Souse for Sale.
A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view* ol Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. < OIL WORTH,
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

TO RENT.
Csttaga

Inquire

House on Miller Street.
of
A. A. HOWES &

Belfast, Oct. 10,1895.-410

CO.,

“Yainoud,” by Henry Willard French,
gives a picture of desert life made dramatic by the capture of a slave-trader.
Laurence Hutton

writes of hi*

“Three

Dogs” that played

a very important part
household and went straight to
heaven, he is sure, when they died. Two
papers, written by Helen Harcourt and
Blanche L. Macdonell, describe the odd
habits and the curious home of. the trapdoor spider.
Two poems that will be
read with interest by the children are
“Down Durley Lane,” by Virginia Woodward Cloud, and “The Vagaries of Queen
Peggy,” by Emma A. Opper, both illustrated by K. G. Birch.
There are two
new serials begun in this number, both
favorite
juvenile writers. “The Swordby
maker’s Son,” by W. O. Stoddard, is a
of
life
in the Holy Land during the
story
time of Christ.
“The Prize Cup,” by J.
T. Trowbridge, as the name would indicate, is a story of boy life in which athletics take a leading part. Mr. James
Otis’ serial, “Teddy and Carrots,” is continued and grows in interest.

in his

no matter what kind of food yon use, mix
Therefore,
it daily Sheridan’s Powder. Otherwise, your profit
Jdtnfall
and winter will be
for eprtrs
when the

lost
price
very high. It assures perfect assimilation of the food
elements needed to produce health and form ejrprs. It is
by dnicrirists. Grocers, feed dealers or by mail.
Blnerle pack. 25 ets. Five $1. Ijircre two-lb. can $1.20. Six
cans. $5. Fxn. paid. Sample
Brst Pori/rur Paper free
L 8. JOliNSON & CO., 22 Custom House St., Boston, Mass.

p»w
to
•old

Literary Ktws

and

With the November Century the magazine sets out on the second twenty-tive
The event is celebrayears of its career.
ted by a special artistic cover, a new dress
of type of individual cut, an editorial
apropos of “The Century’s Quarter of a
Century,” and a table of contents indicative of the aims of the magazine as an encourager of literature and art, and as an
advocate of progress in political, social,
and intellectual things.
Mrs. Humphry
\V.nil's new story, “Sir George Tressais
the
begun in
number, introducing
dy,”
the reader t" an election contest in Engand
to
life
in
a
land,
typical English
country house. One of the characters
in
the
is
prominent
story
“Marcella,” the
heroine of Mrs. Ward's earlier book. Bret
Harte is represented by a short story of
Spanish character and California scenes.
“The Devotion of Enriquez.” Another
story. “The Tragedy of the Comedy,”
is by Chester Bailey Fern aid, a new writer
who has had much success.
Particularly
appropriate to the election season is a discussion of “The Issues of lS'.Hi,” in which

Notes.

There is a remarkable resenibkmce between the early portrait of Lincoln in
McClure's for November and the portraits of Emerson.
The Parting of the Ways, in the November Atlantic, is a study-of the question of
physical culture for women. It takes the
foiin ot a blight dialogue, and contains
much which is
interesting and suggestive.
The Atlantic Monthly for November
contain> among other features three short
stories of exceptional quality: In Harvest
lime, y A. M. Ewell; The Apparition of
Gian'iher IIill, by Lowland E. Lobinson,
and The Face of Death, by L. Dougall.
There is also an installment of
Gilbert Parker's serial, The {Seats of the
Mighty, and Charles Egbert Craddock's
The Mystery of Witch-Face Mountain is
concluded.

Register of Deep

Water

Vessels.

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sld from Yokabaina May 29 for New York via Kobe.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 8 for New York.
A J Fuller, Walnutt, sailed from New York
Aug 25 for Shanghae; spoken Sept 8, lat 30
N, Ion 38 W.
Alameda, Chapman, arrived at Sydney,
NSW, Oct 20 from Vancouver.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
York Oct 28 for Shanghae.
Centennial, B F Colcord, sailed from
Hong Kong Aug 3 for Baltimore; passed St
Helena Sept 5.
Charger, D S Goodell, sailed from La
Plata Sept 10 for Hamburg.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Philadelphia June 19 for Nagaski.
Emma F Whitney, A S Pendleton, at New
York for Shanghae.
Gov Rome, Nichols, cleared from Philadelphia Oct 25 for Hiogo.
Great Admiral, Row’ell, sailed from Manila
Aug 27 for Boston.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
from San Francisco Oct 19 for New \rork.
Iceberg, F W Treat, arrived at Iquique
Sept 17 from New York via Valparaiso.
Iroquois, E 1) P Nickels, arrived at Pliila
delphia June 8 from New York.
John McDonald, T P Colcord, sailed from
New York July 19 for San Francisco; spoken
Sept 28, lat 49 S. Ion 05 W.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Rosario
Sept 30 for New York.
Llewellyn J Morse, Clapp, arrived at Sau
Francisco Oct 30 from Kariuk.
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, arrived at
New York Oct 9 from Honolulu.
Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, cleared from
Philadelphia June 10 for Hiogo; spoken
July 14, lat 9 N, loti 25 W.
May Flint, E L> P Nichols, sailed from
Sau Francisco Oct 7 for Bristol.
R li Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from New
York June 13 for Yokahaina; spoken June
22, lat 35 N, ion 01 \V.
S P Hitchcock, Gates, arrived at Honolulu Sept 10 from San Francisco.
San Joaquin, Larrabee, arrived at New
York Jan 9 from Portland.
S 1) Carletmi, Amsbury, sailed from Sydney, NSW, Sept 21 for London.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, sailed from New
York May 27 for Sau Francisco; spoken Aug
15, lat 54 N, Ion 02 W.
Ol
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Republican arguments are put tortli Sept 28 from Hong Kong.
Not long before bis death the poet
State of Maine, H (J Curtis, cleared from
Longfellow told Ilezekiah Lutterworth by Hon. Theodore Roosevelt, and those
of the Democratic party by ex-Goveruor Philadelphia June 13 forHiogo; spoken July
one
evening in his library how he came William
Ion 30 W.
E. Russell of
lat 22

to

write

Bridge,”

“The Psalm

ol

“Excelsior,”

Life,”

Massachusetts.
Prof. James Bryce, M. P., discusses “The
Armenian Question,” and tells of the
part that Americans should play in this
international complication. A brief letter
on the same subject by the Duke of Westminster is also presented.
Prof. Sloane's
“Life of Napoleon” reaches the period of
the creation of the Empire, and is illustrated with tlie care and the profusion
that have hitherto marked this work.
A
familiar little essay by Mr. W. D. Howells is devoted to “Equality as the Basis
of Good Society.”
There is a study of
the Italian actress Eleonora Duse, by J.
Ranken Towse, and Mrs. Schuyler Van
Rensselaer has an appreciative consideration of “Robert Louis Stevenson, and
His Writings.”
The latter article is accompanied by a reproduction of the striking bas-relief of Stevenson made by his
intimate friend, Augustus St. Gaudens.
In the line of art there is a paper on
“Mural Decoration in America,”
by
Royal G’ortissoz, with reproductions of
the work of La Fargo. John S. Sargent,
Abbey,.Simmons, and Vibert. The poetry
of the number is by James Whitcomb
Riley, W. C1. Richardson, Reginald Gourlay, and R. W. Gilder.

“The

“Hiawatha,”

“The Old Clock on the Stairs,” and
of his other great poems.
Mr. Butterworth has now embodied the evening’s
talk in an article on “How Longfellow
Wrote Ilis Best-known Poems,” which
The Ladies’ Home Journal will publish
in its next number.
some

The editors of McClure’s Magazine call
attention to the unaccountable neglect of
Lincoln as a subject for a magazine
serial.
Books about Lincoln have necessarily—like all books of biography—a
limited circulation, and only once before
has a magazine published a life of Lincoln.
People at large know little of the
lirst forty years of Lincoln's life.
Few
know that he was a man grown before lie
left Indiana for Illinois.
He spent fourteen years in soutlju*rn Indiana, and left
there in his twenty-second year.
“The Holiday Dance at Worrosquoyacke” is the title of Mrs. Burton Harrison's latest and best short story,—a twopart novelette—which opens most delightfully in the November Ladies’ Home
Journal.
It. deals with New York fashionables—lirst at the Iloise Show and
subsequently in Virginia, the personages
and environments appealing to the author's happiest efforts.
The story is concluded in the December Journal and is
artistically illustrated by W. L. Taylor.

Ilow Lincoln Got llis I.earning.

HERQICJfOMEN.

N,

h,

Tillie E Starbuck, Ehen Curtis, arrived
at New York Oct 11) from Honolulu.
Wandering Jew, D C Nichols, on lire at
Hong Kong Oct 21), scuttled and sunk.
Win H Macy, Amsbury, arrived at Yokalutnia Oct 24 from New York.
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, arrived at New York Oct 31 from Portland.
W J Rotch, Sewali C Lancaster, cleared
from Philadelphia July 27 for San Francisco.
BARKS.

W Spies, C N Meyers, at Hong
Kong Sept 18 for New York.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, cleared from
Boston, Sept 4 for Montevideo.
Amy Turner, C C McClure, sailed from
New York May 20 for Honolulu.
Beatrice Havener, Hichborn, cleared from
Philadelphia Oct 30 for Bridgeport.
Carrie L Tyler,.Lancaster, arrived at New
York Oct 12 from Surinam via Barbadoes.
C P Dixon, N FGilkey, sailed from New'
Y'ork Oct 24 for Port Spain.
Edward Kidder, J H Park, from Junin
for Hampton Roads, at Valparaiso, leaking.
Edward May, sailed from Colombo June
21 for New York ; passed St Helena Sept 5.
Evanell, W II Blanchard, arrived at Callao June 30 from Iquique.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier* sailed from
Kiacliuelo Sept 7 fur New York.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Port Natal, C
G H, Oct 18 from New York via Port Elizabeth.
Havana, Rice, arrived at Havana Oct 23•
from New York.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, sailed
from Punta Arenas, July 20 for New York.
Adam

Their Straggle Against a Common and
Merciless Enemy.
[•FECIAL

J

TO OCB LADT

HEADERS.]

Woman’s heroism is not evinced
by fearlessness or
enterprise in time
of danger, buther
1 courage and forti1 tude are
unquestionable in time
of suffering.
Think of *he
woman
who
smiles and tries
to make those around her cheerful, while
she is racked with the excruciating tortures of womb trouble.
Think of one who, day by day, begs her
physician to help her, while the torture
of tortures could not add to her misery.
Does she yield ? No! She endures her
agonies, and meets her friends with
cheerfulness.
This is woman’s heroism, and few men
realize how prevalent they are.
Physicians rarely render relief in such cases.
Aftertwenty years of success, with everincreasing popularity, Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Coinpoun 1 is, to-day,
woman's only sure an 1 safe refuge from
inflammation, ulceration, falling an 1 displacement of the womb, ovarian trouble,
leucorrhuea, painful an 1 suppressed menstruations. kidney trouble, nervous prostration, and all manner of distressing
and life-sapping female diseases.
“O my sisters, believe what is told you
of this wonderful medicine !
Before L
took it 1 had falling of the womb and
womb
leucorrlnea.
came
down
so
My
badly 1 could not walk across the door;
the pain was excruciating; now all is so
changed, and 1 ;u
so 11
y.
Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable < ’on ooui'd has
saved me from a life of mwery. Don’t,
don't suffer, 1 say. when a core is so easily
obtained.”
Mks. William Uuwe, ioli
Antoin Street, Detroit, Mich.
*'

D‘“„e

Helen

■

CATARRH

Apply particle of tlie
Balin' into the nostrils.
After a moment drawstrong breath through
the nose.
I'se three
times a day, after meals
and before
a

preferred.'
retiring.

ELY’S
CREAM
B A L M opens
ami
the
cleanses
Nasal aai m ik up a
Passages, Allays Pain
and
I n tlaiumation.
Heals the Sores, Protects the Membrane from
Colds, Restores the Sense of Taste and Smell. The
Balm is quickly absorbed and gives relief at once.
Price f><) cents at Druggists or by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. ;"<> Warren Street, New York.

Ijy^U *m|

G. T. READ,
MACHINIST,
SPECIAL

Packard.

[From the Magazine of Poetry.]
Mrs. Helen N. Packard (borne Clarke) was
born in Winterport, Me., and has always
been most loyal to the Pine-tree State. She
has been for the past twenty-two years a
resident of Springfield, Mass. Her ancestry
is known in Revolutionary aud Colonial
history, Judge Jonathan Sewell, the “witchjudge of the Salem settlement,” being a lineal ancestor. Mrs. Packard, though then but
a little girl in her teens, was one of the women who “lived the Rebellion,”
keeping the
nation’s cause with hand, heart, aud the
sacrifice which only the women of the war
| experienced, losing a brother in the Berdan’s
corps of sharp-shooters at Antietam. Later,
after peace had been declared, she married
John Alvin Packard, a soldier with a gallant record in the Fifth Maine Regiment,
N
iand she has always maintained an active interest in all affairs of the G. A. R.
Mrs.
Packard read an original poem, “The Voice
of Maine” at Gettysburg, in October, 1880,
at the summit of Little Round Top; another
at the dedication of the memorial to Fifth
Maine Regiment Association at Peak’s Island, Portland, Me. “Decoration Day,”
“The Old Guard,” “In Memoriam,” and
“Memorial Day,” are also poems of hers in
the same tender, patriotic vein. All of Mrs.
Packard's poems, whether patriotic, descrip-

CREAM BALM.

...WILL GIVE

N.

ATTENTION TO...

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
ami Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance.

sion.

Several of her poems have been

teething troubles,

constipation stud flatulence
foot), regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep, fas.

ar-

ranged us songs, a setting for which they
particularly well adapted. Among the
publications which have received Mrs.
Packard’s writings, both prose and poetical,
are the Springfield Republican, Homestead,
and ITnon, The Republican Journal of Belfast, Me, Ladies’ Home Journal, Good Housekeeping, Youth’s Companion, Boston Transcrip, Portland Transcript, and various
western papers.
Among the magazines,
The Twentieth Century, New Nation and
New Idea.
[Mary Fisher Bossou.
IN

toria is the Children’s Panacea—the -Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.
good effect upon tlieir children."
I)r. G. C.

11

cold,

25*.

druggist’s and

by

Children

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

remedy for child; vu of
I hope the ciav is not

Our physicians in the children
liave spoken highly of t!>cuce in their outside practice wi:li
and although we only havi
:mut

quack nostrums which,

medical

supplies what is known

destroying* their loved ones, by forcing ! products, yet we are free to
opium, morphine, soothing syrup and other merits of Castoria has won
hurtful

agents down their throats, thereby
sending them to premature graves.”
Dr. J. F. Kincheloe,
Conway, Ark.

on every stairway of the
bridges white,
The beggars cower in the waning light,
Intoning prayers for alms in voices shrill.
Their bodies shivering in the vapor chill.
A ureary spell, unlike the air of noon.
Falls o'er the scene, and through each broad lagoon
The black boats wander on the sluggish tide,
As past the quays their lengthened shadows glide.

|

favor upon it.”
United Hospital

a-

confess
u» to !

and

Disttn
Boston

Allen C.

Smith,

P>es.

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York City

As twilight deepens into dusky night
Each dingy shop breaks into sudden light,
And glowing fruits in scarlet, orange, green,
In luscious piles at every court are seen.
From houses desolate, tall, dark and dumb,
The pale-browed women from their labor come,
And from the towers that pierce Venetian skies
The chiming bells in mournful tones uprise.

Maine Central R. R. Stevens &

Erskmesj
HARNESS

TIME-TABLE.

The Ave Marie Hoars through the heavy mist,
And, like a life with sudden joy kissed,
The poor untutored souls find strange surcease
Of pain, and o’er them falls a heavenly peace,
A tender spell, a sudden gushing out
O mother love to silence fear and doubt,
Some mercy pure, some sympathy divine
That bids them kneel at the Madonna s shrine.

On and after Nov. 4, 1895,trains connecting at
Burnham amt Waterville with tlirougn trains for
ami from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:
FliOM BELFAST.
A

M

Belfast, depart.. 7 20
Citypoint... t7 25

Lights gleam within the dim cathedral vast,
Bicli with the trappings of the glorious past,

Waldt.
Brooks
Knox..
Thorndike.

When Venice rose a fair and noble queen
And doge and prince in stately pomp were seen.
The chanting priests, the cliimings of the bell,
The organ grand with its suoroiis swell,
The swinging lamps, the incense vapors white,
Send light and perfume on the shrouded night.

Cnity.
Burnham, arrive.

Bangor.

They wend their way along the vaulted naves
Where crystal cresses gleam like sparking waves.
Where tapers tall, like lilies pure and white,
Send from the chancel rays of softened light.
Below the Virgin, with her pale brow sweet,
Are chanting angels nestling at her feet;

17
7
8
8
8

30
40
03
12
22
8 45
11 55
A M
0 10
i- M

Waterville

Portland. 12 25
4,5
»E I).
Boston
Boston, w D.
4 20
|

1* M

1 25
tl 3o
tl 40
151
t2 03
2 12
2 22
2 42
4 50

Takes the Lead in Waldo

I* M
3 55

t4
*4
4
15
5
5
0

02
25
45
10
32

Every

wan

l E. I>.

,,
Boston,
( w ,,.
..,r

15

7 15

5 35
5,20

140
5 58

SPECIAL PH ICES OX

Plush Robes.

AM

TRUNKS, BAGS

Portland.

A M

Burnham,

I'nity..

depart.'

..

..

and

DRESS-SUIT CASE!

7 10
7 5o
8 12
S 25
8 50
0 "2

1015
0 25

5-A Horse Blankets

A M

0 10

Bangor

Thorndike.
Kii'ix.
Brooks
Waldo
Cit> p.•!n 1..
Belfast, arrive..

0

M
oo

..S3nj
F M
|
11 oo
20
A M

Waterville.

A

7 45

j
j

a

50'!

3 13

I* M

They praying gaze into Madonna’s face,
Ami then a silence .ills the luminous space.
Like midnight stillness on the plains afar
When shepherds saw the wonderous glittering

harness

standing testimou.
from the best stock by first-class w
under our own personal supervision.

TO BELFAST.

born.

7 15

30
1 40

AM
limi

I* M
5 o5

0 2'»
0 3<»
fO 37

5 25
5 32
O' 3s

0 53
H mu;
; 111
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nt,15

l» 25

0 2"

4

Peru

Lowest Prices in

Blankets, Robes
AM*

Al l.

KINDS

»>r

:

Winter G

>

Flag station.
Limited t iokets for Boston are now .-old at s5.<h)
from Belfast and all srations on Branch.
Through ticket.- to all points Wot and V
wt st via all routes, for sale by F. E Cm-w i.fv
PAYSuN Tl ( kl.K,
Agent. Belfast.
Vice Pies, aim t.en'l .Manager.
F. E. l’OiiTimv, 1 b-u'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, net. 25. 1805.

sii'vi'iis

\

v/;n

Main St
M:i\
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stohe.
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Treasurer’s Note

Boston & Banger S. S. Co.

Non-IW-sblent Tuxes In the town of l’i
the County of ttuiflu and stale of Mat;
3 ear 1 MM.
The following list »f taxes,m real <•>*..
resident owners in the town ot l'.ti.
i 11 comimited toll
year 1S04. in rlie
collector of said town, on the loth day
1XD4. by his cei itiea'e
t that danmain unpaid, and moire is hereby ■_
the said taxes ml interest and
h.n
paid into the treasury of the said
monthfroni
the
of
t!
date
eighteen
ment of the said lulls so much of tietaxed as will be sullieient to pay the
therefor. including interest and
without further notice be sold at p d
at the store of i.
\. Bowler, in said b■
urday, the loth day of February. 1'
o'clock in iIn* at'teinoon
Win. K. Baleom
one lot of land,
by land of Kttel Bau-om, S. ami W. by <
line; No. acies, 30; value. 81 tit); tax
Israel Brown. One lot of land, bon-.
N. by land of Wm. Groton, K. by lam
wh-k.S. by land of S Eastman ami \
bv town road and A. Marr N". acre-,
8*1X5; tax, Dl> cents.
Israel Brown. One lor of land, b e.
N. by land of A. B. (Hidden, E. by 1>
Grotton, S. by land of A. Marr. \V. by
Bliss; value, $15; tax. 42 cents.
Heirs of Earana Cliadwi-k. Om- L:
lot, bounded N. by laud of dohn Ska;
of .1. N. Turner, S. by town road. \\
value, $140; tax, $2.38.
Peter Grotton One hE of land, b
N. by land of P. M. Eenfest. E. by
town line. S andjW. by land of A. B <
acres, 35
value, $B5; tax. 45 cents
Mavo (i rot ton. One lot «d land, b *
N., E'. ami S. by land of A. B. Glidde
of, No. of acres. 25; value, $2X0;
.Mayo Grotton. One farm. 1 h
bounded on Tin- N by land of A 1»
M. Chadwick and .1. Brown ami A
land of A Marr and M. Chadwick
ami A. B (Hidden; No. acres. 5o,
>

FALL

SERVICE.

-«

>

4

Trips

a

Week to Boston.

<

Commencing Monday, October 14, 1S95, steamwill leave Belfast, weather permitting, as follows
For Camden, Rockland ami Boston, Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturcays (about)
2.30 p m.
For Searsport, Bucksport, \Vinterport, Hampden and Bangor, Tuesdays, Wednesdays. Fridays
and Saturdays at (about) 0.00 a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
ers

RETURNING
From Boston, Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays at 5.00 p M.
From Rockland, touching at Camden, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at from 5.bo
to (5.00 a. M.
From Bangor, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Satun lays at il.l >0 a. m., touching at

intervening landings.

FRED W. POTE, Agent.Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt.Bostor
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager.BostoD.

Belfast, ai Castiae Route.
Winter

Effect October

Arrangement—In
1, 1895.

Contractor & Builder

pation

acquainted.

“Captorin is sow .1 adapted p.chndI r< commend it as superior to any j,i
known to me.”
H. A. Akcht ;•
111 So. Oxford St
Brook

are

Tf7wilsonT~

pills

am

instead of the various

And droop like mourning robes in sombre fold.
From every cornice falls' a gathering tea
As though fair Venice mourned the dying jear.

TRUE’S
]
:Pin Worm Elixir:

I

ASTI.VE, weather permining, will run every week day

STEAMER

»■

(

N

<

tax. *2.11>
S. ,! (Hishee. A. W. Erskine tarn
barn, hounded on the N. by land <»f 1
K. by Oreat Pond anil C. A. Erskim
C. A. and S. W. Erskine; W. by town
$4*25 ; tax. $15 b>8.
Stephen Hodgkins. One farm. 1 h
bounded on the N b\ land of S. \\ Li
mill
brook. S. by land of W \

pond
by Sheepseoit river; N<>.
tax. $‘J.2b

acres,

>

45

Win. Haskell
One lot <>f land, N
on tlie N by laud id John ErskinS. by lot No. 15.“. W
Clifford,
ltenj.
town line: No. acres. 5(»; value, Ss'
ill connection with 15. & 15. S. ('<>., as follows:
Heirs »»f James l.eman
Lot «d
Leave ♦West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m.; Castine,
on
the N. E. b\ land of Sumner SI
7.45; Hughes Point, S.30; Ryder s Cove, B.Oo: land of John Skates; W. b\ land ot ■'
Lime Kiln, 0.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.
and Josiali Lowell; No. acres, H*; a.
S5 cents.
♦Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturieorge I.enfest. < >ne lot >d Iandays.
the N. b\ land •*! B. K Tibhctt-. I
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 r. it., for the A B. O lidden S. I>\ land of \ K
above named landings.
»
B. (Hidden, W. h\ land <•! S. M
Passengers going East take steamer Castine acres. 25; \alne. $75; tax. $1
from Belf st at 2oo r. m., eiery Monday .WedS. T Lawre\ A. ('<•
Aldeii i-'t. N
nesday and Friday. Take steamer next cay t< r ed on the N by land of I >. F. Ha ! I
all la» dings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
seott river. S. i>\ Somei ille tou n In
Passengers going to Millbriilge, donesport aim of Benj. Turner: No. acres, lib
Macliias take steamer Castine from Belfast at tax. $ 1 8.40.
2.00 e. if., .stop over at Castine. take steamer
Farm. 1 ho'me. 1
Joseph Pierson
Frank Jones next morning for all landings from | ed on tIn* N
by town road ami
Castine to Macliias.
line, F. by .Moimille town line,
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,] James Peavy. W. b\ land of F (irib
Ryder's Co\e; Win. Pendleton, Hughes Point: J. (55: value, $ I .(50 ; tax. s4.0".
M. Yogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
F. (>. Sanford. On<- lot land;
value, si25; tax. >4 45.
c. W. SMALLIDGE,
L. P Berry. One lor of land an !
1 house. I barn, bounded on the N
F. by Mom x tile town line. S h\, \\
8; value. -140; tax, $5 50.
James Man. One lot of land.
N. by land of A. Bouncy. F. b\
Turner and J. Feed. W. by China
bv land of —-—; No. acres, SO;
Acute and chronic cases treated with assurance $1 .b4.
F E. Prescott. Lot of land; \.V
of success.
L. A I ’1
$2.40.
Languid tires restored to health and vigor.
Treasurer of the town
Tires blown up witl out pain. Wind free.
Palermo, October 18, 1805. 5w4
We understand the anatomy, physiology and
hygiene of wheels, and give homeopathic and
allopathic treatment, as individual cases require.
Sure cure guaranteed.
Testimonials:
“My wheel had three ribs fractured and you
cured it in one treatment.”
“My tires were suffering with a case of acute
aneurism, which had been pronounced fatal by
other bicycle doctors, but von cured the disorder
and I did not loose a day of my tour.”
“I was troubled with varicose tires, involving
No. *441) Newbury
frequent ruptured. You cured me.”
Thousands of testimonials like the above sent
(Near Corner of Faiukielp
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Hunting

The ART AMATEUR

I

far distant when mothers will consider the
real interest of their children, and use Castoria

F

Poor A Son.

Castoria is the best

which

Standard and White

We’ve Been

j

Osc.onn,

Dowell, Mass.

With all this hard living and hard work, I
Lincoln was getting in this period a des- |
_DEALER IN_
Henry A Litchfield, at Boston Oct 3 restar.
A moment thus—then sweet beautitude!
ultory kind of education. Not that lie
I
The
music
swells .Tom lender interlude
Outing for November appeals to all | received much schooling. lie went, “by
arrived
at
Norwell,
Cushman,
Henry
To rapturous strains that pierce the dome above,
classes of readers. The sportsman, angler, littles;1* he
22 from New York.
says, “in all it did not amount Brunswick, Ga, Oct
Hosannas
and anthems rich with love.
grand
athlete and traveler will find much to to more than a
John J Marsh, Drink water, cleared from
year." But more or less
O glowing picture of the star-horn child !
interest them, while the fiction depart- of the schoolroom is a matter of small im- Portland Oct 29 for Rockport ami Point-aPitre.
Claspeu in the arms of Mary sweet and mild.
ment is up to the usual standard. Notable
portance if a boy lots learned to read and
Age.' m iy come and go. Imuo.-last
Lucy A Nn-kels, C M Nichols, cleared
features are “Pugged Labrador,” by P. to think of what he leads.
And that this ! from New York Oct 43 for Hong Koug.
May tear t radit i »ns d.-wn. but >t ill shall last
! >ecp in tlic l-ivast- ot sorrowing mothers pale,
G. Taber: “Over Ilingei Jock.” by Jean
had
learned,
llis
was
stock
of.books
AYm
sailed
from
Maliel
boy
lMe\evs,
Meyers,
j
flic golden glorv of the wmnirous tale.
Porter Pudd; **A Ceylon Tracker,” by ; small, hut lie knew them
and Rosario Sept 12 lor Boston.
A ml ears ot f ait h and ti list hear now, as then.
thoroughly,
F. Liizi 'V Dixon: “A Pondeau Muska!they were good books to know; the Bible, ; Matanzas, arrived at New York Oct 29 Agent for Waldo County for an The watchword, “Peace on aitn. good will to
men."
longe,” by Ld. W. Saudys: “The Inter- .K.sop's “Fables,** “Uobinson Crusoe," Irom Havana.
national Athletic Match.” by Win. 1:1.
Mary E Uusseli, AY S Nichols, sailed from
atatm
automatic
burglar
Banyan's “Pilgrim's Progress,’* a “His- Barbadoes
i'oi*
Oct, 14
mm; l;\ one.
Kingston, Ja, to load
Curtis, and ‘“Football of t ».*»,
a forecast,
tory of the United States.” Weems* for Boston.
< hie
and wants a few working
by one, out of my hand.
by Walter Camp.
■‘Life of Washington,” and the “Statutes
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from SingaSilting like giains of shining sand,
These are the chief ones pore Sept 24 tor New York.
'■ 4Z l? !
agents.®'-.
One of the leading features in Harper's of Indiana.”
eliding like shadows through the land,
we know about.
Passing like clouds at sunset limp
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived at
He did not own them
Magazine, at the eiose of this year and the
Fleet as the tragranee from dying Mower,
14
from
New
York
Oct
but
Tampa.
sometimes
them
had
to
borrow
One* by one, my joys pass.
beginning of the next, will be a novel by all,
T. READ,
GEO.
Rose innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
from
the
rea
which
\\ illiam Black.
neighbors,
practice
The title of the story,
New York Oct 25 from Montevideo.
(>ne by one, into my hand.
sulted
in
at
least
one
for
casualty;
Briseis, is taken from its heroine, a Greek
Like sliini ig threads from a golden strand,
Serrano, li G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
BELFAST.
46 MAIN STREET
Like gentle breezes by angels fanned,
maiden, who is first introduced to the Weems’ “Life of Washington” lie allow- Aug 1, unc.
as the song-birds, darting in air,
Bright
reader among the hills of Aberdeenshire. ed to get wet, and to make good the loss
from
St James, F B Clifford,sailed
ShangSweet
as the perfume from roses rare,—
No hai Sept 23 for New York via Amoy.
It is a tale which has long occupied the lie had to pull fodder three days.
One by one, new joys come.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, arrived at New York
thought of the novelist, and into which matter. The book became his then, and
Fortunate- Oct 2f» from Zanzibar.
he has put some of his best work.
Each he could read it as he would.
H E ARE STAM>lX(i MN' E KORE AT VOI R SIOE.
Thomas A Goddard, AY S Griffin, cleared
of its six monthly parts will be illustrated I ly he took this curious work iu profound
from Philadelphia Aug 24 for Buenos Ayres.
May 30th.
from drawings made in Scotland and Lon- seriousness, which a wide-awake boy
We
are star.ding once more at your side,
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
To render the homage so true:
don by tlie well-known New York artist, would hardly be expected to do to-day.
Montevideo Oct 2d from Portland.
We, in our manhood and pride,
Washington became an exalted figure in
W. T. Smedley.
SCHOONERS.
You, neath the sod an I the dew.
his imagination; and he always contended
W R Gilkey, sailed from
Gilkey,
Georgia
Miss Mary A. Tinker, the authoress, is
From your windowless places of rest,
later, when the question of the real char- Boston Sept 4 for Rosario.
No welcoming voices we hear.
spending a short time in Ellsworth, her acter of the first President was brought
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived I
No pressure from hands that we’ve pressed,
native place.
She is the guest of Mrs. up, that it was wiser to
regard him as a at New York Oct 17 from New Bedford.
No accents of courage and cheer.
from
sailed
George Cunningham, of Birch avenue. godlike character, heroic in nature and 1 Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby,
Oct 28 for Boston.
The lilies and roses, to-day
Miss Tinker has not visited Ellsworth in
deeds, as Weems did, than to contend that Apalachicola
Bloom over your motionless forms,
Morse, Harriman, cleared from
thirty years. Her father, Richard Tinker, he was only a man who, if wise and good, i Horace G Oct
That sleep he* long hours away
30 for Stamford, Ct.
Pascagoula
moved to Thomastou to fill the position still made mistakes and
Lnmindlul of sunshine and storms.
in follies
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
indulged
of warden of the State prison.
Here, in I1H.C UU1CI lUtU.
Do you stir when the drum’s mullled heat
Surinam Oct 5 for Boston.
he met a tragic death, being murFalls soft on the sweet summer air?
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, ldg stone at
Besides these books lie borrowed
Do you hear the slow tread of our feet
dered by one of the convicts. A mother He once told a friend that he many.
“read Thomaston for New York.
When we bring you the garlands so fair?
arrived
and sister also died there.
S
Linah
C
Miss Tinker
Kaminski,
Woodbury,
through every book he had ever heard of at Charleston Oct 9 from New York.
Does the volley or rattling shot
moved to Boston, where she continued in that
country, for a circuit of fifty
Lucia Porter, Grindie, sailed from Boston
Ever wake you with tremor or thrill,
My Mamma give* m«
her work of writing, begun w hile she was miles.”
From everything he read he Oct 19 for Frankfort and New York.
!
Or the sight of the flag which you bought
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
still a girl. Most of her work at this time made
Give
a hound to the hearts cold and still?
long extracts, using a turkey-buzI
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, from Darien for
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera
was for magazines and papers.
Later she i zard
When he Bridgeport, arrived at New York Oct 31.
Are you still keeping step as we join
pen and brier-root ink.
Sore
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup,
In the old way, soldierly, slow,
began writing for the Catholic World, in had no paper he would write on a board,
R F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from PortThroat, Diphtheria, eta,
With your forms close up to the line
which her first book “The House of ! and thus
for Philadelphia.
preserve his selections until he land Oct 28
Ami your faces turned straight to the foe?
NICE
REAL
TO
TAKE.
I
THINK
IT
IS
from
Boston
Sallie I’On, W H West,sailed
York,” appeared as a serial. Subsequent- secured a copy-book. The wooden fireI
Though we come every year with the Mowers
ly she wrote several books which were shovel was his usual slate, and on its Oct 29 for Philadelphia and Cardenas.
Prepared by Nobway Mbdioise Oh, Norway, Mr
To place on your silent green tent.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Port Tampa
published by the Catholic Publication So- i back he would cipher with a charred Oct
19 for Carteret.
Though the birds sing sweet through the hours,
ciety.
Still you slumber in blissful content.
stick, shaving it off when covered. The
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, loading at
The article on “Public School Music,” logs and boards in his vicinity were al- Rockport, Me., for St Jago, Cuba.
We are journeying through the dark arch
To the path which your footsteps have trod,
by Mr. Samuel W. Cole, in the November ways filled with his figures and quotaYet we pause in our swift hurried march
number of the New England Magazine, is tions.
By night he read and worked as
The Journal and the Tribune.
To lay the sweet Mowers on the sod.
a notable article, and one which
ought to long as there was light, and he kept a
We are standing once more at your side
in •
• has been successfully u*ed fur worms
Last year The Republican Journal Pubbe read carefully in educational circles all book in the crack of the logs in his loft,
• children and adults for 44 years. Sold every- f
Where you sleep in the bosom of rest,
• where.
Company had a six months’ contract
Price 35c
We, in our manhood and pride,
;
through the country. We have been far to have it at hand at peep of day. When lishing
with the publishers of the New York Weekf
Honk mi the l)ieea«os of Children— free.
•
You, in the arms of the Blest.
behind Germany and England in the mat- acting as ferryman, in his nineteenth
Me.
UK.
J.
r.
A
•
TKI'E
CO.,
Auburn.
were
i
ly Tribune by which the two papers
ter of music for the people, and it has year, anxious, no doubt, to get through furnished to new subscribers at
and to
$2,
THE GIFT OF THANKFULNESS.
largely been because the instruction in the books of the house where lie boarded, old subscribers paying in advance for $2.25.
1 may not bide a flower lined way besiue,
our schools has been so
inadequate and before he left the place, he read every Another contract has been made on even
Nor walk God’s uplands dewy,'fresh and green,
Mr. tide’s taste is pure and fine, night “till midnight,” so says his room- more liberal terms, as set forth in our adMy path may lie beneath a lowering sky
poor.
And tlmrns and brambles hedge the way bevertising columns. New' and old subscribers
and he readily believes that the public mate.
tween.
In his habits of reading and study the are now' placed on an equal footing and all
schools can be made to promote the interin
adone
for
The
Journal
who
year
pay
Yet many a ray shall cheer the lengthening day,
ests of the best music and to inspire such j bo> had little encouragement from his
New' York Weekly
vance can have The
And golden gleams of sunshine shimmer
a taste for good things in our
boys and father, but his step-mother did all she Tribune without extra charge. In remit....OF....
through,
And from each cloud, hung like a heavy shroud,
girls as shall always keep them above | could for him. Indeed, between the two ting it should be stated that the Tribune is
The bars of light may sift like diamond dew.
what is meretricious.
His account of there soon grew up a relation of touching wanted, as it will not be sent unless the re- FOUNDATIONS and
what he himself has accomplished in or- i gentleness and confidence.
[Ida M. Tar- quest is made. The New' York Weekly
1 may not lead in word or generous deed;
is acknowledged to stand without a
FOUNDATION WALLS.
Upon life’s altar small my gift may be,
dinary grammar schools in Dedham and bell, in McClure’s Magazine for November. Tribune
But if 1 bring in faith the offering,
rival
as the leading Republican paper of the
Brookline, Massachusetts, is most inspirBest of Work Guaranteed.
God will not spurn the poor oblation free.
It is a twenty-page journal and gives
day.
Industrial
Statistics.
ing. In more than one case his youthful
alf the new s of the world, while its different Address
I cannot, look into the mystic hook
chorus has rendered entire oratorios in a
departments, political news, editorials, etc.,
That hides from me those duties yet undone;
to Labor Commissioner S. W.
Beports
manner which earned the commendation
22 CONDON STREET
make it a most valuable paper to all. The
Its e asps are sealed, its pages unrevealeu,
of the best critics.
It is to be hoped that Matthews, in answer to circulars sent out Tribune is very cheap at $1 00 per year,
Save as God’s angel turns them one by one.
Oct. 1st inquiring of the assessors of the which is its
his account may prompt many teachers
price. The Republican Journal Or Cure Spencer & Wilson, 47 Main St.,
I patient wait, for near some n agio gate
oil cities, towns and plantations in Maine, will be maintained at its present standard,
21 tf
BELFAST, MAINE.
I yet may serve while others enter in ;
and directors of the schools to similar enfor figures showing the amounts expend- with special attention to local and State
The prize may not fall to my bumble lot,
Warren
F.
.j
Park
terprises.
Kellogg,
time
I
at
Yet
new's.
ed
in
ruay
begin
any
Subscriptions
something good 1 shall not fail to win.
building new factories, mills, and
I
Square, Boston, Mass.
Some davs there are which time can never mar,
j shops, and in enlarging old plants,
Danger from Diphtheria Over.
Some visions beauteous when the clouds uproll,
The November issue of St Nicholas be- ! promise good results, although there are
Some hours that teem with holiest love supreme,
gins a new volume and gives a foretaste of ! still many returns to come in. Of the
And leave their impress on the sentient soul.
A tong while for a. delicate
Me>, Oct. 50. The board of
Rockland,
the features provided for the coming year. ! 521 cities, town and plantations, 433 have health
officially announces that danger from
will I trust; abide in faith I must,
The frontispiece is a beautiful portrait of been heard from; of these 381 are cities
perfume that could It?sold for SoFor
diphtheria is over and that schools, churches
waves of music float from shores unseen,
and towns, ard 57 are plantations.
a child, drawn by that gifted artist, CeOf and library will be reopened at once. There
25c. PER OUNCE. We have There smiles a star beyond the harbor bar,
cilia Beaux.
“A Famous French Paint- this total 05 have reported expenditures have been only five deaths from diphtheria
Its changeful radiance glows for me, 1 ween.
it note in all the h ading odors
appeared the first of
er,” by Arthur Hoeber, is a sketch of the within their provinces in either new or since the disease first statements
have been
for that price, or in an eight
additional constructions on factories, October. Exaggerated
Fop Over Fifty leaps.
career and the personality of J. L. Gerseveral papers.
The figures of these are seut out to
An Old and Well-Tkikd Remedy.—Mrs
ounce, glass topped bottle, for
ome, several of whose pictures are repro- mills or shops.
Winslow’s
Brent
has
sufficient to warrant a larger amount of
duced in the article.
Soothing Syrup has been used for
Fanny L.
“There’s no use in trying to get away
$1.50.
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
a pretty story,
“Riches Have Wings,” expenditures this year than last, which from the solemn fact,” said the dreamytheir children while teething, with perfect
telling of a young girl’s effort to secure an was $063,200.
eyed young man, “the new woman is a
success.
It soothes the child, softens the
most practical and unsoulful creature.”
artistic training.
“Reading the Book of
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
so?” “I told Miss
In Six Hoars.
“What
makes
think
Belief
describes
Louise
Willis
you
Snead,
Fate,” by
is the best remedy for Diarrhcea. Is pleasinspired some of my
the fortune-telling and flower game played
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases Bogleigh that she had did
ing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
she say to that?”
“New Great best poems.” “What
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botby the children of the South. “Launch- relieved in six hours by the
Kidney Cure.” This new “Nothing. She wrote to my publishers for
tle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ing a Great Vessel” is a deep problem in South American
a percentage of the royalties.”
Best ud Urgent Practical Art Magazine.
a great surprise on account of its
is
remedy
ask
for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
in mechanics as well as an impressive
(The only Art Periodical awarded a Medal at the take no other kind.
exceeding promptness in relieving pain in
lyrKj
World’s Fair.)
sight, as the reader will learn from the the bladder, kidneys, back and every parfor consti- Invaluable to all who wish to make their li ving by
Beecham’s
were seated at the restaurant table,
They
interesting article on the subject by of the urinary passages in male or female.
art or to make their homes beautiful
he looking over the menu, when she said,
Frauklin Matthews, illustrated by F.
It relieves retention of water and pain in
jo* and
Get the CAD IHa we will send to any one ■
a
gushingly—“Do you know, dear, I have alCresson Schell.
“Princeton; A Modern passing it almost immediately. If you want
rUn lUl/e mentioning this publi- M ■
ways longed for the society of a congenial
Puss in Boots,” by Minnie B. Sheldon, is
quick relief and cure this is your remedy.
cation a specimen cony, with superb III"
bock at your
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belsoul, one who loved the good, the true”
Sold
color plates (for copying or framing) JL
a story of a cat, and, incidentally, of a
Me.
—“Pigs
feet, baked beans, cold tripe,griddle
and 8 supplementary pages of designs (regular
football contest. The concluding part of fast,
FAD IAa price, 35c). Or we will send also cakes, which will you have?” interrupted
it.
go
run IUC. »«pa|Btlng for Beginnersw(90 pages “dear” at this point. I’ll take them all,”
was the soulful answer.
Annual aalca mom than 6,000400 boxaa.
M0NTA6UB MAKES, 25 Union Square, N. T.
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C i storia.

Castoria is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its

The green Venetian twilight lades anil .lies
From out the palace 1 rents that lace the skies.
The vapors chill w hich rise 1'iom black lagoon
Veil stately tower ami diin the rising moon.
The blossoming domes grow dense and gray and

to sorrow

cures

Castoria assimilates tlie

VIMCK.

sad-eyed mothers

harmless substitute

a

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and alla> s
feverishness.
Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd
cures
Diarrhoea and Wind Colic.
Castoria relict <

are

CHRISTMAS KVK

It is

for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor on.
It is Pleasant.
Its guarantee is thirty years’ use

tive, psehyeieal, introspective, or in lighter
vein, evince a deep and original mind, a
keen insight into nature, a sincere faith,
Mini a graceful and concise mode of expres-

Within her arms, the child
And there the* knell, these

Ball til Pip Mill

What is

J

Manager

BICYCLE SUBGEBY.

I

I

~

GEO.F.BAMES, M.D.. D.D.S.
The Nose and Throat,

i

~

on

application.

BOSTON,
GKO. T. HEAD,
44 MAIN

STREET,

BELFAST.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appuintr
Oct., 1894.—lyr45*
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Mephitis Mephitica,
'the stinking stench.”

t he skunk is
usecti voious,

digitigrade.
odoriferous,
polygamous,

jiiadruped.

!

ket his oil is worth s-r. a
i.tkmg into liniments, wiiile
from
-cents to sg
aekness and color.
the above good points, the
!.«: and companionable skunk
ested andMudious! y shunned
\. so that every time
he ennti r soi ietN
there is ;i sensai with u hieh a hull's «. utr.v
anker meeting.
"I i> iike a
: uio.,ey. which is tin* rad
di c\ ii. is also the skunk*s
and when she frosts luive
stuhVile and sent tin* dead
'ini*, the down east boys,
md attended by nums.diy forth at riightfail to
..r.ghti
returning hours later
with tiojdiies and copiously
•'
«*dors that are both uni
11

■

dries generally make
he hunt.
Anv kind of a
!:• ugh those " it: sliort bail
the smell.
•«->, there is no ehoiee. except
datk 'light when red-headed
give more light.
<:
h-d to the middle of a big
md turned loose.
Away they
o mint for
their prey.
Meanf«
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ir

oy n
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pipes

an.;

wan.

the frostv -t abide
punting and wayyiny their
t
to come.
hi
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MISS TllEEESA

There

few more beautiful women or
popular singers than Miss rher-* t Vaughn,
whose reti ne«! and «-y.pi isite ringing in the
burlesque, “14J'_V' will long be remembered
m every communiD
Her address
New
York City, but she i> known, respected ami
admired from om- eud of our •ount.ry to tin
other, and her strong endorsement, of the
wonderful urat:\e powers of Dr. Greene’s

VAUGHN

severely from nervousness, and I can truthfully siy that 1 have found Dr. Greene’s
Nervura an infallible remedy.
I was led
into using h by seeing it in daily use in the

are

families of my friends, and I can unhesitatingly recommend it. from m\ own experience. to all as a thoroughly reliable remedy
for neuralgia and nervous diseases of all

|

ki nds.
It would certainly seem that after such an
endorsement by a lady so popular and so
widely known, no one who suffers in the
least from ill health could hesitate for a
to us.- this grandest of ail medicine, will be
followed 1»\ everylio.G who needs a strength- moment to take her ail vice and seek the
cure w hi< li is sure and positive hv using Dr.
ening an«l invigorating remedy.
She tells all to us.- it. because she knows Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy.
It is not a patent medicine, but the preit banishes a i pain, cures the aching head
a ltd
dragging back-ache, restores the over- j scription of the most successful specialist in
taxed
brain, nerves and
weary
limbs, 1 curing nervous and chronic diseases, Dr.
strengthens the \vea;< and shattered nerves. ;1 Greene, of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
natural, refreshing sleep—in fact, He lias the largest practice in the world, and
g:vi
this grand medical discovery is the resit't of
makes all who use it sirong ami well. The
Ids vast » xperietice.
The great reputation
remedy is
tirely
egetable and perfe- t.ly
of Dr. Greene G
harmless and may he given to infants, chilguarantee that his medicine will cure, and Tin- fact that he can be
dren or the weakest invalids with positive
consulted .1* anytime free of charge, pers- nassurance of beneficial results.
a i iy or by letter, gi\ ;•< a bs date assurance of
Here is what -do Sii
1 the beiieti• ti action of this wonderful no
■‘Tin fatigue itte-id nit upon piddle uplicine.
ans -d
me to
suffer
}iearam.-es inis often
«

Nervura

blood and nerve remedy and her
earnest advice lor the tir'd out, the weak,
tlie nervous, the run-down and debilitated,
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.is a
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dird from wide!; eomes
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vailable,

say tliat id- .• al value defi >»m sku iks he i he Pine
would Me»re 1 h in p:»y »he m>f 1 he ] esnh-e. ,t t la.
,ited

\

year

E

Howard H.
ummiugs of
sold > i1 >o wortii ot pelts to one
ork. besides disposing of
»*r oil ami having several
galmi

f'!-

ver.

year Frank Phillips of OrKilled enough to amount to hhi; in
ts.
William Billings uf Brookse(] -■sllg from skunks last year,
1 ecember William Rogers
Otis
x black skunk pelts to Bangui.
sold them for h-4.
The above
to show there is profit in the
1

h
•
1
0

t>i-

lie

stretched on boar*Is or on
of barns until thoroughly dry,
are packed for shipment.
The
-is get
them tanned and dyed
hen they are sold to the furriers,
them into the “monkey skin”
ladies1 wear.
is tried out over a slow lire and
It is a limpid, semi-transup.
'id, free from all odors and
d in local pharmacy.
Applied
a-

1
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1
a
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scalds,

ti

that animals so cruelly
as skunks must soon become
ut though slain by the tens of
they show no falling off in
and seem even more numerous
wei»
live or six years ago,
kange in fashion made skunk fur
-•

j:
V1’

cm

very prolific breeders, produo! tcrs of from four to seven
young
year. This,combined with tlieir
l?;-d
habits and tlieii always loaded
!
lias caused them to multiply.
('i/'! a-, several
Maine farmers have ex•■aented in skunk breeding, keeping
(!
?<> 200 skunks in inclosures
and
••b
hem on offal.
Though time
''Ib’ii has not elapsed to give a fair
f is
pretty safe to say that no farm11
y yet made a fortune out of his
T- skunks.
ally an insect hunter, the skunk
°!>t thrive well on fish aud refuse
ho result is that the fur is thin and
the supply of oil is very small.
science may completely reiovm 1°h" ky,_
"hensive glands so they will not
offspring., and then with
!.11
to stop skunks the pretty
,e,U:e^
i!s
kc turned loose to feed
\i,
upon poan<l cabbage worms.

i(';

fd|

lt;*
r,.'''
jj,

^

Ab't

^
.11

Si,,

“

lnor>

day

as

comes sknnfeeries will be
henneries. [Boston Globe,

Children

i

have us.-d a great many kinds
York Fashion
Falter.
our family and regard Hood's as suwinter g- -‘vus !• present cost nines
perior.” L ilian G. Eiwe i. East Nortiip.-rt.
Me.
w
rn. under thre. reigns: Louis XIV., Louis
X
in-.I Lo'ii- XVI
Some of the imported
“Arc you >c,ie you have him?” “Am I
arr\
on. eve ;, detail
f tliese styles, I
g a
sure.’ Do Von see tins dress
"Of course 1
Marie Ant.om- j
partieulariy of thos* worn
do.
What of it ?"
Will you kindiy tell me
cite.
Others have modern features ami are if it
bears the slightest resemblance to the
linislii d with 'he pr. .sent fancy of volumipresent fashion.'" "Well, really, it—er—-it
nous sleeves.
Ci ats of every style are the
"It doesn't."
"No."
“Well, I am
most popular torn of waist. Ilahit corsages, |
it because be likes it.”
pleated skirts, j t< ket fronts and full vests wearing
are some of the favorite mod* Is.
Round and
Word
rimes from all quarters that the
pointed waists are aiso seen on simple wool j neatest and most satisfactory dye for color-Ml collars and •eliaret-tes are very
gowns
ing the beard a brown or black is Buckingmueh trimmed.
barn's Dye for the Whiskers.
The <■.uubination of blade and white is in ;
A recruit, wishing to evade service, was
great vogue in imported toilettes for even- i
for medical inspection, ami the
mg wear and Some exquisite plaids are [ brought ui'
doctor asked him: “Have you any defects?”
shown in dainty designs <•; i• 1 a< k and white.
sir: 1 am short-sighted.” “How can
New plaids in bright colors are
oiistantly “Yes,
it"" “Easily enough, doctor.
Do
appearing. Tlie capes eJ the winter season 1 you prove
you see that nail tip vonder in the wall?”
are circular
n shape aud 'longer than those
The linings are of plaid ! “Yes.” “Well, 1 don't."
prm umsly worn.
and Mane Antoinette siaks in bright colors !
It Costs Little and Does Much.
and the collars are of Persian Lami- and Ox- i
Remark when you attend a play or concert
ter.
For theatre ami evening rapes, brocade
bow many people disturb the performance
in
velvet
with
bright colors s
One man begins and the
chameleon lining-. Jackets on the eon n-ary by coughing.
cough set-ms to be contagious. The interarc short with box fronts and are < ut rather
is a great nuisance, and there is no
ruption
io\\ in the ma u.
The sleeves are large and I
need of it, for anyone may cure a cough with
die, ? ;.g with scarcely any fullness on the
the Pmeola Balsam, winch costs twenty-fi ve
iike tin un ion sleeve of <
are goi rd
top
cents
.it *oothes the inflammation m the
throat ami loosens the mucus which clogs
<>ne -e*,ii the new Fashion Magazines \
A few doses of Ely's
the air passages.
published by V. McDowt-i. \ C- a large !1 Piueola Balsam
stop a cough and heal a sore
variety of these latest styles. These }»eri*oilthroat.
bis are always very attra- T:ve all*! are eonstaidly inereas ;.g in popularity “La Mode j
Early Training. Cobwigger. “You seem«ie- Laris" ami “Lai is Album of Fashions” I ed rather amused over the idea of
your wife’s
•st --.'.do per year’s subscription, or d5
wearing bloomers.1' Smith. “You'd be
rents a copy. Tlie
French Dressmaker” is i amused
yourself il you could see her when
do per annum or do ee’nts a copy; and
she tried to find something in her workbas“La Mode” >3 do a year or Id cents a copy.
ket and emptied it inti, her lap.”
D you are unable to procure any of these
Marvelous Results.
from
ais
newst
ealer
do
not
take
your
jour:
.'a substitute, but apply ay mail to-Messrs.
From a letter written by Rev. J. (1 underman of Pimoudalo, Mich., we are permitted
A. MrDowel; A Co., 4 Aestlfth Street, JSevr
to make this extract:
V o r k.
“I have no hesitation
The McDowell schools for dress cutting in recommending Dr. King’s New Discovery,
as the results were almost marvelous in the
are the larvest and most practical in the
ountry. In the finishing school a dress case of my wife. While I was pastor of the
may he cut and made while the pupil is ! Baptist Church at Rives Junction she was
learning. The proof of the superiority of brought down with Pneumonia, succeeding
La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of coughing
the method of cutting they teach is found in
the fact that the McDowell Drafting Ma- would last hours with little interruption
< l:ine
and it seemed us if she could not survive
is acknowledged to be the standard
them.
A friend recommended Dr. King’s
system of dress cutting. It oilers the simplest method to learn, the most rapid to use, New Discovery; it was quick in its work
and highly satisfactory in result'!.” Trial
and a perfect tit for ai! forms. This machine
bottles free at A. A. Howes & Co’s Drug
has received the two highest awards at the
World’s Columbian Exposition as the mostStore. Regular sizes 50c. and 81.00.
perfect iu existence.
Hicks. “I bear that Miss Jilter has thrown
■We
pills in

New

i'lu

.c

new

j

>

j

j

*j

1

j

popuiai

A BRIGHT
WOMAN

The American

agreeable

to me,
extent. The

of the

1

1895
Maine
790.000
New Hampshire—
985,OK)
Vermont.
550.000
Mass.
858.0H0
Connecticut.....
7*5.000
New York. 6,375.000
Penn’vania. 5,.c5(),ouo
Ohio. 6.45U.000
Michigan. 3.750.100
Indiana. 3.307,000
Illinois.. 3,792.000
Missouri.. 3.864.000
All others. 28,400,000

Johnnie

Ho I drills.

For many years Gen. Johnnie Robbins
has been a local celebrity in Deer Isle,
front the fact that he

absolutely

Old

any

[Exchange.
J. O. J, Said.

the

Sufferers

of Rheumatism.

j
j

parties immediately interested,

ure

all

English Spavin Liniment removes
BlemHard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and
ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Stifles,
Splints, Sweeney, Ring-Bone,
etc
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs,
Warranted
bottle.
Save $50 by use of one
Cure ever
Blemish
wonderful
known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.. Druggists, Belfast, Me.
most,

I

You make no mistake when you buy dalton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so,
and “what everybody says must be true.”

HOOD’S

PILLS

Liver Ills,
Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists*
cure

All

That is Best

676,000
798,000
3,398,000

3,021,000
5.515.000

lin

5,815,00n

5,261,000

1.086.000
1,991,000
1.974.000

3,514.000
3,840,000
3,479,000

combined with modern invention

26.500,000 24,694.000

experience

of over fifty years

improvement

makes the

GOLD CLARION

_

Ktiough.

Portable Cooking Range
For 1895

the best

{

style for wood or coal
J every
Grate. If not for sale in

or

with

our

,
>

market.

the

m

a

ferior makes represented
[ best. Made and warranted by

larger profit

on inwhere to get the

us

WOOD & BISHOP C0„

Incorporated 1894.

Made in J

Famous Removable Dockasli

your locality, do not pay
as “just as good,” but ask

GREAT VALUE

POISUN

an

and

Is the result of the usual treatment of blood
disorders. The system is tilled with Mercury and
Potash remedies—more to be dreaded than the
disease—anti in a short while is in a far worse
condition than before. The common result is

BANGOR,

MAINE,

j
J
<

j

WEEKLY NEWS

for

of the world

LITTLE MOSEY.

FOR A TRIFLE.

RHEUMATISM The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

!

for which S.S.S. is the most reliable cure. A few
bottles will afford relief where all else has failed.
I suffered Irom a severe attack of Mercurial
Rheumatism, mv arms and legs being swollen
to twice their natural size, causing the most
excruciating pains. I spent hundreds of dollore
without relief, but after raking a few bottles of
improved rapidly and am
now a well man..completely cured. 1 can heartily
recommend it to any one
suffering from this painful
disease. W. F. DALEY,
Brooklyn Elevated R. R.
Our Treatise on Blood and Shi: Diseases mailed free to any
address.
SWIFT SPFC1FIC CO., Atlanta. Ga.

twenty-page journal, is the leading Republican family paper of the United

a

States.

It is

a

NA TIO V J L FA MIL Y FA PER, and gives all the

of the United States.

news

I

It gives the events of foreign lands in

a

general

nutshell.

“Agricultural” department has no superior in the country. Its "MarReport*” are recognized authority. Separate departments for "The
Fatuity Circle," Oar Young Folk*" and "Science and Mechanics•”
Its "Home and Society" columns command the admiration of wives and
daughters. Its general political news, editorials and discussions are comprehenIts

ket

sive, brilliant and exhaustive.

A SPECIAL CONTRACT enables

Republican Journal”
IS THE RESULT OF

!

(The regular subscription

BLUR BEFORE

!

THE

to offer this

splendid journal and “The

CASH IN ADVANCE.

STOMACH,

|

us

for

ONE TEAR FOR ONL7 $2.00,

DISORDERED

EYES,

for the two papers is

*3.00.)

Sl'BSCKIPTIOXS MAY BEG IY AT ANY TIME.

DIZZINESS,

Address all orders to

OVER-EATING,

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING

CO., BELFAST, ME.

SOUR STOMACH,
Write

CONSTIPATION,

your

name

Tribune

LIVER COMPLAINT,

and address on

3uilding,

New Yor

I Rl JUNE will be mai ed

e

o

postal card,

a

City,

send it to Geo.

W. Best, Room 2

and sample copy of EH" NEW YORK WEEKLY

you.

NERVOUS

DEBILITY,

FRED

PRICKLY FEELING
OF HANDS OR FEFT

(

people
big a

but to all Maine people, for the success of
the Bangor & Aroostook railroad brings
out into the light hundreds of richly deserving enterprises in our State which
invite and will equally reward capital for
; investment in them,
[l'resque Isle Star

J. B. WILLIAMS CO., GLASTONBURY, CONN.
Makers of Williams' Famous Shaving Soaps.
Jgp^List of Choice Premiums sent Free upon Request.

505,000

MERCURIAL
I"

as

After using Groff’s Rheumatic Cure for
time in my practice I take g*eat
pleasin saying that it is a most wonderful
remedy for Rheumatism; in faet.it. is the
only one I have found for the cure of this
Herald.
disease in all its various forms.
I)r. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
6m41
Bucklen’s Arnlru Halve.
“You scoundrel! You fiend! You—you—”
The Best .-alve in the world for Cuts,
shouted the defeated senatorial candidate at Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt. Rheum, Fever
the chief of the men whom lie thought lie
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
had bought. “I know we throwed you | Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positivej
down,” admitted the unfaithful one, “but j ly cures Piles, <>r no pay required. It is
we thought a man who was fool enough pay
I guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
for his votes in advance was too big a chump money refunded. Price 25 cents
per box.
to even go to Congress.”
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
some

tops
be danger of his buildings taking tire. Did
he top them out? Not a bit of it, but plastered on additional insurance! [Maine Farmer.

Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

!
i

THE

^

have found Cardiff,
fraud and delusion
as its illustrious namesake,
the Cardiff
giant. In fact they have found it more
for
it
is
estimated that the
expensive,
insolvent Cardiff Coal and Iron Co., held
notes of
Maine investors aggregating
£50,000, given in part payment for purchases of stock.
The receiver of the
collapsed corporation now seeks to recover from these purchasers, and is instituting suits with that end in view,
This is merely the washing ashore of
one piece of
wreckage out of the hundreds of wrecked
investments Maine
have
people
foolishly made in Southern
and Western boom schemes,
flow many
honest hard-earned Maine dollars have
gone into and been swallowed up in such
schemes will never be known.
The
direct loss by such investments has been
great, but the indirect damage to the prosperity of our State, by the diversion of
capital which should have found investment at home, lias been something enor-

only

To

Rome one has said that what makes lanterns so unsafe is the placing of a $1,500 risk
hv insurance companies on a set of buildings
reworth about $800. That reminds us of
mark made by a gentleman a short time
He was warned that unless he resince.
of his chimneys there would
built the

the

j

j

fine toilet soap,
7 cents for the
money.
pu;e
good.
We use Ivorine Washing Powder, and find
it.
enu.:l
to
The
cake
of soap in
nothing
each package alone is worth 15 cents to us as a Toilet Sovi.”
W. R. Rabington, Daytona, Fla.

j porter-Jourual.

•

J

lb. package costs her 12c. Every package also contains a cake of
never sold for less than 5 cents.
Take out this and she really pays only
lvonne.
No other gives her so much for her
No other so
and

j

•

of

A

1,313,000

1,320,000
990,000
5,918,000
4,264,0 0
2,871,000

j

WASHING POWDER

1889
1,228.000

946,000

th

see

vorinel

Some of the populists compla n that Solon
Chase is too old to he thought of as a presidential candidate. lint what odds does his
He will probably live until
j age make?
after the election, and that is all that will
be needed of the populist candidate.
[He-

Foreign Investments.

Electric Bitters.
Electric Bitters is a medicine suited for
season, but perhaps more generally
needed in the Spring, when the languid ex- i
hausted feeling prevails, when the liver is
torpid and sluggish and the need of a tonic in ous.
and alterative is felt. A prompt use of this
For years local enterprises involving the
medicine has often averted long and perhaps
development of Maine resources and the
fatal bilious fevers. No medicine will act
enhancement of Maine
prosperity in
more surely in counteracting end freeing
wealth and population, have been parathe system from the malarial poison. Headache, Indigestion, Constipation, Dizziness lyzed into suspense and stagnation by this
yield to Electric Bitters. (July fifty cents craze for outside speculation, and it was
per bottle at A. A. Ilowes & Co’s.
| only by the general blight that has fattened on such investments that our people
Mrs. Billups—Jedediali, what in the world
have you done to that child to make him cry have been recalled to their senses,
With the restoration of common sense
soMr Billups—IFain’tdone atluugto him. j
I fixed him up a toy locomotive, and now j and loyalty to home interest has come the
he's kicking because he can’t have my false ! building up of many large and
important
teeth for :t cowcatcher.
i industries within our State to which local
has
been
capital
largely contributed. Almost invariably the results have justified
the wisdom of such investments, aud we
have their ample success to point to in
When Baby was sick, we gave her Castoria.
contrast with the stock certifij shining
When site was a Child, she cried for Castoria.
i cates in outside boom schemes which
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
have turned to dust aud ashes in so many
Maine hands.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria
One of the latest as well as largest
Maine enterprises to give an account of itself financially is the Bangor A Aroostook
It requir d some millions for
Railroad.
“Are you going to keep house this win- j
its development, but the millions put into
ter?” “No; Pm going to board.” “Why?”
its bonds are as secure and profitable as
“Well, I stopped one day last summer with
those which bear the broad seal of “Uncle
my country relations, and lived on doughnuts and skimmed milk, and now they ex- Sam” himself.
We published the annual
to
come
and
live
on
me
for
three statement of this company last week, and
pect
months, and have sirloin steak and broiled it is one well calculated to be gratifying,
chicken every morning for breakfast.”
not
to

refused

While the other youth waxed
grow.
muscular and stalwart and fitted themselves to be Defenders' crews and whatnot, Robbins ate three square meals a
day and stopped growing. Now at the
age of JO he is one of Maine's most interesting midgets, rivaling even the famous (Jen. Totman of Richmond.
Just
now bobbins is at a stage in his existence
lie* is
that marks a singular coincidence.
thirty-six inches high, weighs JO pounds
time
old.
A
short
and is JO years
ago an
enterprising chap who had read about
Baruum’s success with Tom Thumb, concluded to try his hand with Geu. Robbins.
Therefore he has starred out with the
dwarf and will make as large a circuit,
as patronage warrants.
The ‘•General”
hopes to come back wearing a tall hat
Roband sporting a gold-headed cane.
bins is a Belfast boy.
Ills parents have
for years alternated between Belfast and
Deer Isle but last spring they were in
Belfast and voted at the spring election,
it was then claimed that Belfast had the
smallest voter in the State.
The parents
of Johnnie have many times refused to
allow their son to enter a museum ou
exhibition, although they are poor and
large wages were offered them. Johnnie
has a cousin now living in Belfast who is
a smaller man than was Tom Thumb.
to

What

Some Maine

Tenn., quite

Dr. Pulseieigh.” Wicks. “Yes; but
lie will have his revenge. He has sent a bill
for 8150—fifty visits at 83 each that he has ;
made her during the past year. His next j
move will be to sue, not her, but her father.”
over

hen.

I

vs.

1894

1.990,000
1.974,000

quick to

Totals.66,256,000 57,629.000 57,242,000

1

Home

is

include farm consumption, cider stock,
etc.
It would seem that the crop this
year is about 16 percent, larger than that
of 1889, and larger than that of last year
by about the same measure.
The crop in the principal .States in 1889,
as reported by the census iu 1894 as determined by market movement, and in
1895 as estimated bv the American Agriculturist, the only authority placing such
detailed estimate on record, is presented
iu barrels iu the following statement:

Seaksmoxt.
But few orchards of any
size in this neighborhood.
The largest
and best we have are raised in mowing
land and are heavily mulched in the fail
with coarse stable manure and the trees
seem to thrive under that treatment.
1
learn of no spraying having been done,
.strawberries, which would hardly come
under the head of fruit, I judge, were
somewhat largely raised and seem to be
on the increase.
[Otis D. Wilson.

j

are

while mixed with
of ammonia it makes a liuiis said to be sovereign of all ills.
c
druggists all over Maine buy
hly paying .tfti a gallon. 1'liey sliij»
amities of it to Boston, whence
wholesalers if goes all over the
ing sickness and allaying pain,
'up-sized skunk a year or more
'••id from one to three pints of
making this product lullv as
ihe pelt, while both combined
woi;tli of a skunk to equal the
heaver and above the mink, fox
■.

It is

Should orchards be
here.
cultivated? No.
Should they be pastured? Possibly, with sheep or hogs; certainly with poultry where it can be profitably done. I shall most emphatically say
that there is room for the extension of
fruit growing in Maine.
There is room
for tile extension of every industry, and
is
no
exception. But I am of
orcharding
the opinion that the man who is succeeding in some other work had better let
fruit raising for the market alone.
But
the man who likes the business, and is
succeeding at it, need not hesitate to extend his work until it occupies his whole
time.
[E. C’. Dow.
Waldo Station.
Our best shipping
apples are Kings, Baldwins, Northern
and
We
Spy
pasture sheep in
Wagner.
our orchard, yarding them in the orchard
nights during the fall. Strawy manure is
put around the trees in the spring. Plum
trees are in the hen yards.
Currants,
gooseberries, raspberry and blackberry
hushes are manured with hen manure,
strawberries with ashes and horse manure. Have had uo experience with s
raying.
jj. G. Harding
1 have not had much exJackson.
perience in fruit, culture myself, hut think
that this section is adapted to it. and
many arc giving more attention to this
branch of fanning.
All kinds of small
fruits do well iu this section.
Baldwins
seem to he the leading apple;
although
some raise Beu Davis, Spys and Kings to
ipuite au extent. Think that the grass
should be kept down iu the orchard.
[.I.
H. McKinley.
Muxtvilee.
are
the
most
Apples
productive of fruit culture.
The soil can be
made more productive by top dressing with
good barn-yard manure; it is better than
cultivation.
Should prefer hogs or sheep
to eat up the windfalls, so as to destroy
wormy fruit till it’s time for saving good
fruit.
Varieties that do best are BaldNorthern Spy. Twenty
wins. 1{ assets.
Ounce and Yellow Belillowers.
Small
fruit, raspberries, blackberries, currants
and gooseberries.
is
Top dressing
preferable to cultivation evei \ time. ] think
you can not make soil any too rich for
Fruit culture is not
any variety of fruit.
up to what it can be made in the State of
Maine, by close attention to business.
Toil oil, then, blether agriculturist, we
have the best chance for a good and fresh
eating from the soil. [F. Halm.
Moxtviele.
The main reason why
one should engage in fruit culture is, that
the same area of land will yield a greater
profit for same amount of labor. Main
difficulties in growing fruit in this vicinity
is lack of care ami cultivation.
The way
to overcome them is to do what has been
left undone and much more.
Most varieties of apples or small fruit do well
here with proper management.
Both
methods, cultivating and pasturing, have
been tried with success.
If 1 were to pasture orchard should-use sheep. Top-dressed and worked into soil both with good
results.
Have had no experience with
spraying. Don’t think the business of
fruit growing overdone in Maine.
Have
had no experience with plums.
[B. F.
Foster.
Mokkile.
Our people are anxious to
learn the results of spraying tills year, as
observed by yourself, especially applied
to potatoes.
[D. O. Bowen.
[Note. This will be reported iu our next
bulletin. Secretary.

a

gregarious,

;

BOUNTIFUL EXCEPT IN
ENGLAND.

NEW

to enumerate

j

i-.

Apple Crop.

YIELD THIS YEAR

Agriculturist has a report
apple crop, showing that while the
hence I engage in it to some
yield is bountiful, earlier estimates must
difficulties
met with are not greater be reduced. It is unevenly
distributed,
than those met iu other lines of work. In the great
apple-growing distri cts east of
culture
we
the
have
the
apple
borer,
ap- the Alleglianies showing less than an avhis or bark louse, the caterpillar, the
erage crop, New England being especialworm, the scab and several other things,
not the least of which is the field mouse.
ly deficient, while in the central west the
As for the latter, I am of the opinion that crop is the
largest ever grown. The estia few good cals will prove to he the surest
mated commercial crop is one of the largpreventive. The other trials may he over- est iu recent
years, at approximately 66,come by patience mixed with the proper
.000,000 bbls, against the government cenremedies, which are well understood by sus returns iu
1889 of 57,000,000 bbls,
intelligent orchardists but are too lengthy which was probably too low,
as it did not
mate business.

a'curious stranger meets a
he doesn’t use
■se quarters,
He just says
above terms.
and
r\ bad
improper, which
lit the case, and evacuates
:
•«,
leaving the skunk in full !

:

The

*

ii

!

Growing In Waldo County.

famous singer, says use Dr. Greene’s Nervura. She advises
[Maine Board of Agriculture Bulletin.]
° are
Monboe. Fruit growing holds out as
“***» weak, nervous or ailing to use Dr. Greene’s Nervura, the
grandest of medicines.
good inducement as any branch of legiti-

tj,e leaves have fallen and the
r> are all chilled to death, the
llt. ripe enough to pick.
...Mibinatiou of events generally
,:lte in October, or early in Noand at such times particularly, if
«m he
full, the country-side all
tjne is pervaded with a pungent
is was never yet wafted from
•'
blest.’’
ile black-and-white cousin of
was called a polecat by the
is, then Linnaeus took him up
him
>>n—and
named
uves
\ tnt ricaua, which, Prof. Laird,
Hinaeus had not put it strong

f^:;]Ks

;

PROOF

THK pole cat of evil smell
IN MAINE.

VlI

"

&

Thousand.

™

^%kUufc»

Over

DESIRABLE

Little Railroai Liver Fills.
Every Box Warranted.

i

SMALL DOSE.

Thirteen

Millions

($13*000,000)

Fire

Assets•

Insurance

Springfield Fire and Marine, Granite State Fire Insurant k Co., Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Ln*» ranch Co.,
National Fire Insurance Co., Hartford, Conn.j

Dyspepsia by using

MALL PILL.

Wiuterport, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Sure Relief foi

A

ATWOOD,

RISKS

WRITTEN

Travelers Life

|

j

Manufactured by the
Railroad Medicine Co., Burnham Maine

j

CURRENT

and

Accident Insurance Co.

TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN FOR 5 YEARS, at low rates
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES BOUGHT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOl'HBT AM) SOLD.
^^-Correspondence solicited.

NO G IMPING.

SOLD EVERYWHERE.

AT

RATES.

on

buildings acceptable.

*toOetl contf

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL
F. C. WHITE.

o,

Haidocl’s Plymitli Vein k LiiMi Sugar Loaf LaHigli.
Stove ami Chestnut.

Egg ami Grate.

$5.50

$5.50

5.55
Dump Carts,.
Wharf,.5,10

4.HO

Delivered atul put, in. (in barrels)
“

in

Prices at

|

j
|
!
I
i

I

|;

5.15

Cumberland Coal. I Wood of all Rinds.

15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

We Guarantee it

....

All Coal

i

Foreclosure Kotice.

guaraii$ped

^“Special

satisfactory ill weight, quality and delivery. |
delivery outside city limits.
|

attention given to

Pictures

:

Teleplume
connection.

BOOK BUG.:

VmiKUEAS, LOIS HANSON, late f Palermo,
iii the county of Waldo, deceased, by l.er
V?
I lie undersigned, having made
arrangements
mortgage deed dated the third day of July, A. D.
with one of the best binders in the State, is pre1880, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of
to receive
pared
Deeds, Book 241, Page 347, convex ed to me*, the
undersigned, a certain lot of land situate in said
Palermo in said county of Waldo, and bounded
*
as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the east line of
the town of China, at the northwest corner of
and have them bound in a neat and strong
land now or formerly of Benj Brown; thence
binding, and at very low prices.
running northeasterly*, on said China town line to Reproduced in 12 colors from originals painted
GKO. W. BUUGhSS.
land now or formerly of one Goddard; thence expressly for the purpose. They are three water
running southeasterly, on the line of said God- colors:
Bass Fishing at
In;
Jaeksnipe
Coining
to
land
dard’s land
now or formerly of Levi TurBlock Island; Quail Shooting; and hue oil, Yigi JOB PRINTING
ner ; thence running southwesterly* on the line of
said Turner’s land to land now or formerly of Wm. lant and Valkyrie Yacht Race. All are artistic
of every description promptly attended to.
Brown thence running westerly, on the line of
Send your orders to."..
beautiful and rich in effect. For frames 14x1b
said Wm. Brown’s land to land of said Benj.
Brown, and continuing westerly, on the line of in. Price of set, $5, postpaid.
Burgess* Job Printing Office,
said Benj. Brown’s land to the point of beginning,
containing about 110 acres, more or less; and
3m33
BELFAST, MAINE.

of

Sport

Hooks,Pamphlets Magazines

With Rod and Gun

whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
now therefore by reasonof the said breach
of the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage and give this notice for that purPAULINA COLOMY.
pose
Week’s Mills, Me., Oct 25, 1805.—3w44

broken,

PILES!

PILES!

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbs the tumors, allays t^ie itching at once, acts
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Iv46

AS “FOREST and STREAM” PREMIUM.

BEIFAST-ILLUMINATING

We will send the

sportsman’s favorite journal.
Stream, own year (price $4) and the
pictures (a $1) value) for £">. Or, Forest
and Stream 6 mos. and choice of two of the pictures for $3. This is a rare oiler. Send 10 cents
for specimen copy of Forest and Stream circular
and catalogue of the last books on outdoor
sports
Forest and

set

FOREST AND
P. 0. Box

STREAM

PUB.

Monday,May
payment.

N. F. HOF STOX, Receiver,
For Belfast Illuminating Co.

May 13, 181)5.-23tf

C’O.,

WANTED.

2832, New York Pity.

to take orders in every town and city; no
delivering; good wages from start; pay
weekly; no capital required: work vear round.
12w38*
GLEN BROS., Rochester, N. Y.

CO.

The undersigned hereby gives notice to ali*
VKUSONH INDKHTICD TO SAID COMI’ANV that he will
be at his office in McClintock Block, at the corner
of Main and High streets, daily, on and after
20th, from 10 to 12 a. m to receive

of four

EXPERIENCED VEST MAKERS to work with
maehines run by power. Inquire at the
Gordon Pants factory, Brooks, Maine, for

MEN

j

»»43

MILO COLSON.

There will be a social hop at the Grange
hall this Thursday night; music by York
and Trundy.

Searsport Locals.
James Felka of Hudson, Mass
Ilia parents.

is visiting

Mrs. Georgia Prentiss of Lowell, Mass.,
with her sister, Mrs. Freeman Bachelder of
Prospect Ferry, are in town visiting their
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. N. P. Staples.

Reading at the Cong’l parsonage Thursday evening.
Capt. Albert B. Colsou
trip to New* York.

is

on

a

busiuess

Julia B. Sullivan returned from her

vaca-

tion Friday evening.

Capt. Andrew’ L. Carver left by
Monday for New' York.

steamer

Charles A. Eames took charge of the milk
Tuesday, Nov. 5th.

route

J. D. Sweetser returned from his hunting
to Willimantic Tuesday.

trip

Mrs. George Newcomb of Bangor is visiting her mother, Mrs. Magoon.
Dr. E. Hopkins picked a full blown dandelion near liis house Noy. 4tli.

George L. Merrill and wife of Dixfield
by train Tuesday evening.

ar-

rived

James B. Parse, 1st officer of ship William
H. Conner, arrived home last week.
Charles Barney and wife returned to their
home m Everett, Mass., last week.
Mrs. Isaac C. Park went to Attleboro,
Mass., Monday to visit her soil, P. P. Griffin.
Mis. Maria Blaek lias gone to Houlton to
spend the winter with her daugher, Mrs.

Tenney.
Sell. Banner arrived Tuesday with one
thousand bushels lime ashes for Capt. G. A.
Carver’s farm.
D. G. Rici aids spoke from the Populist
standpoint it the Porter school house Saturday evening.
r Kane sold the household goods
James Niekels estate the past few

Auetioue
oi

the

days

to

good advantage.

Capt. H. B. Whittier has gone to New
York, where he will have charge of bark
Evie Reed while at that port.
Sears Lodge, I. O. O. F., is in a very
nourishing condition. Five candidates were
taken in last Friday evening.

Geo. B. Tibbetts of Orringtou lias been
settling up the Nickels estate, and
left for home Tuesday morning.
Dr.

in town

Mrs. J. C. Nickels and daughter Blanche
leave to-day, Thursday, for Philadelphia,
where they will spend the winter.
Mrs. A. T. Whittles left by train Tuesday
husband, who arrived
from Buenos Ayres.

morning to join her
at New York Friday

Fanny E. Smith, who has been spending
several

weeks with friends in Boston and

vicinity, returned by
ing.

steamer

Sunday

even-

Mrs. McDougall will be glad to receive
gifts for the missionary box, to be sent from
the Congl. Society into northern Maine.
Send

soon.

the regular mont-bl^meeting of PenobEngine Co., No. 1, Frank J. Gross was
elected 1st assistant foreman in place of Harry Dow, resigned.
At

scot

The ladies of the Congl. Society are reminded that the missionary readings will be
resumed Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock at
the home of Mrs. McDougall.
Rev. K. G. Harbutt will lecture at Morrill
on Samoa, the full proceeds
of the lecture to be devoted to the missionary fund of the church there.

Friday evening,

The Radies' Aid Society of the M. E.
church wii: he entertained at the home of j
Mrs. Lebbt-us Curtis this, Th urs day, even-

ing.

All

are

cordially invited,

Messrs. Clement

ing

with

sin

h

success

Adams have been meetwith the card arrange-

by wlncli buyers get
free that they have added

beautiful picture
to the list of presents oilier useful and valuable household
articles.

ment

a

Next Sunday evening Miss Charlotte T.
Sib lev will give a temperance lecture in the 1
Cong'l church. There will he a contribution, I
the proceeds of which will be given to the j
Childien's Aid Society of Maine for the •
Girls' Home in Belfast.
Fred Cole met with a severe accident
wliiie gunning at the harbor, Sunday morn-

ing, accompanied by Hiram Ellis. They
were climbing down the bank with their
guns cocked, Cole ahead, when Ellis slipped
and his gun was discharged, the whole
charge entering Cole’s left leg. The latter
was about ten feet in advance.
Dr. Hopkins
was called, and after
dressing the wound
advised sending the young man to the hospital at Bangor and he went by boat Tuesday.
We are pleased to note the success of
Messrs. A. T. and E. N. Quinby, formerly of
this place, of whom the Laconia Democrat
says:

Messrs. A. T. and E. N. Quinby have
moved the Laconia Hardware Store from its
old location in the Belmont block up to their
new
quarters in the handsome Masonic
Temple building. Although their goods are
not yet fully arranged, they are open for
business and the new store is an establishment which reflects credit upon the enterprise of Messrs. Quinby and is an important
feature of Laconia’s prominence as a mercantile centre. The reporter saw enough to
satisfy him that Messrs. Quinby & Son liave
the most complete and well-arranged hardware store in northern New Hampshire, and
an establishment w hich will compare favorably w ith m< st of the modern metropolitan
stores in much larger cities.
Here is another of the Crary papers, referred to in a former issue—a protest, which
reads as follows:
I, John Colcord, late master of the schooner Jefferson of Prospect, owned by John
Clifford and others of said Prospect, do on
oath declare that on Sunday, the 11th day of
the present month, July, about seven o’clock
p. m., being on my passage
from Boston
bound to Prospect in the said schooner Jef- 1
ferson, I saw a schooner near George’s Island
standing to the westw ard. She immediately
made sail and gave chase to me, and after
using my utmost endeavors to avoid her by
running from her she came alongside of the
said schooner Jefferson about 10 o’clock in
the evening anil took possession of her as a
prize. She proved to be a British privateer
called the Bream. I was immediately with
my crew ordered on board said privateer,
without being allowed to take anything
with us—save what clothes we had on—

promising
might go
day to get

us

at

the

same

time

that

we

board the Jefferson the next
o r clothes, etc., but although the
two vessels held company during the next
day, yet we were not allowed to go on board
the Jefferson, and on Tuesday following we
were all (except Nathaniel Kidder, Esq., a
passenger on the Jefferson) put on board
the brig Union of Portland, which they had
taken and made a flag, and landed at the
mouth of the Kennebec river, and the said
Kidder was sent off in the Jefferson, as I
supposed, together with the whole freight
and lading of the said schooner Jefferson.
John Colcord,
Signed,
Late Master Schooner Jefferson.
Oliver Crary, One of the Crew.
Hancock

on

ss.

Prospect, July ye 17th, 1813.
Then the above named John Colcord and
Oliver Crary personally appeared and made
oath to the truth of the above narration by
them subscribed. Before me,

|

Stockton Springs.
Mrs. Roxana Simami daughter, Lura,left on

mons

Thursday’s

boat for Boston. They have taken rooms in
|
Allston for the winter_Mr. George Moulton and sister Flora were in
Bucksport last
week viBiting relatives and friends_Miss

Emma Hicbborn returned last week from a
business trip to Concord, N. H_Mr. and
About sixty attended the sociable at H. E.
Mrs. Mell Chapman of Bucksport were in
Robbins last Friday night and all report
town over Sunday,the guests of Misses Lillie
The
next
time.
a
very enjoyable
having
and Flora Moulton.
sociable will meet with Mrs. A. A. Larrabee
Burnhau. Oct. 30th, Mrs. S. J. Murray
Friday night, Nov. 15th. A cordial invitation
was coming down stairs from a shed chamis extended to all.
ber, carrying a large wooden bowl and
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
when about half way she made a misstep
and fell forward, head foremost to the floor,
Swanville. Mr. and Mrs. Isaac McKeen
striking her head against a door post, relast
visited Mr. G. L. Morrill in Parkman
a
severe blow and breaking the
week_Miss Flora Marr is in Orono-A. ceiving very
bone in the left arm about one-half
S. Nickerson went to Bangor for a load of large
inch above the wrist joint. She was also
shingles Thursday.D. G. Richards of
bruised in several places and received a
at
Cunningham’s
Hope will deliver a lecture
general shaking up. Dr. Griffin of Pittsfield,
Hall this, Thursday, evening.
reduced the fracture-Evangelist Royes is
Centre Montville. Miss Lucie Bennett
a series of revival meetings at the
has closed her second term of school in the holding
church. Tlie meetings began Oct. 29th and
usual
sucthe
with
district
good
Kingdom
are to continue during this week.
cess.
The scholars not absent for the term
Troy Centre. The senior class of Troywere Blanche Taylor, Chester Gray, Claude
Leonard, Lester Piukham, Chester Pink- Centre Sunday school passed Tuesday evenham, Ralph Clark. The programme for the ing at the home of their teacher, Rev. A. P.

day, which consisted of select reading,
recitations, declamations and dialogues, was
carried out in a manner creditable tu both
teacher and scholars-A. C. Morse has
moved on to F. Banan’s place, which he recently bought-Mrs. George Cooper forlast

Sumner Green has returned from Somes’
Sound, where he has been employed at stone

cutting.

CURES ALLHEART
TROUBLES

Underwear
75c.

j

j

Sales

j

Report

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Quality

for 29c.

.

All Wool
ter, 21W leet in length, am! 40 leet beam. She is
owned in Rockport, Me... Brig Katalulin, I.eatlifrom New York lor Perth Amboy, lost loretopmast and yards Oct 20... Sch Viola Reppard,
which struck on Norton's shoal, oil’ ( toss
Rip, recently, while on the passage from Brunswick, Ga.
to Boston, is on Bun ham’s
railway, Kast Boston,
where the necessary repairs will be made. She
will require an entire new shoe, a new mizzenmast and rigging for the same, besides
having her
metal patched, garboards calked and other work.
I he burnt sell Carrie T Balano lias been sold i
at Beaufort, s C, for
$78. The cargo of lumber !
sold tor >;> 80 per thousand feet_Bark Matanzas, at New York from Havana, reports heavy
weather, in which lost and split sails, crippled
mizzenmast ami broke rudder head.
Bark Man*
nie Swan, at New York irom Port
Spain, reports
bad weather and lost and split sails.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown &
Co, New York, reports for the weekending Nov
1: A slight modification in owners limits has led
to an increased demand for case oil
tonnage to
the far Kast, though the
requirements of the leading shippers have been wholly for distant loading,
no spot vessels being included in the number
placed .under engagement. The shipping .if this
staple is of so monopolistic a character, and the
owners of tonnage so
numerous, that the latter
are at a constant
disadvantage in their efforts to
sustain the market upon a basis that is
generally
regarded as remunerative. Barrel oil freights
have continued dull, and the market has exhibited a weaker tendency,
though this fact is noticed
more particularly
upon the larger class of tonnage. Some demand has been experienced for
long voyage general cargo tonnage, with charters
reported to New Zealand, Australia ami South
African ports. The rates obtained, though generally reserved, are understood to compare favorably with previous figures realized. Only moderate interest
develops in the line of lumber freights
to the River Plate.
Vessels are quite freely offered, with owners prepared to accept $B 50 hence,
$B 50 « $7 50 as to port from the Provinces, $11 o
$12 lrom the Gulf, but in the absence of important orders the above
quotations may be regarded
as nominal.
The Naval Store trade continues
dull, shippers being unwilling to meet the views
required by vessel owners and consignees; the
latter, however, appear steady in their ideas. In
the South America and West India general cargo
departments there is an absence of the life usually noticed at this period of the year. Some few
coal orders are in the market, and these are
being
executed at rates indica'ing a somewhat firmer
tendency. Cargo for the return voyage continues
scarce, while rates are
generally regarded as low
ami unremunerative. Coastwise lumber
tonnage
is offered with increased freedom, and at
quotations rather favorable to shippers; the demand,
however, is limited at rlie moment. Coal rates
are steady, though requirements are not of an
urgent character.

these men must have gone down with the wreck
of the schooner, and he believed he was the only
survivor.
Disasters, Ere. A cablegram to Carleton, Nor
wood & Co from Capt J A Amsbury of ship Wm
H Macy, now at Yokohama, states that in the recent collision of the Macv with the steamer Isis,
the stean er was wholly in fault, and that she has
been libelled
Ship Warn eri g Jew, Capt Nich
ols, caught fire at Hong Kong Oct 29 and was
scuttled and sunk. The cause of the fire is unknown. The ship was loaded and ready to sai. for
New York. The ship Wandering Jew was built in
Camden, Me, in 1877. She was 1737 tons regis-

Hose,

H. A.
main

Quality

for

25c.

3 Pairs for 50 CENTS

STARRETT,

STREET,

BELFAST,

Mrs. Hester Morse of Belmont, Maine, tells you hoi
she was cured and made well and strong. A
stor;
of Peculiar Interest to Women.
There is one point in regard to the health of women which hvgienh
plainly indicate and indisputably prove, and that is, while diseases
are no longer as frequent or as malignant as formerly, ailments of tin t,
nervous system show an alarming annual increase, and the limit,
judge.,

the statistics of 1S94 does not seem to have been reached.
In New Y
for example, the increase in nervous diseases among women in ten
been forty per cent, and in all the States an equal increase proportionate
ulation is shown.
These indications of weak nerves were not show
It is of the utmost importance to combat
mothers and grandmothers.
symptoms of approaching Nervous Disorders. The right remedy at tv
If you are becoming sleepless 01 no
may save a lifetime of suffering.
not delay taking

Dalton’s S*RSAPARI^A Nerve Tonii
IT IS THE PRINCE OF ALL NERVE REMEDIES.

B0KK.
Berg ess. In Rockland, Oct. 25, to Capt. and
Mrs. Charles Burgess, a son —15 lbs
( '>lhv.
In Green's Landing, Deer Isle, Oct. I'd,
to Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo K. Colby, a daughter.
Pi:ye. In North Haven, On. 17. to Mr. and
Mrs. Kdward Frye, a son.
N kw-rert. In New York. Oct. 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter K. Newbert, lormerls of Appletm.a

1>I.ODD

FROM

Ill MOHS.

AM.

(i

i

would !>«■

'2'1, Frank S.

1

I

A

a

4, 1895.

—

formerly

That

$4.00 per pair,

sold
at

to-

Stop your rough
with

French Kid, Fine Dongola Hand
Saved and Cloth Top Boots in
Common Sense <f Opera Toes.

Western,

i

and every

pair

is

We have
,

a

lai#e

of all kinds, bought before the recent
advance in prices, which will be
sold at old prices.

W. T. COLBURN,

For Sale

or

i

By order of the City <lmvi
(munittee hereby eive notice
Cit\ of Beitast 1 onds, issue «>i
4 per cent. l«)-4>» years, that
be ready to receive same for pa
•'
pies National BJinkot Beitast.
and* that, interest will cease !>•
bonds of this issue.
v h.wi:i«
l- B FA UK
\V. \V C A ! I
0w4B
Belfast, Oct. 2B,

sharp

McClintock Block,

High

Tons

St.

and

Lease.

WADS,

McDonald,

Successors to F. A. Carle

Mattress

Work, also Robes
Sleigh TrimmingF. A.

TO-j

r

I

j

3m40

h

ft

B

ROB*1 1

Over t). 0. P««r

L. F.

43tf

c

UPHOLSTERS i

to

MCDONALD,
56 Main.Street, Belfast,

|
j

J. H. & J. W.

to let.
or

sHfl

PRIMER*

GUNS

Corner of Congress and Franklin streets. Good
stable with accommodations for two horses. Ap
to H. E.

!
~

LOADED SHEtC

Ttye valuable ice privilege in Belfast formerly
by Hiram E. Peirce, consisting of 3 ice
houses, elevator with power, slides, and wharf
where vessels drawing 10 to 18 feet can load,
from pond or houst s. The pond will yield 30,000
tons, and houses will hold about 15,000 tons. For
particulars, apply to
BELFAST LIttHT & POWER CO.
3w44

ply

,‘1'

rnw\

SHOT.

POWDER.

owned

Use

toA

Cough

City of Belfast Bo

lot of

BOOTS & SHOES

1

^

>•

Certain Relief.

B 4 lid t IX.

a

in

bottle of.

a

Poor & Son’s

etc :

Eggs—Hennery,choice. 26630c; Eastern,20®22c.
Beans_Pea, $i 5061 60; mediums, $1 4561 55;
yellow eyes, SI 50® 1 70; red kidneys, SI 5'38c61 60.hu.
p
Potatoes—Aroostook county Hebrons,
Apples—New, chi ice* P[ bhl, S2 506300; No 2at
$1 75®S2 50.
Hay—New York and Canafta, fancy, S1800@19 00;
fair to good, $’600(617 00; lower grades, $ll@15.
Straw-Rye, $14<g;l4 1-2; oat, $8(£$81-2.

a:,r>.

Another Good (H
This lot includes:

Retail Market.

are

by all tli

subscriber.
Oil AS. HA!'1
i
Belfast, Me.. Oct. 4, 180.N.
I
____

at *2.00 to

only.

for the journal.

of produce,
Butter—Cream, choice, 22 1-2(623 l-2c.
Cheese
Northern, new, 10 1 2611c,
choice, 9610c.

day’s quotations

Button & Lace Boots

Price Paid Producer

following

strode

Two thousand (iJXXl) .■■■
The said wood t"
wood.
four feet long, and not le~
inclies under the hark, and
ed on the cars at Belfast am
stations and sidings on
branch.
Now is a good time to
and have it ready to hau
All who have wood to sell

Kid,

Ladies’ Fine

Current.

The

use.

WANTED!

Black. In Vinalliaven, Oct. 21, Galen E., sou
of >lr. and Mrs Joseph Black, aged lO months.
Burgess. In Rockland, Oct. 27, infant child of
Capt. and Mrs. Charles H. Burgess.
Mykick. In Vinalliaven, Oct. 24, Benj. F. Mvrick.
Newbert. In Rockland, Oct. 27, Laura A., wife
of John W. Newbert, aged 66 years, 8 months.
Pierce. In Camden, Oct. 25, infant child of
Mr. and Mrs. Pierce.
Porter. In Rockland, Oct, 28. Leroy A., son
of Fairfield L. and Grace Sprague Porter, aged 7
years, 7 months and 27 days.
Sawyer. In Rockland, Oct. 25, of diphtheria.
Grace Ann, daughter of William and Mary M.
Sawyer, formerly of Camden, aged 2 years and 6
months.
Scott. In Norwood, London, England, Oct. 16,
Maria A., wife of Capt P. A. Scott, R. N. [Calais
and Eastport papers please copy.]
Tolman. In Pulpit Harbor, North Haven, Oct.
27, David Tolman, a native of Rockville.
Watson.
In Roxbury, Mass., Nov. 3, Miss
Jeannette P. Watson, daughter of the late George
P. Watson, Esq,. former!} of Belfast.
Woodman.
In Camden, Oct. 24, Mrs. Mary
Woodman.

Boston, Nov.

tuoi m

nervous

_J

Oct. 20, Walaged 40 years, 5 months and 0

Boston Produce market.

with

can

(jives health and strength, natural sleep and
Will make you well and keep you well. For sale

■

UAL I UN O

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Retail Price.

p

in;

HESTEK Mi

days.

Beef, corned,p tb, 768 Lime, p bhl, 0061 00
18 Oat Meal, P ib, 4® 4 1-2
Buttersalt,Pbox,
2 (64
52 Onions, p lb,
Corn, p bush,
52
Cracked corn p bu,
Oil,kerosene,gl, 12613
465
52 Pollock, p tb
Corn Meal, p bu,
8®0
Cheese, P lb,
12® 14 Pork, p IF*,
1 20
Cotton Seed,pcwt, 1 20 Plaster, pbl,
03
lb,
Meal,
p
Codfish, dry, p lb,
6(®8 Rye
Cranberries, p qt, 8(610 Shorts,P cwt 95®; 100
56.5 1-2
Clover Seed, p lb, 13614 Sugar, p lb,
40
Flour, pbbl, 3 7564 75 Salt,T.I., p ush,
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 85®3 00 Sweet Potatoes,3 1-2(64
2
11
1-21
Wheat
8a
Meal,
l-2@3
Lard, p lb.

mine,

great benefit from its
Yours truly,

Babbidge. In Vinalliaven, Oct. 20, John A.
Bahhidge, formerly of Old Town, aged about 42

corrected weekly

and

appreciate pea. efu
as 1 am enabled to enjoy from
1 belie
your matchless remedy.
unequaled as a nerve tonu u 1
mended it to others, who hav
to

DIED.

30 650! Hay, pton, 6 00®11 00
Apples, p bu,
4a.5 Hides, p !b,
dried, p lb,
4®5
1 85®2 ooiLamb, p lt>,
f>«7
Beans,pea,
30,640
medium, 1 60®1 75 Lamb Skins,
4® 5
yellow eyes 1 40(61 50 Mutton, p lb.
18a22 Oats, p bu.32 lb 30a33
Butter, p lb,
6,a8 Potatoes,
Beef, p lb,
30® 35
5 65 1-2
Barley, p bush, 50(655 Round Hog,
Cheese, p lb,
fc> ton,5 00a6 00
10(al2|Straw,
10612 Turkey, p lb.
060
Chicken, p lb,
264
75.61 oo Tallow,
CalfSkins,
667
14v« 16 Veal, p lb,
Duck, p lb,
24 Wool,unwashed, 14 615
Eggs, p doz.,
8610 Wood, hard, 3 50®5 00
Fowl, p lb,
0(60 Wood, soft, 3 00(63 50
Geese, p IF*,

mini,

I was also troubled w:tl
breath ami wheezing from a
diilieuity. These troubles were
pleasant for me, but they have i

experience

Oliver of Warren.
Sheekek-Baim eu. In Glemnere. St. George,
Oct. 22, Leroy C. Sheerer ol Tenant’s Harbor and
Jennie Pembroke Barter, of Glemnere.
Tibbetts-Wall. In Rockland, Oct. 30, Herman E. Tibbetts and Fannie M. Wall, both of
Rockland.
In Belfast, Oct 30, by
Webbeu-McCauty.
Rev. S. L. -tanscom, Martin L. Webber and Kate
McCarty, both of Belfast.
Willey-Stooebuiih.e. In Islesboro Oct. 29,
by J. P. Farrow, Esq., Geo. K. Willey of Bremen,
Me., and Bessie Stock bridge of Islesboro.

Produce Market.

l f.-lt

at,

mse^n

bv DALI O VIS SAKSAl’A UII.M
NERYK I ON if
Only they w.

Guay-Boyd. In Searsport, Nov. 2, at the Congregational parsoi age. Jasper A.Gray ami Marcia
E. Boyd, both of Prospect, Ale.
In Camden, Oct. 29, j
Kittueimsk I)i lUiix.
George B. lvittredge of Camden and Geneva E.
Durgin of Islesboro.
MoDonald-Billinus. In Belfast, Nov. 0, by
Rev. J. M. Leighton, Horace E. McDonald and
Miss LillianiT. Billings, both ol Belfast.
Paktkidc.e-Oliver.
In Tliomaston, Oct. 30, I
Samuel W. Partridge of Tliomaston and Ina M.

Price

In

the lime.

scot

Belfast

nervous

sleep.

sleep

1

of

Au-

gusta.
In Penobscot, Oct. L‘s, Criah
Bowden Leach
Bowden ami Miss Ella F. Leach, both of l’enob-

years.
Bingham. In
ter F. Bingham,

the D

si.kkplessness.

priekly and
no r

<

sutii.-ient
I
nrr.

DISAPP"

For many years 1

exti.e.m i-:v

! troubled with

MARRIED
In Rockland.

WILL NOT

following reliable testimonial of Mrs. Morse’Jo
Company will be read with much interest:

L

K.

IT

The

daughter.

Beuuy-Li

-

AND WHAT IT IS LEADING TO.

ANI) Pl'UlFIKS YOUH

Berry of Rockland and Mrs. Maria .1. Luce of

>J„\E

———■

j

j

Powder

for SOc.

k.

...

Leavening

MARKED DOM

37 l-2c.

PRICE $1.00

j

»

Quality
50c.

j

Highest

All Sizes now in Stock.
Call and examine them.

NERVE &3LOOD
TONIC

repast prepared by their genial hostess,
and a general good time was enjoyed. The
members of the Sunday school do not (as is
too often the case) lose their interest at the !
SHIP SIKVVS.
merly of this place is very sick at In r home in approach of cold weather; and with such !
North Searsmout-The drama “The Lords favorable circumstances and pleasant surPOUT OF BELFAST.
of Creation” will be given by local talent roundings, we see no reason why it may not I
continue through the winter. The school
a hi:iv i;i>.
Friday evening, Nov. 8th, at the Grange hall
Oct. 31. Sell Morning Star, Hawes, Boston.
After the drama there will be a dance ami now meets iu the cozy, hospitable home of
Nov 4. Sell P .M Bonnie, Burgess. Yinalhaveii.
its faithful superintendent, A. C. Myriek,
oyster supper. The proceeds of the enterNov
Sells Mlantoiioinah, Byan, Boston; Caltainment will go towards furnishing the din- who with his scholarly family are among vin P Harris. Higgins, Lynn ; Charlotte T Sibley,
Patterson.
Bangor.
the most earnest, wide-awake workers in all
ning room.
Nov (5. Sell Bruneite. Welch, Boston.
societies that pertain to the general good...
SAILED.
School in this District
Sandypoint.
The Troy Corner Reading Club met TuesOct 31. Sells Sarah L Davis, Pattershall, Bosclosed Friday, Nov. 1st, taught by Miss
ton;
Jonathan
November
at
Mr.
Cone, Kolerson, New Rochelle;
day evening,
otli,
AugusMabelle Paul of Belfast. It was a pleasant
Maria Webster, Turner, Mr Desert; Laughing
tus Stevens'-The Ladies’ Aid held their
Water,
Sprague, Swan’s Island.
and profitable term, the teacher being one
last meeting at David Piper’s. The big, oldNov 1. Sell Morning Stai. Hawes, Rockland.
of experience and ability.
In the evening
N\ v 2, Sch David Faust, Alley, Sullivan.
fashioned homestead with its capacious
teacher and scholars gave an entertainment
AMERICAN FORTS.
rooms was, as usual, well filled and a
grand
in the Hall, consisting of an exercise by
New York, Oct 30. Ar, sch Herald. Lowell,
time enjoyed, for “Dave” and his pleasant
sch
S G Haskell, Pensacola; 31, ar,
Norfolk; sld,
topics, class reading, dialogues, tableaux, wife know just how to entertain.
sells Annie P Chase, Bangor; David S Siner,
declamations and recitations. All did themJames
A Parsons, Gardiner; Menawa,
Frankfort;
Morrill.
The Morrill Musical Society
Belfast, for Newark; Nov 1, ar, barks Edward
selves credit, nearly every scholar taking
celebrated its fifth anniversary at the home May, Colombo; Evie Reed, Buenos Ayres; 2, sld,
part-Mrs. Robert French and Mrs. Abbie of Mr.
ship St David, Amoy; 3, ar, sch Win Slater, AmAllen Daggett Monday evening, Oct
boy for Bangor; -L old, bark Rebecca Crowell,
Nickerson left last week for Massachusetts,
Port an Prince.
28th. The members of the society were all
for the winter-Mrs. Henrietta Harriman
Boston, Oct 31. Ar, sells James Holmes, Ryan,
Ice cream and cake were served, Belfast; Lillian, Grindle, Portland; Winslow
will spend several months with relatives in present.
and the evening very much enjoyed_Mr. Morse and Minetta, Winterport; Nov 2, ar, sch
Massachusetts and New Hampshire_Capt.
Joel F
Welch, Philadelphia; cld, sch,
Charles Thompson was badly hurt while Nimbus,Sheppard,Montevideo.
Young.
J. P. Stowers leaves this week for New
Philadelphia, Oct 29 Ar, sch Wm K Park,
last Wednesday in the burnt dischopping
iorK to resume o us mess_jn.
Lake, Boston; cld. sell Joel F Sheppard, Welch,
jrarinage trict
below Mrs. Blood’s. He was cutting Quincy Point; 30. ar, sch Pocassett, Herrick, Sullias goue to Boston_Mrs. E. S. Patterson
off a tree which lay horizontally several livan; 31, ar, brig H C Sibley, Port Bevis, C B;
Nov 2. ar, sell R F Pettigrew. Portland; 4, ar, sch
and family have moved to Prospect. The
feet above ground and without
warning Daylight, New Bedford
R. P. Harriiuau house in which they lived
Baltimore, Oct 29. Ar. sch Sarah D J Rawson,
another tree, which had been burned about
French, Annapolis; 30, sld, sch Young Brothers,
has been bought by French & Co... .Sunday
the roots, fell and striking the tree on which Snow, Boston; Nov 1, cld, sell Saiah D .1 Rawson,
morning, Nov. 3d, the ground was covered he stood caused him
N J.
to make a back somer- French, Tiemley Point,
Portland, Oct 31
with snow, but it soon melted awayAr, sch Almeda Willey, Wilsault, striking on Bis head. Two others ley, New York; Nov 1, cld, sch F C Pendleton,
School in the Narrows District closed last
who were near picked him up for dead and Brunswick, Ga
Bangor, Oct 30. Ar, sch, Isaac Oberton, Trim,
Friday after a profitable term of eight removed him to his
home, a mile away, in Philadelphia; cld, sch Mary Farrow, Morrissy,
weeks, taught by Miss Caro Louise Heal of an
Boston;
31, cld, sch Maud Snare, Lovell, New
unconscious state. Dr. T. N. Pearson, York; Nov
2, cld, schs Electa Bailey. Thurston,
Islesboro. Miss Heal closed school with
who was at Belfast, was sent for, and medi- New York; Flora London, Sellers, do; Kit Carson,
more scholars than
any term has closed
Kendall, New Haven; 4, cld, soli July Fourth.
cal aid soon restored him to consciousness.
Whitney, Newark;
ar, sell Odell, Boston; cld,
with for several years, and both scholars
He had a bad bruise on the temple, but his schs Alfaretta S Snare and Melissa Trask, New
and parents hope to see her resume her
York.
worst injury was to the spine. He is now
Sabine Pass, Tex, Oct 2(5. Sld, sch Senator Sulplace m the school room again in the near
Tampico.
improving and the doctor thinks he will be livan, Crockett,
future.
Pigeon Cove, Oct 3o. in port, sch Gen Adalbert
out in a week or ten days_Mr. Elisha I Ames,
loading for Philadelphia.
Perth Amboy. Oct 29. Sld, sch Mary Ann McFreedom. The heavy rain of Thursday Merriam was at Yinalhaven last week on
Cann. Gates. Bangor; Nov 1, ar, sch Mary F Cornight was welcomed by all. Owing, no business....Arthur Hatch from Rock! md son, Robinson, New York ; 4. sld, schs Wiii Slater,
Bangor; Marv F Corson, Jacksonville via Savredoubt, to the storm Mr. Stinson did not ami Miss Flora March from Camden were at j ville,
N J.
home last Sunday. Mr. Hatch is a bout to
Port Royal. S C, Nov 4. Sld, sell D II Rivers,
come, so the veterans were disappointed in
their lecture... At the Relief Corps meeting canvass bra book, for a firm in liockland. j Coleord, Bali iniore
Jacksonville, «>ct 29. Cld, sch Edward Stewart,
Friday quite a large number was present. Miss Mur< h is at work for a family in Cam- Kent. New York.
1
Key West. Oct 29. Shi, sch Fannie A Gorham,
den.
M
iss
have
sent
to
the
Linda Merriam closed a successGirl’s Home at
SThey
Philbrook. Tampa.
Belfast, ami now the ladies are talking of fu! term of school in the Robinson Dist. last 1 Bridgeport, Nov 2. Ar. sch Mary A Hall,
Darien.
making a quilt for the same institution. The Friday-Rev. R. G. Harbutt of Searsport j Pensacola. Nov 1. Sld, sell Olive T Whittier,
an illustrated iecture on Samoa at the
lias
gives
Portland.
received
notice
Whittier,
that
the
Corps
inspecPascagoula, Nov 2. Sld, sch Horace G Morse,
ting olftcer was coming and a special meeting church Friday evening, Oct. 8th.
There Boston
will be a small admission fee....Rev. II. I.
was called for that purpose on Nov. titli.
Norfolk, Oct 29. Cld, sch Cyrus Hall, Coombs,
Demerara;
After the meeting iosed the Corps was in- Holt begins a series of revival meetings at Fa n ow. Pro\N«»\ 1, cld, sch Sarah W Lawrence,
idence.
New Haven, Oct 30. Ar, sell Henry U Tilton,
vited to partake of a supper prepared by the the church next Sunday evening.
Rev.
Raulctt. Philadelphia: 31, ar, sch k F Hart,
comrades of Dana B. Carter Post. It was James Washburn occupied the pulpit last
j Dodge, Bangor.
The “temperance talk” at the ; Port Leading, Oct 29. Ar, sch .Etna, Jordan,
enjoyed by all and was another instance of Sunday.
New York; sld, sell Kabboni. I ord. Bangor.
their kindness and consideration for us— close of the Sunday school last
Sunday was
Tampa, Oct 31. Ar, bark Lizzie Carter, Dyer,
which the Corps deeply appreciate-Mrs. given by Mrs. Gratae Bowen, subject “In- Galveston.
Fall River, Mass, Oct 31. Ar, sell Lizzie Lane,
VV. H. Beal was stricken with paralysis temperance in language.” Next Sunday Dr.
Bangor.
while visiting her sister in Freedom last L. N. Pearson continues his lecture on the
Charleston, S C, Nov 1. Cld, sch Humarock,
Yeazie, Barbadoes; 4. ar, brig H B,.Hussey,Boston.
Saturday-Several from this community effects of alcoholic liquors ou the physical
San Francisco, Nov 1. Ar, ship St Nicholas,
New York.
attended the musical convention in Liberty system.
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 4. Ar, sch Flora Rogers,
last Thursday. It was pronounced a grand
Me.
\\ interport.
Little Lewis, the infant Warren, Camden,
I be evening concert was very insuccess.
Darien, Ga, Nov 4. Ar, sch William H Sumner,
son of Mr. and Mrs. E. D.
York.
New
Pendleton,
Gilman, died of
teresting. The hospitality of the Liberty i
FOREIGN’ PORTS.
cholera infantum Wednesday. He was a
people ami the kind manner in which they beautiful
11 months old, and his sudden
Turk’s Island, Oct 17. Sid, sell Estelle, Tapley,
boy,
cared for the visitors was highly appreciatdeath is a sad blow to his parents... Capt. Bangor.
Brisbane, Sept 30. In port, bark Jennie Harked and will long be remembered. Those J
C. E. Littlefield arrived iast week for a two ness, Amsbury, for London.
who failed to attend met with a serious loss,
Hong Kong, Oct 2. In port, bark Adam \V
weeks’ visit at home.Willis Cole and
not only in the concert but at the heavily
Spies, f<»r New York.
Barbadoes, Oct 18. Sid, sell John C Smith,
laden tables bending with their load of wife have returned from a visit to HaverSurinam for Boston.
baked beans, brown bread, clam stew, hot hill... .Mrs. Hattie Lewis of Little Deer Isle
Sagua, Oct 25. Ar, sell Helen G Moseley, Holt,
coffee, etc. The next convention will be at is
visiting her mother, Mrs. Harriet Page. Norfolk, Va
Freedom Jan. 30, 1890-Jim Anderson
and Will Young have gone into the woods -Mr. and Mrs. John Stokell have returnMARINE MISCELLANY.
to work thi'* winter-Charlie Colby went ed from their trip to Washington_Miss
Spoken. Ship St David, Lyons, from New York
to Haverhill, Mass., last week, where he has Nellie
Morrissy is at home from Bangor, for Amoy for orders, Nov 3, lat. 39 30 N,lon 74 45
employm nt in a shoe factory-J. E. Perry where she lias been
W. Bark Lucy A Lickels, Nichols, from New York
learning the milliner’s for Hong Kong,
and family lately moved to the home of Mr.
Oct 27, lat 35 30, Ion 48 05.
The list of missing and overdue ships is increasand Mrs. A. F. Major, where they will re- trade.Prof. A. D. Harlow' is to have
at S n Francisco
The Lord Brassey, eightyside in the future_Charles Clement of charge of the
ing
which
has
Winterport Band,
one days from Hong Kong for Frisco, is reinsured
Montville had a very severe attack of neuvessels concerning which
at
15
cent.
Other
been reorganized... .Df. Thayer lost a
per
ralgia < f the stomach and bowels last Friday. just
there is anxiety are the Lady Lawrence, iroin New
valuable cow a short time ago. She got en- Castle for
on
which 55 per cent, reinValparaiso,
Liberty. The Waldo & Kennebec Musitangled in the rope while tied in the yard surance has been paid ; the Nohbleduri, New Casfor Tocopilla, 75 per cent; the Soudan, Cardiff
cal Association held its fall session at Libtle,
and fell and broke her neck....Mrs. Annie for Callao, 30
per cent ; and the Tirnura, Melerty Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 30th F. Atwood left for Boston
for London, 30 per cent.
Tuesday. She bourne
Work on the Rockland breakwater has been susand 31st, at the Baptist church. It proved will
at
Biddeford for a visit on the w ay. pended for the season. The number of tons of
stop
to be one of the largest, most enthusiastic,
-C. A. McKenney made a business trip to rock dumped has not been exactly made up, nut
it is very large. The breakwater wlien completed
and best conventions ever held by this As- Portland last week. He is
building an ad- is to be 4200 feet long. Between 1100 and 1200
sociation. Singers were present from Unity, dition to bis mill to
accommodate bis in- running feet remain to he completed. The dep h
of water now at the end of the breakwater is 50
Freedom, Knox, Albion, Morrill, Searsmont creasing business. Mrs.
McKenney is visit- feet. The average thickness or rather the width
and North and South Montville. The conof
the breakwater is 70 feet, sloping up to 20 feet
ber
old
borne
in Monroe... .The Wintering
at the top
vention was ably conducted by Prof. Samuel
port Free Library has received a gift of It*
The North Atlantic Pilot Chart gives this foreRollins of Unity with Miss Robins, his daugh- handsome volumes from Mrs. Emma Clark cast of the weather at sea in November: Frequent
between the New England coast and the
ter, as organist. Great interest was mani- Fisher of Lawrence, Mass_J. H. Thayer
ritish Isles and as far south as the 40th parallel.
fested. The chorus numbered about seventy. and wife and F. W. Haley made a business Between latitude 25 degrees north and 40 denorth, and east of longitude 70 degrees
About forty new members joined the Asso- trip to Boston last week_Mrs. Charles grees occasional
west,
gales, s ome of which may be
Four sessions were held, closing Nason has been
ciation.
severe.
Fog on the Grand Banks, but at in
quite ill_C. C. Moody has quite
Icebergs in the vicinity of
with a concert Thursday evening when the been building an addition to his house and tervals only. Some none
south of the 50tli parBelle Isle; probably
house was packed to its utmost capacity store....The
village sidewalks are being allel.
w'ith a highly appreciative audience. At a much improved-Frank Carleton is buildMollendo, coal, 10s. Brig Havilali, Demerara to
business meeting Thursday afternoon the ing a piazza to bis bouse.Mr. Aaron New York, sugar, 9 cents. Sell Jerome B Look,
Newport News to Laguayra, coal, .*2 25 and port
following officers were elected: President, Howes and wife of Rockland were the charges. Sch Sallie POn, Philadelphia to CardeJ. O. Johnson of Liberty; Vice Presidents, guests of his brother, Harrison Howes
nas, coal, §1 70, and hack from Apalachicola to
Philadelphia or New York, ties, 2o cents. Sch
Mrs. Charles Drake of Albion and Mrs. C. last week.Mrs. A. R. Fellows visit- Susie P Oliver, Kings Ferry to St Vincent, lumM. Hurd of Liberty; Secretary and Treas- ed friends in Bueksport last week. ber, SO 5o. Sell Carrie E Look, Jacksonville to
Boston, lumber, S5 25. Bark Henry A Litchfield,
urer, Mrs. Maurice Mitchell of Freedom. It The Aillage grammar schools closed last Brunswick to New York, lumber s4 50. Sell
York to Bangor, fertilizer, lump sum
was voted to hold the next session at FreeFridav.
At Mr. Carletou’s school there Celia F. New
Sob Anna Pendleton, Brunswick to New York,
dom (this plaee being the most central) Jan.
were declamat ons, dialogues, &c., and at I lumber, p t, Sell F C Pendleton, Brunswick to New
remarks
30,1890. At this meeting interesting
$4 50. Coal freights: Sell Henry
Mr. Lord's school a debate on the following York,'.umber,
Drs. Mitchell and Billings
were made by
K Tilton, Newport News to a Sound port, 05
*» later, Perth
of Freedom, Judge J. W. Knowlton of Liber''m
Sell
Amboy, to BanThat
Lincoln
deserves
cents.
Resolved,
question:
ty, Rev. M. F. Bridghatn of Searsmont aud more credit for bravery from the American gor. SI. Sell Mary Ann McCann, same. Soli .Er na,
port Liberty to Bangor, si. Bark Beatrice Havothers. The good people of this village enBridgeport, 70 cents.
tertained the visiting members most royally. people than Gen. Grant. The disputants ener. Philadelphia toWrec
k.
Sch Star of the Sea,
Resvteh from a
The fine bail of the Relief Corps was thrown were: aff., Richard Tainter, Fred Shaw;
Oct 29 from Conetable
York
at
New
Hopkins,
open to them for a reception room, while the
Island, reports, Oct 5, took a man from top of the
followed
Fred
Claire
Gilman,
Moody,
neg.,
G A. R. Hall and the Mason’s dining room
house of sch Harry S Lord of Bath, in a starving
in the same building served as dining rooms. by nearly all the older pupils. The discus- condition. The vessel had encountered a storm,
These were under the charge of competent j sion showed much study and ability for in which she tilled with water, and the top of the
house was washed olf. The rescued man said tli it
persons, hired by the members of Liberty | children of their ages... A large bunch of besides
Capt Kimball and a crew of six, there
Choir, with instructions to let none go away
named Bryant and Jacks of
two
were
dissatisfied: and up to this date we have pansies from the garden of Mrs. J. W. New York,passengers
The schooner after
on hoard the Lord.
ornaas
fresh
as
summer,
on her beam ends. On
heard of no complaint. Dinners and sup- Eveleth, looking
waterlogged,went
table this morning.Mr. becoming
ments our
the third dav the vessel blew lip her decks and the
pers were provided at the hall, and lodging
and breakfast were furnished by the citi- and Mrs. Arthur Higdon of Lawrence, top of the deck house with the ventilator attachwho have been visiting friends in ed arose 30 fi et in the air and fell about 20 feet
zens, who vied with each other in securing Mass.,
left for home on Friday’s boat, accom- to leeward Weeks swam to the deck house. Bryguests for the night. On the whole those town,
Lizzie Grant. ant and Jacks were drowned before his eyes. At
two days were red letter days for this quiet panied by their cousin, Miss
daylight, Oct 24, Weeks saw the Lord some dislittle town, and will long be remembered by _p. C. Rich has gone up river on a hunt- tance a wav. Her stern was sticking out of the
ing expedition.
its people as such.
water, three quarters of the whole length forward
being submerged The waves were breaking as
high as the top of the deck house He saw disPower.—Latest U. S. Gov’t
of all in
tinctly three of his comrades still clinging to the
Weeks said he thought
stern of the schooner.

ITEMS.

Miss Mae Seavey is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
S. L. Dodge, in Belfast.

VI-TAL-SZED

ful

Justice of ye Peace.
SEARSPORT

$5.00, $7.00, $10.00, $12.00, $15.00.

Dr. SWAN S

Hatch. The teachers and others were among
the invited guests. All partook of a bounti-

Joseph.Crary,

NORTH
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